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ABSTRACT 

This study seeks to explore the articulated views and 

behavior of an important segment of Chinese population-

politically conscious intellectuals--toward the United states 

over the period of 1945-1950. During this period, warm Chinese 

feelings toward America as demonstrated during World War II 

when the united states was China's critical ally gradually 

switched to suspicion and resentment. 

Chapter 1 reviews Chinese intellectuals' views of the 

United states as developed during the first half of the 

twentieth century, and argues that the United states 

fluctuated, in the eyes of many urban educated elite, between 

inspiration and threat. 

Chapter 2 discusses the emergence of critical Chinese 

attitudes toward the United states government soon after WWII, 

as politically artiCUlate Chinese began to question the role 

the American government played in China's internal political 

disputes. 

Chapter 3 examines the Shen Chong incident, and contends 

that ardent stUdent demands for the immediate departure of 

American troops from China and for an end to American 

involvement in Chinese politics disturbed the American 

observers, discredited the Chinese Nationalist Party and 

benefitted the Communist cause. 
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Chapter 4 focuses on the strong Chinese reaction toward 

the "reversed" American occupation policy in Japan in 1948, 

and concludes that the U. S. government had lost the heart and 

support of many Chinese intellectuals before the Communist 

takeover. 

Chapter 5 treats the CCP's full exploitation of Chinese 

intellectuals' various grievances against the United states 

government in mobilizing the large-scale Resist America, Aid 

Korea campaign. 

Vehement intellectual insistence that the united states 

government refrain from interfering in China's political 

struggles during the period in question developed in the 

broader pol i tical and social context of Chinese patriotic 

passion for national identity and unity. Chinese obsession 

with national self-determination persists down to the present 

day. This study hopes to shed light on a specific political 

phenomenon and its relevance to Chinese political values and 

the dynamics of Sino-American relations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Two homicides, one-hundred and twenty-five years apart, 

illustrate the shift in power balance that occurred in Sino

American relations. In the first case, on September 23, 

1821, a six-pound pottery jar went off the deck of the 

American ship, Emily, anchored off Whampoa, Guangdong, and 

killed a boatwoman selling fruit in a small dinghy alongside 

the ship. Upon discovery and examination of the body, the 

Chinese authorities charged that the owner of the jar, 

Francisco Terranova, a seaman on board the Emily, had 

intentionally thrown the jar at the woman after being 

shortchanged. They claimed that the jar hit the woman in the 

head, causing her to falloff the boat and drown. Terranova 

denied the charge, and his shipmates testified that he had 

nothing to do with the woman's death. 

The Chinese provincial governor-general and the 

district magistrate were determined to exercise justice by 

making the foreigners observe Chinese laws. Meanwhile, maj or 

American merchants and captains in the port city organized 
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an emergency committee, which agreed to submit the case to 

Chinese jurisdiction and requested a fair trial in return. 

The Chinese authorities then consented to leave Terranova in 

American custody and to hold the trial on board the Emily. 

During the trial, however, the Chinese magistrate grew 

impatient over the American insistence on cross-examining 

the Chinese witnesses and on listening to testimony for the 

accused, and he ended the trial abruptly_ The magistrate 

left with the demand that Terranova be surrendered to him. 

The governor-general subsequently issued an embargo on trade 

with the Americans until Terranova was handed over to the 

Chinese authorities for a retrial in the city. 

The dire consequences of halting the trade forced the 

emergency committee to allow the Chinese officials to take 

away Terranova on october 24. Terranova was tried by the 

magistrate with no Americans present. He confessed to 

hurling the jar overboard with no intention of doing any 

harm, and was found guilty of murder. At dawn on the fourth 

day after his delivery to the Chinese, he was taken to the 

execution ground and strangled. Trade then resumed. 

The Terranova incident was the first conflict involving 

extraterritoriality between China and the united states. By 

threatening to terminate trade between the two countries, 

the Chinese authorities were able to settle the case their 

way. The event suggests that in these early days of contact 
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between the two countries, American political influence in 

China was negligible. 1 

In the second case, over one hundred years later, on 

September 22, 1946, on a Shanghai city street, Julian 

Larrinaga, a civilian working as a seaman in the United 

states Navy, quarreled with a Chinese rickshaw puller, Zang 

Oayaozi, after refusing to pay Zang the fare. Larrinaga then 

called upon Edward Roderick, a coxswain in the U.S. Navy, to 

come to his aid. After Roderick struck Zang with his fist, 

Zang fell to the pavement and sustained a concussion. He 

died early next morning from the injury. Roderick was 

charged with having struck and caused the death of Zang. 2 

According to Article 1 of the "Measures Governing the 

Punishment of American Army and Naval Personnel in China 

Involved in criminal Cases," only the US Navy held 

jurisdiction over Roderick. 3 On November 12, 1946, a general 

lFor a more detailed account of the Terranova incident, 
see William J. Donahue, liThe Francis Terranova Case," The 
Historian 43 (February, 1981), 211-24. 

2From Rear Admiral W. A. Kitts of United states Pacific 
Fleet to Shanghai District Attorney, Cao Liang Kan, July 2, 
1947, RG 59, 893.00/7-247, National Archives (hereafter NA) • 

3The first treaty between China and the united states 
was concluded in 1844, which granted the right of Americans 
in Chinese terri tory to be tried by American consular 
officials under the laws of the united states. This unequal 
treaty lasted for about one hundred years. On January 11, 
1943, China and the United states signed a treaty which 
relinquished American extraterritorial rights in China. See 
U. S. Department of state, The China White Paper: August 
1949 (stanford: Stanford University Press, 1967), 1: 514-17. 
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US Navy Court Martial tried him in Shanghai, while 

Larrinaga, a civilian, was subject to the Chinese Criminal 

Code and tried in the Shanghai District Court for having 

instigated the assaul t leading to Zang' s death. He was 

sentenced to one year and nine months' imprisonment. 4 

Roderick pleaded not guilty to the charge of manslaughter. 

After several days of trial the Naval Court acquitted him, 

on the ground, as explained by Rear Admiral W. A. Kitts, 

that the Chinese witnesses had difficulty identifying 

Roderick. During the subsequent trial for Larrinaga, 

however, Roderick appeared before the Shanghai District 

court as a witness and admitted that he had struck Zang in 

order to aid Larrinaga (who was surrounded by a group of 

angry ricksha pullers), and that Zang fell immediately to 

the ground. 5 

A few months later, on May 21, 1943, the Chinese -and 
American authorities exchanged notes concerning criminal 
jurisdiction over American armed forces stationed 
temporarily in China. The Sino-American Military Service 
Agreement provided that the service courts and the military 
and naval authorities of the United States held exclusive 
jurisdiction over criminal offensives committed by members 
of the American armed forces in China, and thus exempted the 
American troops in China from Chinese Criminal Code. See 
u.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the united 
States [FRUS]. 1943: China (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1957), 691-700. 

4xin wan bao, March 26, 1947. 

5From Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Shanghai Office to 
u.s. Consulate General in Shanghai, March 28, 1947, RG59, 
893.00/3-2847, NA. 
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The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs lodged a formal 

complaint to the US embassy about the way in which the u.s. 

naval authorities in China handled the case and demanded a 

retrial of Roderick's case, as Roderick had in the Chinese 

court subsequently confessed complicity in the death of 

Zang. The letter of complaint asserted that the procedures 

for the trial of Roderick had violated the Provisions of the 

Sino-American Military Service Agreement because the Naval 

Court had failed to cooperate with the Chinese authorities 

in obtaining testimony from the Chinese witnesses and it did 

not invite Chinese representatives to witness Roderick's 

trial. Also, the letter argued that the naval authorities 

neglected to ask the Shanghai District Court to furnish 

information relevant to the case. 6 The U. S . Navy 

Headquarters in shanghai refuted the official Chinese 

protest, and concluded that since Roderick, a member of the 

US armed forces, was subject exclusively to US laws in 

china, to put him in "double jeopardy" on the same charge 

would be a breach of US laws. The case thus came to an end, 

but problems with American servicemen continued. 7 

6From Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Shanghai Office to 
U.S. Consulate General in shanghai, March 28, 1947, RG59, 
893.00/3-2847, NA; from Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
to American Embassy, June 26, 1947, RG59, 893.00/6-2647, NA. 

7Chapter 2 will provide a more detailed discussion on 
this issue. 
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The difference in the handling of these two murder 

ca;:;es highlights a change in the locus of power between 

China and the United states. While the Terranova case 

demonstrates a degree of presumptuousness on the part of 

chinese officials, the case of Roderick reflects to a 

certain extent American assertiveness, and in the eyes of 

politically alert Chinese, American disregard of justice for 

the Chinese and indifference to China's newly-gained 

sovereignty. The death of Zang Dayaozi and the acquittal of 

Edward Roderick were widely and bitterly reported and 

commented upon in the local newspapers. The Zang Dayaozi 

incident, together with numerous other conflicts between 

American troops and the Chinese population in the immediate 

postwar years, provoked Chinese resentment against the 

continued presence of American troops upon Chinese soil, and 

constituted one of the issues that gave rise to anti

Americanism on the part of politically conscious Chinese. 

The late 1940s, when the Chinese Nationalist party 

(Guomindang, or GMD) and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

engaged in a showdown for supremacy in China, saw the 

expression of growing anti-American sentiment in urban 

China, manifested largely and explicitly in Chinese media, 
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scholarly opinion and student movements. s During this 

period, warm Chinese memories of America as a crucial ally 

during WWII gradually gave way to feelings of suspicion and 

even resentment of the united states. This study examines 

the expression of anti-Americanism on the part of a large 

number of Chinese intellectuals from late 1945, when 

political discontent with U. s. policy toward China began to 

emerge, to 1950, when the Communists had won the civil war 

and began to fight the Americans in the Korean War. 

Who constitute the intellectuals? In the context of 

modern china, the term "intellectual," or zhishi fenz i, 

literally translated as "elements with knowledge," in its 

broadest meaning refers to anyone who was educated. 

Historian Y.C. Wang defines the twentieth-century Chinese 

intellectuals as .. , educated men' in distinction to masses 

who are uneducated." To distinguish further, "one can speak 

of the 'higher' or 'lower' intellectuals, meaning men who 

had much or little formal education. ,,9 According to the 1979 

SAs early as 1948, to correct the general American 
belief that the United states still enjoyed a high prestige 
in postwar China, the American Foundation of Foreign Affairs 
presented a study of Chinese opinion, written by Thurston 
Griggs, which suggested that, liTo retrieve its prestige and 
to promote the general welfare of China the United States 
must reconsider and re-shape its policy in China." (See 
Thurston Griggs I Americans in China: Some Chinese Views 
[Washington, D.C.: Foundation for Foreign Affairs, 1948], 
Preface) . 

9See Y. C. Wang, Chinese Intellectuals and the West, 
1872-1949 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1966), vii. 
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edition of the Chinese encyclopedia, ci hai, an 

"intellectual" means 1Banyone who labors with his brain and 

is in possession of certain cultural or scientific 

knowledge, workers in literature and arts, teachers, 

physicians, etc. ,,10 In her dissertation, Yueh-Hung C. Ting 

defines modern China intellectuals as members of "the 

academic community, professionals, such as doctors, lawyers, 

writers, and scientists, and members of the military elite 

engaged in professional or academic pursuits where literacy 

was an important prerequisite. ,,11 since Chinese students 

formed a crucial part of the intellectual community or the 

intelligentsia, in this dissertation the term 

"intellectuals" refers not only to teachers, professors, 

journalists, scholars and other professional people, but 

also includes college and even middle school students. 

Historically, educated Chinese, or Confucian literati, 

saw themselves as the cream of the state, socially obligated 

to criticize openly any deviations from Confucian moral 

principles. Following historical precedents and inspired by 

a strong sense of patriotic duty, many modern chinese 

intellectuals believed strongly that they were responsible 

10See Yueh, Tai-yun, Intellectuals in chinese Fiction 
(Berkeley: Institute of East Asian studies, 1988), 5. 

llSee Yueh-Hung C. Ting, "The Intellectuals and the 
Chinese Revolution: A study of the China Democratic League 
and Its components, 1939-1949" (Ph. D. diss., New York 
University, 1978), 6. 
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for the fate of the nation and should speak out for the 

Chinese people. A numerically small urban social group, they 

were nevertheless the most articulate and alert politically 

and proved to be instrumental in shaping Chinese political 

discourse. 

By the 1940s, China had already witnessed the strength 

of intellectual activism. Educated urban elites had played 

predominant roles in the May Fourth Movement and in the 

anti-Japanese agitation prior to the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War, which significantly affected the course of 

modern China. The political and military situations in China 

in the late forties provided fertile soil for political 

activities on the part of educated Chinese. As the power 

struggle between the GMD and the CCP entered its crucial 

stage, Chinese intellectuals, especially the students, 

became a political force to be reckoned with. As Mary G. 

Mazur asserts, "During the unrelenting crises of the 1940s, 

people had heightened political concern, and many became 

politically active. Even those formerly aloof from politics 

became involved for the first time. n12 Political instability 

pushed many Chinese intellectuals to take direct action in 

the hope of shaping China's political contours. 

While recent scholarly attention to Sino-American 

12Mary G. Mazur, "Intellectual Activism in China During 
the 1940s: Wu Han in the United Front and the Democratic 
League," The China Quarterly 133 (March 1993), 26. 
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relations in the late 1940s has contributed to a more 

profound understanding of this intricate period in Chinese-

American relations, most of the interpretations deal with 

the formal triangular relationship between the United 

states, the Chinese Communists and the Chinese Nationalists, 

often in the larger context of global politics. 13 Less 

substantial research has been done, however, with regard to 

the attitudes of Chinese intellectuals toward the united 

states during the particular period in question. While some 

insightful general studies of Chinese views toward the 

uni ted states have been undertaken, 14 the present study 

13See, for example, Dorothy Borg and Waldo Heinrichs, 
eds., Uncertain Years: Chinese-American Relations, 1947-1950 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1980); Harry Harding 
and Yuan Ming, eds. Sino-American Relations, 1945-1955: A 
Joint Reassessment of a critical Decade (Wilmington, Del.: 
A Scholarly Resources Imprint, 1989); William Whitney 
Stueck, Jr., The Road to Confrontation: American Policy 
toward China and Korea, 1947-1950 (Chapel Hill: university 
of North Carolina Press, 1981); Nancy B. Tucker, Patterns in 
the Dust: Chinese-American Relations and the Recognition 
Controversy, 1949-1950 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1983); and Zi Zhongyun, Meiguo duihua zhengce de yuangi he 
fazhan, 1945-1950 [The Origin and Development of united 
states Policy toward China, 1945-1950] (Chongqing: Chongqing 
Chubanshe, 1987). 

14These works include Michael Hunt's "Themes in 
Traditional and Modern Chinese Images of America" and Akira 
Iriye's "Images and Diplomacy in Sino-American Relations" in 
David Shambaugh, ed., Mutual Images in U. S. -China Relations, 
Occasional Paper number 32 of the Asia Program, Wilson 
Center, 1988; Tu Wei-ming, "Chinese Perceptions of America," 
in Robert C. Oxnam and Michel C. Oksenberg, eds., Dragon and 
Eagle: United States-China Relations (New York: Basic Books, 
Inc., 1973),87-106: David Shambaugh's "Anti-Americanism in 
China" in Anti-Americanism: Origins and Context, ed. by 
Thomas P. Thornton, special issue of The Annals of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Science 497 (May 
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differs from them in that it focuses essentially on the 

evolution of intellectuals' opinions and activism regarding 

u.s. involvement in Chinese politics during the late forties 

and on how intellectuals' political agitation affected the 

on-going power struggle between the CCP and the GMD in 

particular and the Chinese-American relationship in 

general. 15 

This study also differs from studies of the student 

movement during the period of the Chinese civil war. Suzanne 

Pepper's work on the series of student protests, including 

1988), 142-56; Philip West's Yenching University and Sino
Western Relations, 1916-1952 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1976); Chinese historian Yuan Ming has 
done some preliminary study in this area in her short essay 
"Chinese Intellectuals and the United States: The Dilemma of 
Individualism vs. Patriotism" Asian Survey 29 (July 1989), 
645-54. In his article, "Meiguo yu xifang zichanjieji 
xinwenhua shuru Zhongguo" [The Influx to China of America's 
and Western Bourgeois's New Cultures], Luo Rongqu discusses 
the impact of the western ideas on the Chinese intellectuals 
and how these new ideas influenced their notions about 
America in particular and the west in general at the turn of 
the century. See Zhou Yiliang, ed., Zhongwai wenhua 
jaoliushi [A History of Cultural Exchanges between China and 
Foreign Countries] (Henan: Henan renmin chubanshe, 1987), 
630-69. 

15The works mentioned in footnote 13 provide little 
direct study on the period this dissertation covers. Jon W. 
Huebner's concise article "Chinese Anti-Americanism, 1946-
1948" is the only work so far that deals exclusively with 
the subject of the anti-American phenomenon on the part of 
Chinese intellectuals in the late 1940s. Based essentially 
on Chinese Press Rev iew and secondary sources, Huebner 's 
brief discussion of the non-Communist anti-American 
sentiment in the city of Shanghai offers preliminary study 
of this important aspect of Sino-American relations. See 
Huebner, "Chinese Anti-Americanism, 1946-48," The Australian 
Journal of Chinese Affairs 17 (January 1987), 115-25. 
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anti-American demonstrations, concludes that the student 

movement between 1945-1949 was essentially an anti-civil war 

movement. During the process, the students became a major 

political force of opposition to the Chinese Nationalist 

government. The close association of the American government 

with the increasingly unpopular Nationalists in the eyes of 

radical students provoked the latter's resentment against 

the Uni ted states. 16 According to her argument, the true 

target of student antagonism was the GMD. In her book, China 

and the Christian Colleges, 1850-1950, Jessie Lutz also 

finds evidence of anti-American sentiment among Chinese 

students in the late 1940s as a consequence of immediate 

identity of GMD and u.s. policy in China. 17 

The strong aversion of many Chinese intellectuals to 

the civil war did influence their perception of the American 

government, as they believed the U. S. backing of the 

Nationalist Government was a factor that encouraged the 

16Suzanne Pepper I liThe Student Movement and the Chinese 
civil War, 1945-1949, II The China Quarterly 48 (December 
1971): 698-735; Suzanne Pepper I Civil War in China: The 
Political Struggle, 1945-1949 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1978), Chapter III. 

17Jessie Gregory Lutz, China and the Christian Colleges 
1850-1950 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1971), 418-43. 
While the works of Lutz and Pepper provide insight into 
Chinese intellectuals' views of and attitudes toward the 
United states government's involvement in China in the 
postwar period, the foci of these studies dictate that the 
authors can give only preliminary treatment to the evolution 
of Chinese intellectuals' thinking about the united states 
government. 
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outbreak and continuation of the war between the Communists 

and the Nationalists. However, this thesis argues that the 

Chinese intellectuals' quest for national salvation and 

independence during the first half of the twentieth century 

(see Chapter 2) played an equally, if not more, crucial role 

in the growth and expression of Chinese anti-American 

sentiment in the late forties. In their search for ways to 

achieve China's national unity and autonomy, most 

politically conscious Chinese displayed a strong anti-

foreign tendency. 

It is important to understand the source of that anti-

foreign tendency. In his study of anti-christian sentiments 

in China in the late nineteenth century, Paul Cohen presents 

three reasons for anti-foreignism on the part of the 

Chinese: their antagonism toward western incursion; their 

tendency to attribute all the domestic distress to an 

external scapegoat; and most importantly, the strong Chinese 

tradi tion of ethnocentrism. 18 David Shambaugh also traces 

Chinese anti-foreignism in the larger historical context of 

Chinese xenophobia as he argues that "Anti-Americanism in 

China is essentially rooted in the more general xenophobic 

impulse in Chinese society" that perceived foreigners as 

barbarians. Therefore, "on one level, Americans have been 

18Paul Cohen, China and Christianity: The Missionary 
Movement and the Growth of Chinese Antiforeignism 1860-1870 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963), 269. 
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Westerners. ,,19 

against no differently from 
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other 

Historical elements do shape one's pattern of behavior. 

However, during the May Fourth era and after, earlier 

Chinese xenophobia had largely given way to the development 

not only of a more cosmopolitan outlook, but also of 

patriotic ideas and movements with a commitment to anti

imperialism, national deliverance and regeneration. A strong 

yearning for a unified and independent China figured 

significantly in shaping politically engaged intellectuals' 

attitudes and behavior toward the United states government 

during the second half of the 1940s. 

In the wake of World War II and until 1949 the United 

states was undisputedly the most conspicuous and the 

strongest Western power on the China scene and had become 

actively involved in Chinese politics. The fact that China 

had suffered from the incursion of Western powers during the 

past century rendered many of its intellectuals sensitive to 

American power expansion in the postwar period, a painful 

reminder of China's weakness and political impotence. 

consequently, the presence of American servicemen compounded 

with their rowdy behavior in postwar China embittered many 

Chinese, who perceived the United states as simply 

continuing the legacy of "imperialism" (see Chapter 3). 

19Shambaugh, "Anti-Americanism in China," 155. 
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As patriotism played an important role in stimulating 

many Chinese intellectuals against American "interference" 

in China's affairs, they therefore found much 

dissatisfaction with the Nationalist government for not 

bolstering the prestige and the dignity of China. 

Politically conscious Chinese were especially critical of 

what they saw as the GMD's supine policy toward the united 

states. Driven largely by an emotion of national pride as 

well as by an ingrained sense of their special social role, 

many became highly critical of the role the u.S. government 

played in China, which they found an obstacle to the 

achievement of their political aspirations. They staged 

numerous protest strikes and demonstrations to impress upon 

the public as well as Chinese and American officials China's 

need for peace and self-determination. Therefore, the 

growing tide of anti-uS sentiment among intellectuals, 

especially students, during the period of Chinese civil war 

has to be understood in the broader social and political 

context of the modern Chinese passion for patriotism and 

struggle for national identity and unity. 

The Shen Chong Case (Chapter 4) and other anti

American activities, such as the intellectual movement in 

1948 to protest American occupation policy toward Japan 

(Chapter 5), all served to create a climate of anti-American 

public opinion. The prevailing hostility toward the United 

States certainly worked to the advantage of the CCP in its 
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contest for power with the GMD and in its later 

confrontation with the United states during the cold war 

era. The Communist leadership's crucial decision to fight an 

American-led coalition in the Korean War derived partially 

from a sharp reading of the pervasive intellectual animosity 

toward the Americans, which bolstered the CCP's confidence 

in its ability to gain the support of progressive 

intellectuals for war mobilization (see Chapter 6). 

The CCP swept into power in 1949 with a record of 

avowed commitment to ending foreign impingement on China. 20 

To prove the righteousness and popularity of the Communist 

cause and to underscore the CCP's role as the champion of 

anti-imperialism, communist historians tend to highlight the 

role of the CCP in the intellectual anti-American activities 

during the late forties. 21 On the other hand, the 

Nationalists and American diplomats in the late forties were 

20Chalmers A. Johnson's classic work, Peasant 
Nationalism and Communist Power: The Emerqence of 
Revolutionary China, 1937-1945 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1962), emphasizes that the Communists were 
foremost nationalists. 

21See, for example, Zhongguo renmin zhengzhi xieshang 
huiyi Beij ingshi weiyuanhui wenshi ziliao yanj iu weiyuanhui, 
eds., Beiping dixiadang douzheng shiliao [Historical 
Materials on the Struggles of the Beiping Underground party] 
(Beijing: Beijing chubanshe, 1988); Wang Ping and Zhang 
Liyao, eds., Zhongguo xiandai fengyunlu [A Turbulent History 
of Modern China] (Shanghai: Tongji daxue chubanshe, 1988), 
287-89; Shandong daxue bianxiezu, eds., Zhongguo gemingshi 
lunwen jiyao [Essays on the Revolutionary History of China] 
(Beij ing: Zhonggong dangshi ziliao chubanshe, 1987), 2: 
1016-1027. 
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also eager to ascribe these activities to Communist 

agitation and manipulation, and blamed the CCP for the anti

American shift of Chinese educated opinion. However, CCP 

historians as well as GMD and American observers appear to 

have overemphasized Communist influence among Chinese 

intellectuals. 

During the late forties, the CCP agents indeed worked 

hard among the educated urban elite, especially the 

students, to inspire their feelings of discontent with the 

American government. They strove to mobilize intellectual 

support by attacking the "imperialistic policy" of the 

united states. However, at a time when Communist influence 

in the cities was still limited in comparison to that of the 

GMD and when the Nationalist authorities were reckless in 

suppressing dissension, the demonstrated intellectual 

antagonism toward the American government cannot be simply 

dismissed as Communist propaganda. Many student protesters 

themselves emphatically denied any claim that their 

opposition to united states China policy was anything other 

than spontaneous. 

The anti-American phenomenon that this study examines 

occurred essentially in the major cities still under the 

GMD's control. Confronting the constant danger of 

suppression and persecution inflicted by the GMD police, 

many intellectuals nevertheless lobbied on behalf of China IS 

need for peace, unity and independence. Eruption of anti-
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American student protests and demonstrations in urban China 

was triggered essentially by Chinese political instability 

in particular and by patriotic and nationalistic impulses in 

general. 

To the extent that many Chinese intellectuals displayed 

animosity toward the United states, it manifested itself 

mainly in the political realm. In the midst of expressions 

of anti-American sentiment, the admiration for American 

scientific and technological progress still existed, and 

private friendships continued. What the intellectuals 

attacked was essentially United states policy toward China 

and Japan. Nevertheless, as the decade of the 1940s drew to 

a close, a general disillusionment among politically-engaged 

Chinese threatened to warp the future of the Sino-American 

relationship. In 1948, a Chinese student who had graduated 

from the Missouri School of Journalism wrote down "c/o 

Monkey King" when asked to supply his home address to the 

school alumni network, since he saw no prospect for the 

establishment of a lasting friendly relationship between the 

two countr ies • 22 

To probe the thoughts of Chinese intellectuals in the 

late nineteen-forties I this study makes use of recently 

published Chinese materials, including recollections of the 

youth movement and historical records of the women's 

22Yuan Ming, "Chinese Intellectuals and the United 
states,1I 648. 
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movement. 23 It draws extensively on major Chinese newspaper 

and journal articles, speeches made by Chinese and American 

contemporary observers, student pamphlets, archival 

documents and other primary source materials. These 

historical documents must be handled with care because the 

Chinese press in GMD-controlled urban regions was often 

subj ect to government control. 24 Nevertheless , editors of 

major unofficial newspapers still managed to express their 

own political opinions to a certain extent. Also, because 

23For example, Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei dangshi 
yanj iushi, eds., Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxing yundong ziliao 
huibian [A Compilation of Primary Sources on the Movement to 
Oppose American Atrocities (Beij ing: Beij ing daxue 
chubanshe, 1989); zhang Aiping and Xiao Hua et al., oingnian 
yundong huiyilu [Recollections of the Youth Movement] 
(Beijing: Zhongguo qingnian chubanshe, 1978); Zhonghua 
quanguo funu lianhehui funu yundong lishi yanjiushi, eds., 
Zhongguo funu yundong lishi ziliao. 1945-1949 [Historical 
Records on Women's Movement in china, 1945-1949] (Beijing: 
Zhongguo funu chubanshe, 1991). 

24with the end of the sino-Japanese War, the Nationalist 
Government repealed wartime censorship regulations, and the 
chinese press enjoyed some degree of freedom for a short 
while. Journals and periodicals mushroomed. The onset of the 
civil war, however, led the government to impose once again 
severe restrictions on the news published. Publications 
aspiring for peace and unity or reporting on social strife 
and student unrest were condemned as Communist-instigated. 
Liberal newspapers often received threatening letters or 
were suspended. The most frequently used pretext employed by 
the government officials to shut down a newspaper was its 
supposed failure to register. For details, see Lee-hsia Hsu 
Ting, Government Control of the Press in Modern China. 1900-
1949 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), 
Chapter 7. 

In the Communist-held areas, the CCP exercised strict 
control over the publications. The chief purpose of the 
press was to propagate Communist policies and instructions, 
and to influence public opinion. 
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many newspapers were owned by different branches of the 

Nationalist Government, and political variations within the 

GMD sometimes made possible a limited range of diversified 

press views. Consequently, despite government censorship, 

leading Chinese newspapers, which verbalized the various 

Chinese concerns in response to American policies, can still 

serve as a useful barometer to assess the evolving attitudes 

on the part of educated Chinese toward the United states. 

Furthermore, when major newspapers of different political 

persuasions reacted quite uniformly to certain issues 

involving the Sino-American relations (~., the conduct of 

Marines in postwar· China and the Sino-U. S. Commercial 

Treaty), one can measure the general concern toward these 

issues and draw relevant conclusions. 

Besides relying on primary and recently available 

Chinese materials, I have also utilized materials relevant 

to the present study in the U.S. National Archives. 

Observations made by American diplomats in China in the 

forties not only reveal their attitudes and reactions toward 

the expression of anti-American sentiment, but also fUrther 

evince the magnitude and intensity of disillusionment 

concerning the Sino-American relationship seen in a 

numerically small yet politically significant group of 

Chinese. Moreover, the American diplomats were also eager 

collectors of comments made and recorders of activities 

undertaken by various Chinese groups in relation to American 
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involvement in Chinese (and Japanese) affairs, which are not 

always easily accessible in China. 

In sum, this study aims to probe beneath the surface of 

formal nation-state interaction to study the specific views 

toward United states policy expressed by an important group 

within Chinese society in the late forties and early 

fifties. By presenting an in-depth discussion of the views 

of politically alert Chinese intellectuals in the leading 

cities under the GMD control after VJ Day, this thesis seeks 

to explore the influence of anti-American sentiments on 

Chinese civil war politics and Sino-American relations. An 

extensive examination of a salient political phenomenon not 

only sheds light on the political aspirations of an 

important sector of the Chinese population, but also expands 

the discussion of Sino-American relations in the late 1940s 

and early 1950s beyond the more familiar focus on decision

making and diplomacy. While geopolitics constitutes one part 

of Sino-U.S. relations, such factors as informed pUblic 

opinion and intellectual activism also figure significantly 

in the study of Chinese-American interactions. 



CHAPTER 2 

A HISTORICAL REVIEW OF MODERN CHINESE INTELLECTUALS' 
VIEWS OF THE UNITED STATES 
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For the most part, the views of modern Chinese 

intellectuals toward the Uni ted states developed in the 

general framework of their quest for "national salvation" 

[j iuguo], a concern that dominated their political thinking. 

Their perspectives on the United states were closely related 

to their perceptions of China's destiny and often oscillated 

depending upon how they perceived the united states as 

assisting or impeding the achievement of Chinese 

independence and sovereignty.l Consequently, in China's 

quest for national unity and strength, the united states 

alternated, in the eyes of many educated Chinese, between 

guidance or inspiration on the one hand and, on the other, 

obstacle or even threat. 

IFor arguments on this thesis, see also David 
Shambaugh's article "Anti-Americanism in China," in Anti
Americanism: origins and Context, ed. Thomas P. Thornton, 
special issue of The Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and social science 497 (May 1988): 142-56; Michael 
Hunt's "Themes in Traditional and Modern Chinese Images of 
America," in Mutual Images in U.S.-China Relations, ed. 
David Shambaugh, Occasional Paper, no. 32, Wilson Center, 
1988, 1-17. 
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2.1 The Late Qinq's sponsorship of an Educational Mission 
to America 

The Opium War of 1839-1842, initiated by Britain over 

the opening of China's door for trade in general and over 

China's anti-opium campaign in particular, ended in China's 

defeat and headed it into a century of lIunequal treaties" 

and concessions. The war and China's subsequent defeats at 

the hands of Western powers disclosed a militarily 

discredited and internationally humiliated China, shaken in 

its illusion of supreme status and convinced of the 

superiority of Western weapons. Some Chinese officials and 

Ii terati began to push for programs of learning Western 

technology so that China could better deter further Western 

aggression. Urged by Viceroys Zeng Guofan and Li Hongzhang, 

in 1872, the Qing court set up a program to send thirty 

Chinese boys each year to study defense-related subjects for 

ten years in the United states, which thus became the first 

country to which China sent students abroad. 

Li Hongzhang, the well-known late Qing statesman, 

believed that it was of great significance and urgency for 

China to build the basis of self-strengthening by sending 

young boys to the United states to learn specific Western 

skills. Li lamented that II it is a matter of not only 

distress but also shame for a big country like China to lack 
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independence and power. ,,2 The boys were there to acquire 

"military science, ship building techniques, mathematics, 

and engineering, and so on, so that China can be familiar 

with all the technical specialties of the West and have its 

own experts. ,,3 The mission did not turn out to be as 

fruitful as Li had hoped, however. The United states 

government refused to allow the select group of the boys to 

move on to the military academies at Annapolis and West 

Point upon the completion of their high-school education. 

Meanwhile, the Qing court also received "disturbing" reports 

concerning the young students' "undesirable" behavior, 

including incompetence in classical Chinese learning, 

conversion to Christianity, and even marriage to American 

women. This educational mission was abruptly ended in 1881. 4 

A few decades later, in 1894, the first sino-Japanese 

War broke out; this also ended in China's crushing defeat, 

and produced a far greater shock in China than the previous 

2Yang Yusheng, "Cong yangwu re dao diyue chao" [From 
the Self Strengthening Craze to the 1905 Boycott], Meiguo 
yanjiu [American Studies], no. 3 (1991): 78-79. 

3Yang Yusheng, "Cong yangwu re dao diyue chao," 79; for 
a more detailed discussion on this issue, see also Y. C. 
Wang, Chinese Intellectuals and the West. 1872-1949 (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1966), 74-76. 

4 Jonathan Spence, The Search for Modern China (New 
York: Norton, 1990), 219; see also Luo Rongqu, "Meiguo yu 
xifang zichanjieji xinwenhua shuru Zhongguo" [The Influx of 
American and western Bourgeois New Cultures to China], in 
Zhongwai wenhua j iaoliu shi [A History of Cultural Exchanges 
between China and Foreign countries], ed. Zhou Yiliang 
(Henan: Henan renmin chubanshe, 1987), 656. 
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defeats by the Western powers, generating profound 

repercussions. The defeat not only demonstrated China's 

weakness, but also shattered its traditional self-image as 

the center of civilization and morality. It had been 

humiliating enough for the Chinese to be beaten by the 

Western powers. But now worst of all they had been humbled 

by a previously scorned Asian neighbor, which China had for 

long regarded as its cultural protege. This served as a 

powerful awakening for the Qing dynasty, and some of the 

literati began to vigorously demand political and social 

reforms. There arose calls for educational reforms from 

people who deemed the existing examination system, with its 

emphasis on Confucian teachings, to be outmoded. In 1905 the 

Qing court abolished the traditional civil Service 

Examination based on classical education, a move which paved 

the way not only for the establishment of more higher 

educational institutions, but also for new curricula and 

teaching methods. The American curriculum, together with 

those of other western nations, then became points of 

reference. Along with the introduction of new courses, 

including natural and social sciences, math and English, 

such various Western ideas as democracy, Darwinism and 

socialism, exposed Chinese youth to new modes of thinking. 
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2.2 Early Chinese Students' and Visitors' Mixed Impressions 
of the united states 

Around the turn of the century, more Chinese started to 

go to the West and Japan to study. The number of Chinese 

students in the United states had remained small until 1908, 

when the United states government turned its share of the 

Boxer Indemnity, which it had attained in the settlement 

following the 1900 anti-foreign Boxer Rebellion, into a 

scholarship program. It allowed one hundred Chinese students 

to go to the united states each year to pursue higher 

education. 5 Part of the fund was allocated to build a 

preparatory school, known as Qinghua College, in Beijing in 

1909, to facilitate the program. Selected high school 

graduates would first go through a short, American-run 

preparatory program at Qinghua before being sent to the 

United States. 6 Through the Boxer Indemnity fund and other 

official and private avenues, more Chinese students had the 

opportunity to study in the United States. And by 1910 the 

united States had acquired the reputation for being lithe 

5US altruism can be viewed from both sides. Historian 
colin MacKerras asserts that this educational plan actually 
meant that "under the guise of generosity, the Americans 
used money, paid to them to help invade China in 1900, for 
the purpose of imposing their own values on Chinese 
intellectuals." (See MacKerras, Western Images of China 
[Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1989], 76). 

6yi-rong Young Liu, "Chinese Intellectuals I Sense of 
Mission and Their Attitude Toward Foreign Study," (Ph. D. 
diss., University of california, 1985), 52. 
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Chinese mecca of education." 7 By 1915, there were more than 

1,200 Chinese students in American schools and colleges, of 

whom about 800 were in colleges and uni versi ties. 8 The 

number of Chinese students in the united states grew until 

by 1949 around 36,000 had been to schools there. 9 

Most of the Chinese students studying abroad during the 

period cherished a strong sense of mission and were pushed 

by an urge to acquire necessary skills to help strengthen 

China. 10 In his 1968 memoirs, K. S. Hao, an American-

educated Chinese, maintains that "almost all the overseas 

Chinese students at that time [about half a century ago] 

thought of nothing but learning knowledge that would be 

useful and beneficial to their country, that could be 

effectively and quickly learned, and that could offer 

immediate and fundamental solutions to the problems of their 

7Jerome Grieder, Hu Shih and the Chinese Renaissance: 
Liberalism in the Chinese Revolution. 1917-1939 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1970), 36; R. David Arkush 
and Leo o. Lee, trans. and eds., Land Without Ghosts: 
Chinese Impressions of America From the Mid-Nineteenth 
Century to the Present (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989), 98. 

SChow Tse-tsung, The Mav Fourth Movement: Intellectual 
Revolution in Modern China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1960), 26. 

9Lyman P. Van Slyke, "Culture, Society, and Technology 
in Sino-American Relations," in Dragon and Eagle--United 
States-China Relations: Past and Future, eds. Michel 
Oksenberg and Robert B. Oxnam (New York: Basic Books, 1978), 
140. 

lOFor a fuller argument on this thesis, see Yi-rong 
Young Liu, "Chinese Intellectuals' Sense of Mission." 
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country. II They would then return to China lito contribute 

what they [had] learned upon the completion of their 

studies. II Dr. Wellington Koo, an American-trained jurist who 

later became a well-known diplomat for the Nationalist 

Government, likewise asserted, in a 1912 speech, that 

Chinese students in America selected courses and majors with 

serving, or rather, saving their country, as their primary 

object. 11 

Most Chinese visitors and students who went to America 

were intrigued by what they saw and found much to praise 

there. They envied its material wealth, marvelled at its 

rapid technological development and complimented its 

optimistic and forward-looking people. As No Yang-Park, who 

went there in 1921, writes, liThe typical American is young 

and energetic, progressive and optimistic, and is a great 

'booster,' a hard-working man, a good sport, and a genius as 

an organizer. 1I The Americans "are the ones who live in the 

future tense. 1112 The American accompl ishments often so 

overwhelmed the Chinese visitors and students that some of 

them were turned into "americophiles. II A senior Chinese 

student, J. L. Huang, while studying at Vanderbilt 

l1See Liu, "chinese Intellectuals' Sense of Mission," 
79-80. 

12No Yong-Park, "A Chinese View of the American 
Character,1I in America in Perspective: The united states 
Through Foreign Eyes, ed. Henry Steele Commager (New York: 
Random House, 1947), 334-35. 
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University in Nashville, Tennessee, concluded a speech 

laudatorily in an annual oratorical contest in 1924, 

"America! America! The time is come! The hour is struck! The 

destiny of the whole world is in your hands! Turn the key, 

and turn it right! ,,13 He subsequently became a persistent 

promoter of the idea of a special American relationship 

with China. 

Meanwhile, the growing prosperity and power of the 

United states contrasted sharply with an enfeebled and 

unstable China lacking in independence and lagging behind in 

modernization. China's weakness, its inferior position in 

the international realm and the image of China as "the sick 

man of Asia" [dongya bingfu] all rendered Chinese 

intellectuals sensitive and bitter. Accordingly, they felt 

more keenly the urgent need for China to revitalize itself. 

The existence of racial prejudice in the united states 

often struck deep in the hearts of the Chinese. The Chinese 

writer Qi Youzi published a popular story in early 1905 

entitled "Bitter Student," which depicted the bias that 

13J. L. Huang collection, Box No.1, Hoover Institution 
Archives Holdings on China. In China and the West: Society 
and Culture 1815-1937 (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1979), 78-
79, Jerome Chen provides more examples on this. For 
instance, Zhang Bolin, the famous early twentieth-century 
Chinese educator, highly praised American material wealth 
and scientific progress, and ascribed them to American 
leaders' untiring public service, marvelous experiences, 
physical strength, capability and work ethic, attributes 
which he believed were beyond the attainment of Chinese 
officials. 
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Chinese students experienced in the United states. 14 Some 

arriving students and visitors experienced ill-treatment 

immediately upon their entry into the United states on Angel 

Island in the middle of San Francisco Bay. chih Meng, having 

won a five-year scholarship to study in the United States in 

1919, claimed, UIn California we had our first experiences 

with racism. Three barbershops in the Bay Region refused to 

cut our hair because we were Asiatics. What hurt most was 

that the YMCA in Los Angeles declined to rent us transient 

rooms for the same reason. 1115 

Wen Yido, another Chinese student studying in the 

united states, who later became a scholar of distinction and 

turned into a radical intellectual in the 1940s, also wrote 

home saying that, "The US is not a place for me to stay in 

long." He continued with a bitter tone that, "For a young 

Chinese of principle, the flavor of life here cannot be 

described. When I come home at the end of the year after 

next, I shall tell you all about it beside our fireside and 

I shall weep bitterly to get rid of the accumulated 

indignation and frustration in my neart. ,,16 In this sense, 

14Qi Youzi, "Ku xuesheng ll [Bitter Student], in Fanmei 
Huagong j inyue wenxueji [A Collection of Literature on 
Protesting united states' Laws Excluding Chinese Laborers], 
ed. A Ying (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju chuban, 1960), 273-309. 

15Chih Meng, Chinese-American Understanding: A Sixty
Year Search (New York: China Institute in America, 19B1), 
102. 

16Chen, China and the West, 160. 
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when the students returned to China, many would carry with 

them not only feelings of admiration but also those of 

distrust or even hostility toward the united states. 17 

Those Chinese who had the opportunity for a short visit 

to the United states also harbored ambivalent feelings about 

the country. Liang Qichao, an active thinker and a famous 

reformer and journalist, wrote after touring the united 

states in 1903 his informative Notes from a Journey to the 

New continent (Xin dalu you; i) , which influenced 

significantly the thinking of many early twentieth-century 

Chinese intellectuals. 18 His work demonstrates a mixture of 

views toward the united states. He was both intrigued and 

troubled. While admiring American political and economic 

developments, he cautioned the Chinese to be alert to the 

development of American j ingolism, to American imperialistic 

designs and to President Theodore Roosevelt's call for a 

more powerful American presence in the Pacific area. He 

17Historian Tu Wei-ming argues that many American
trained students "experienced psychological tension between 
their romantic promulgation of the liberal-democratic ideal 
and their painful memories of discriminatory treatment 
during stays in America." (Tu Wei-ming, "Chinese Perceptions 
of America," in Dragon and Eagle--United states-China 
Relations: Past and Future [New York: Basic Books, 1978], 
199). 

18See Arkush and Lee, Land Without Ghosts, 81-84, for 
more details on Liang's trip to the United states; Jerome B. 
Grieder also provides useful illustrations on Liang's 1903 
tour of the united states in "Liang Ch'i-chao (1873-1929) 
and Hu Shih (1891-1962)," in Abroad in America, eds. Marc 
Pachter and Frances S. Wein (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 
1976), 279-92. 
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asked, "What was his [Roosevelt's] point in talking about 

'role' and 'purpose' when he said, 'playing a great role on 

the world's stage' and 'carrying out our great purpose'? I 

hope my countrymen will ponder this. Although these words 

are Roosevelt' s , in fact they represent American publ ic 

opinion. ,,19 Liang also concluded that democracy and the 

American republican system, with its diffusion of power, did 

not comply with the Chinese political situation. 

Kang Youwei, the staunch monarchist and mentor of 

Liang, also looked upon the progress that the united states 

had made in science and technology as spectacular, even 

though he did not think that the American republican system 

could apply to the Chinese autocratic situation. Kang 

commented in 1905 that, "Of all the countries on earth, none 

is as progressive and contented as the United states of 

America, but her republican political system is different 

from China's [autocratic] system. ,,20 Therefore, mixed images 

of the United states often coexisted in the thinking of 

Chinese visitors to the United states. 

19 See Liang Qichao's "Notes," in Land without Ghosts, 
89. 

20Kung-chuan Hsiao, A Modern China and A New World: 
Kiang Yu-wei« Reformer and Utopian« 1858-1927 (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1975), 524. 



2.3 Uncle Tom's Cabin and the Message xt conveyed to 
Chinese Intellectuals 

43 

with the spread in coastal China of stories on the 

intensified hostility toward the Chinese labor in the United 

states in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 

some Chinese writers of that period uttered a cry of dismay 

and indignation, and even compared the harsh American 

treatment of Chinese labor with the previous enslavement of 

blacks in America. Lin Shu, the most famous translator of 

English and American novels during the first two decades of 

the twentieth century, rendered Harriet Beecher Stowe I s 

Uncle Tom's Cabin into Chinese, under the title A Black 

Slave's Cry to Heaven (Heinu yutianl u) .21 It became the 

first American novel ever translated into Chinese. What 

concerned Lin most was the rapid deterioration of China's 

strength and the fate of China. The wretched experience of 

the black slaves in the United states seemed to be a dire 

sign of what might befall the Chinese in the future. In the 

IIAfterword,1I Lin claimed that he had not translated this 

book to elicit tears from the reader, but rather to warn 

about the dark fate of the yellow race and lito cry out for 

21Lin Shu could read only Chinese. Therefore he 
collaborated with others versed in Western languages in 
translating western works into Chinese. For the translation 
of Uncle Tom's Cabin, for example, he had to depend on wei 
yi's oral rendition. 
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the sake of our people because the prospect of enslavement 

is threatening our race. ,,22 

In an article introducing Cry to Heaven, another 

Chinese writer, Ling Shi, insisted that this book be read 

extensively in China in order to awaken the Chinese to the 

national crisis. He further claimed that, "All the tears 

that I had shed for the blacks in reading Cry to Heaven were 

actually tears for our yellow race. While I was crying for 

the blacks' past plight, I was actually crying for the 

yellow people's present plight. 1I23 The book was finished in 

1901, one year after the United states and seven other 

foreign powers put down the anti-foreign Boxer Rebellion in 

north China. A popular book in China, it conveyed a gloomy 

image of the United States. 24 

22S ee Lin Shu's "Afterword," in Land Without Ghosts I 79. 
Being at the receiving end of American racial intolerance, 
very few Chinese visitors and students in the United states 
could ignore the issue. On the other hand, a feeling of 
superiority buttressed by China's past grandeur and by 
tradition, combined with a sense of shame over China's 
existing weakness, rendered many Chinese unwilling to relate 
the Chinese plight to the black minority. For example, 
during his trip to the united states in 1903, the eloquent 
Liang Qichao was indignant that the Chinese laborers were 
being excluded from the united states, while the blacks were 
there to stay. He thus claimed, "True, the type of Chinese 
[excluded from America] are lowly and undisciplined. But are 
they not better than the blacks?" 

23Quoted from Tao Jie, "Heinu yu tian lu--diyibu yicheng 
zhongwen de Meiguo xiaoshuo" [Black Slave's Cry to HeaVen-
The First American Novel Translated into Chinese], Meiguo 
yanjiu, no. 3 (1991): 129. 

24See Arkush and Lee, Land without Ghosts, 77. 
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out of patriotic spirit and grave concern for China's 

future, Lin Shu and others hoped that the novel could 

inspire the Chinese to fight for freedom. Based on this 

novel, the Spring Willow [chun liu} Society, organized by 

the Chinese students in Japan, put on a five-act play in 

Tokyo for three days in 1907. The primary motivation of the 

play was to arouse nationalistic fervor of the Chinese 

students in Japan. 25 Many intellectuals at the time sensed 

keenly the need for a unified and strong China in order for 

the Chinese to be treated with respect and dignity abroad. 

In the meanwhile, in the eyes of many, the united states 

constituted a land of not only opportunity, but also 

violence, of great wealth as well as intense hatred. 

2.4 The 1905 Boycott and the Emerging Chinese Nationalism 

In response to the increasingly strict anti-Chinese 

immigration laws enacted by the United States Congress, 26 

and also to the stories of ill-treatment suffered by Chinese 

labor in America, Chinese merchants and intellectuals joined 

together in launching a boycott of American goods and 

services in 1905, the first organized against a foreign 

25Tao Jie, "Heinu yu tian lu, II 133. 

26In 1882 the united states Congress passed the 
Restriction Act, which excluded Chinese laborers for a 
period of ten years. In 1904, the Congress passed a bill 
which permanently excluded Chinese immigrants from American 
territories. 
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country in Chinese history. While the movement originated in 

Shanghai, it quickly spread to major coastal cities in the 

South, and to Beijing and Tianjin in the North. Those who 

provided momentum to the movement included intellectuals, 

merchants, cultural figures, labor leaders, educated women 

and overseas Chinese. Out of this political agitation 

emerged Chinese nationalistic fervor. Propaganda poems, 

novels, essays, newspaper articles and even some local 

operas (mostly in the Southeastern coastal cities) deplored 

bitterly the plight of Chinese labor in the united States, 

attacked the American policy of restricting Chinese 

immigration, and contended that cheap American goods 

reaching the China market had taken away the jobs of Chinese 

laborers who then had to migrate to the United states to 

make a miserable living.27 One organizer of the movement, 

Feng Xiawei, even committed suicide in front of the American 

Consulate in shanghai in order to stimulate others to 

continue the boycott. 28 Feng's martyrdom fueled the 

movement. Thousands of people went to the memorial meetings 

held for Feng while patriotic articles were written in his 

memory. 29 

27See articles collected in A Ying's Fanmei Huagong. 

28See Wang Yao, "Fanmei yundong zai Zhongguo wenxue 
shang de fanying" [The Anti-American Movement as Reflected 
in Modern Chinese Literature], Guangming ribao, December, 
16, 1950. 

29A Ying, Fanmei Huagong, 696-99. 
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A number of educated women played a rather active role 

in the anti-American boycott. They wrote articles, made 

public speeches, and distributed pamphlets advising women 

not to buy such American products as perfume, face powder 

and soap. In Shanghai, they organized mass meetings urging 

women to boycott American goods, and asking the American 

government to repeal discriminatory immigration policies. 30 

A few political activists also saw the movement as a good 

opportuni ty to challenge traditional Chinese family 

patterns, to interest Chinese women to political issues, and 

to instil in them a sense of national crisis. Handbills with 

such titles as "For the Chinese Women" were distributed. Lin 

Guanhong, the wri ter of the essay, II A Plea To the Two 

Hundred Million Fellow Sisters," called on Chinese women to 

unite and boycott American goods. Lin claimed that she was 

overwhelmed with great joy over the nationwide development 

of the movement to resist the exclusionist immigration 

policy of the United states. She further argued that the 

success of the movement, which involved China's dignity and 

honor, would greatly enhance China's international status. 31 

In another article encouraging Chinese women to boycott 

30For more details, see Liu Jucai, Zhongguo jindai funu 
yundongshi [A History of Modern Chinese Women's Movement] 
(Beijing: Zhongguo funu chubanshe, 1989), 255-62. 

31Lin Guanhong, "Jinggao er wan wan tongbao jiemei" [A 
Plea to the Two Hundred Million Fellow Sisters], in Fanmei 
Huagong, 648. 
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American goods, the author, Zhi Qun, asserted that the 

boycott movement, a prelude to national unity, offered 

Chinese women an opportunity to gain their rights: 

If women join the movement to resist American 
goods, they will establish the basis for their 
independence. Chinese women, with their bound 
feet, have been depending on their husbands for 
their livelihood, and have spared no time and 
energy to worry about the national issues. Now if 
they can join the movement to boycott American 
goods, they will then fulfill certain obligation 
as a member of the nation. Isn't this the 
beginning of achieving women's independence?32 

The movement had such a wide appeal in the coastal 

ci ties at the time that some rhymes were concocted for 

children to sing on the street. One of the popular 

children's songs goes as follows: 

Listen, listen, listen to my song. 
Everyday my dad said, let's boycott American goods. 
Every night my mom said, I hate American goods. 
I then also hated American goods, so I destroyed 

our American cigarettes and perfume. 
My mom became mad at me for doing so. 
But my dad praised me excessively. 
Everyone looks at me with wonder. 
And says I did the right thing, because the 

American law barring the Chinese is too cruel. 
sisters and brothers, please don't use American goods. 
If children allover the country learn from me, 
we shall have no more fear of American guns and 

cannons. 
We will make it impossible for American goods to be 

sold here. 
The American merchants will then have no 

business to do. 
And the Americans will have to make a compromise 

with us. 
Listen to me everyone, don't laugh at me. 

32Zhi Qun, "Zhengyue zhi j inggao er" [Second Warning on 
Fighting the Chinese Exclusion Law], in Fanmei Huagong, 650-
51. 



Think carefully about what I have said, 
and you will have no regret. 33 

49 

Merchants in Shanghai, Guangdong, Tianjin, Xiamen and 

other coastal cities organized the boycott, which enjoyed 

the enthusiastic support of patriotic students from China's 

modern schools. For example, students from shanghai took to 

the streets to carry out propaganda work. Young people from 

two American-run schools there quit to show their support of 

the boycott. Qingxin Academy had to be dissolved as a 

result. 34 Chinese newspapers, especially those in shanghai, 

gave wide coverage to the boycott. 35 The movement lasted for 

about six months in some cities and incurred losses to 

American merchants. The patriotic rhetoric employed and the 

participation of the variety of groups in the agitation 

evinced a growing sense of Chinese nationalism. Although 

largely symbolic and with little effect on American 

immigration policy, the boycott helped promote among the 

Chinese a sense of national unity, mobilize their national 

sentiments, and enhance their awareness of the importance of 

33Chu E, "Zhengyue geyao" [A Rhyme on Fighting the 
Exclusion Law]," in Fanmei Huagong, 677. 

34See Chen Xulu et aI, Jindai Zhongguo bashinian [The 
Chinese History of the Last Eighty Years] (Shanghai: 
Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1983), 433; Jeffrey N. 
wasserstrom, student Protests in Twentieth-century China 
(stanford: stanford University Press, 1991), 41. 

35Zhang Chunwu, Zhongmei gongyue fengchao [Agitation of 
the Sino-American Exclusion Treaty] (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu 
chubanshe, 1965), 53. 
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organizing themselves as a unit for survival. Consequently, 

the boycott played a significant role in the development of 

Chinese nationalism. Viewing the anti-Chinese phenomenon in 

the United states as an obvious reflection of China1s 

weakness, many educated Chinese began to search more 

vigorously for means to strengthen their motherland. 

2.5 Development of Chinese Nationalism during the 
May Fourth Era 

During the early twentieth century, politically-

conscious Chinese, propelled by a long-held sense of their 

special social responsibility and state service, became 

highly conscious of the compelling need to save China. Their 

commitment to serving the state took the form of patriotic 

nationalism. They were convinced, as Michael Hunt asserts, 

"that bringing an end to the crisis of the state was the 

precondition for lifting China out of danger and building a 

modern state. ,,36 With a strong desire to revitalize China, 

Chinese students stood at the forefront of the political 

trend for change. Although coming from diverse social and 

economic backgrounds, they experienced a new sense of 

freedom away from the confines of their homes, which were 

mostly in tradition-bound villages. Congregated in a new 

36Michael Hunt, nChinese National Identity and the 
strong state: The Late Qing--Republican Crisis," in China's 
Quest for National Identity, eds. Lowell Dittmer and Samuel 
s. Kim (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), 62. 
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campus environment in large cities, they gradually developed 

their own distinct social identity through forming 

discussion groups and societies, in which they exchanged new 

ideas concerning pressing social and political issues. T.C. 

Wang refers to the growth of a sense of social solidarity 

among the students and their constant intellectual probing 

during the early decades of the twentieth century as the 

unfolding of a "youth movement" in China. 37 

In their eager pursuit of national autonomy and 

revitalization, many young intellectuals seriously 

questioned the validity of traditional Chinese values and 

institutions, and urged the introduction of Western science 

and rationalism, even at the cost of their own cultural 

heritage. The famous iconoclastic May Fourth intellectual 

revolution, with its prominent anti-traditional ideology, 

was mainly the outcome of the search. Many believed that an 

intellectual revolution through the adoption of Western 

science and democracy, an idea influenced by the Americans, 

would save China. John Dewey, the American philosopher, 

educator and a proponent of pragmatism, went on a lecture 

tour of eleven provinces in China in 1919-1920. He 

promulgated the virtues of education and the idea that 

individual development formed the basis of a democratic 

society. He found in China eager listeners. A major 

37T. C. Wang, The Youth Movement in China (New York: New 
Republic, 1928). 
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newspaper in Beijing published Dewey's lectures under the 

name "Five Major Lectures by Deweyll [Duwei wuda yanjiang]. 

They proved to be so popular that they were reprinted ten 

times within two years. 38 

The modern era also saw Chinese intellectuals caught in 

a dilemma. The introduction of western notions of national 

independence, sovereignty and equality to China, together 

with the humiliating imposition of unequal treaties and the 

demonstration of foreign military might, nurtured Chinese 

nationalism and heightened intellectuals' opposition to 

foreign encroachments and privileges in China. Consequently, 

as John Cleverley writes, while "pro-Western" in their 

intellectual commitment, they were "anti-western" in the 

political sphere. 39 The coexistence of conflicting 

perceptions of the United states on the part of politically-

conscious Chinese can be understood in terms of this general 

framework. 

The unequal treaty system that emerged from the 

cultural and power confrontations between China and the West 

shielded the Western community of merchants and missionaries 

and fostered the growth of Western influence and privileges 

38See Luo Rongqu, "Meiguo yu xi fang z ichanj iej i 
xinwenhua shuru zhongguo," 663. 

39John F. Cleverley, The Schooling of China: Tradition 
and Modernity in Chinese Education (Boston: George Allen and 
Unwin, 1985), 49. 
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in China. 40 Among other things, China had to grant 

Westerners "extraterritoriality, II which meant that they were 

exempt from Chinese laws, and were subject only to the 

jurisdiction of their own countries. The following comments 

by an American working as a bank teller in the port city 

suggested why the students denounced especially the abuses 

of extraterritoriality in the anti-imperialist movement in 

the 1920s: 

if a Chinaman does not at once make room for me in 
the street I would strike him forcibly with my 
cane in the face. • . . Should I break his nose or 
kill him, the worst that could happen would be 
that he or his people would make complaints to the 
consul, who might impose the fine of a dollar for 
the misdemeanor, but I could always prove that I 
had just cause to beat him. 41 

Sun Yat-sen later lamented that foreign powers had subjected 

China to the status of a "hypocolony, II a situation worse 

40In the chapter on "Communist China's Anti-Americanism 
in Historical Perspective," 61-84, in China Perceived: 
Images and Policies in Chinese-American Relations (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1974), John K. Fairbank examines the anti
American nature of the Chinese revolution of the twentieth 
century in the context of the identification of the 
Westerners with the old ruling class in China. Having 
acquired an upper-class status, the foreigners in China 
joined the traditional Chinese rulers. The inculcating of 
Western values then turned the modern Chinese 
revolutionaries against the old order. Since the foreigners 
in China were part of it, the attack on the latter would 
inevitably involve the former. 

41Hugh Deane, Good Deeds and Gunboats: Two centuries of 
American-Chinese Encounters (San Francisco: China Books & 
Periodicals, 1990), 2. 
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than a colony because it had become "not the slaves of one 

country, but of all. ,,42 

In their desperate search for answers to unify and 

liberate a China beset by imperialism and internal strife, 

the generation of young intellectuals, who had experienced 

tremendous political power during the dynamic May Fourth 

demonstrations, began to respond to foreign stimuli. 

Experiencing a profound sense of national disgrace from 

China's helplessness in face of the imperialist powers, they 

gradually lost confidence in the Western liberal reforms and 

scientific progress as the applicable methods to save 

China. 43 Even though John Dewey's message of gradual reform 

remained influential among some Westernized individuals,44 

its popularity quickly waned. As historian Van slyke argues, 

Dewey's method "struck some listeners as irrelevant to a 

42Sun Yat-sen, San-min Chu-i: The three Principles of 
the People, trans. Frank W. Prince (Shanghai: Institute of 
Pacific Relations, 1927), 38, 123. 

43For detailed treatments of the May Fourth incident, 
see Chou Tse-tsung, The May Fourth Movement: Intellectual 
Revolution in Modern China; Joseph T. Chen, The May Fourth 
Movement in Shanghai (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971). 

44Having graduated from the Qinghua preparatory school, 
Hu Shi was sent to America on the Boxer Indemnity fund in 
1910, and received a Ph. D. degree in philosophy from 
Columbia university in 1917. A student of Dewey and perhaps 
the most famous Chinese intellectual educated in the united 
States, Hu Shi remained one of the firmest defenders of 
Wilsonian idealism and argued against charges of Western 
"materialism and spiritual impoverishment." (See Chen, 
"Liang Ch'i-chao and Hu Shih," 279-93). Dewey's other well
known Chinese disciples included Jiang Menglin, Tao Xingzhi, 
and Chen Heqin. 
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China sunk in poverty, fragmented by cynical warlords, and 

struggling to achieve control of its own affairs. 1145 The 

American model thus seemed far from being a panacea for the 

Chinese situation. 

While endeavoring to resolve their inner tensions over 

the necessity to adopt Western ideas, Chinese intellectuals 

revealed a patriotic ardor. In time their nationalistic 

fervor led them to grapple with cultural influence from the 

West and became more conscious of China's need to recapture 

national dignity and identity. Western presence and contact, 

accompanied by frustrations with domestic political 

uncertainties, and impatience with the faltering pace of 

China's movement to gain freedom of action in the 

international realm, served as a strong catalyst for the 

Chinese patriotic movement during the early decades of the 

twentieth century. Many intellectuals believed that recovery 

of lost territories, the abolition of the unequal treaties, 

and an end to foreign interference were the prerequisites 

for China' s survival in the modern world. Vigorous patriotic 

forces gained momentum after the May Fourth incident. In 

this context, anti-foreignism grew into a distinct patriotic 

sentiment among urban and educated groups in the 1920s. For 

example, a cartoon in a 1925 issue of Dongfang zazhi 

4SVan Slyke, "Culture, Society, and Technology in Sino
American Relations," 142-43. 
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[Journal of the East] depicted a "civilized" West wearing a 

mask of friendship to hide its menacing true self. 46 

For the most part, the young intellectuals in the 1920s 

shared a fervent enthusiasm for national salvation, and 

experienced a common patriotic concern for China's fate. 

Fired by a strong desire to save China, many looked to the 

radical solutions promoted by the Chinese Nationalists and 

Communists, and constituted an important part of tangible 

political forces of both the GMD and the CCP. As the decade 

went on, large-scale protests broke out against what the 

students conceived to be the political, economic, and 

cultural encroachments upon China on the part of the 

imperialist powers. "Down with the imperialists and their 

running dogs" became the students' credo for a long time to 

come. 

2.6 America as both Inspiration and Obstacle 

with regard to their views toward the United states in 

particular during the first few decades of the 20th century, 

many intellectuals found themselves in a conflicting 

position, and entertained ambivalent feelings. The 

asymmetric relationship between the two nations often 

induced in them a paradoxical combir.ation of admiration and 

46See Ka-che Yip, Religion. Nationalism and Chinese 
students: The Anti-Christian Movement of 1922-1927 
(Bellingham, Wash.: Western Washington University, 1980), 
43. 
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suspicion, which manifested itself as admiring western 

scientific progress and those foreign social and political 

ideas relevant to a struggling nation (chongyang), while 

repudiating the west (paiwai) for its encroachment upon 

China. America was thereby viewed as both a relevant model 

and a threat to China. 47 

On the one hand, the Uni ted states stood out as a 

nation of science and freedom. At the beginning of the 

twentieth century, many Chinese intellectuals, who believed 

that the Chinese would learn to stand up for themsel ves 

through learning from the American experience, found 

particularly inspiring the history of American independence 

in light of China's national crif;lis. Zhang Zongyuan, a 

Chinese student studying in the United states, rendered the 

first few volumes of Edward Channing's A History of the 

united states into Chinese. He renamed his translation ~ 

History of American Independence, as he translated only the 

part related to American independence. When the book was 

published in 1902, it became so popular that it had to be 

47In her short article "Chinese Intellectuals and the 
United states: The Dilemma of Individualism vs. Patriotism, n 

Chinese historian Yuan Ming briefly discusses the complex 
images of Chinese intellectuals toward the united states as 
a consequence of their pursuit of individual enlightenment 
and national salvation. See Yuan, nChinese Intellectuals and 
the united states: The Dilemma of Individualism vs. 
Patriotism,lI Asian Survey 29 (July 1989): 645-54. 
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reissued within three months. 48 

The American notion of a IIspecial relationship" with 

China, promulgated especially by American missionaries, 

raised expectations on the part of some Chinese, who seemed 

to reciprocate the American feeling and cherished an 

affinity to the Americans. 49 As Akira Iriye put it, many 

Chinese at this period looked upon the united states as 

"more than just one of the powers; America impressed them as 

a nation endowed with special resources that were relevant 

to the young republic ... 50 

48See Yu Danchu, IIMeiguo dulishi zai j indai Zhongguo de 
jieshao he yingxiangll [The Introduction and Impact of the 
History of American Independence on Modern China], Shijie 
Lishi [World History], no. 2 (1987): 60-81. 

49For example, in a meeting organized by The Chinese 
Student Activities Council of Greater New York in 1925, Hu 
Shi echoed the American line of thinking in terms of 
relevance of American model to China by affirming that "The 
thousands of Chinese students educated in American schools 
and trained in American industries constituted the best 
salesmen of American products, material, intellectual, and 
spiritual." (See Chin Meng, Chinese-American Understanding, 
215). Jiang Menglin, who, together with Hu Shi, had studied 
under John Dewey at Columbia University, believed that the 
United States was distinctly different from other Western 
powers in its relations with China. In his autobiography, he 
asserts that "In days of old, when the West fought for 
colonial empire in the East, all the important Western 
Powers except America at various times wronged China. • • . 
The only thing Americans got from China was 
extraterritoriality, but what she had done for China is far 
more and will be remembered for generations to come." (See 
chiang Monlin, Tides from the West: A Chinese Autobiography 
[New Haven: Yale University Press, 1947], 269). 

50Akira Iriye, Across the Pacific: An Inner History of 
American-East Asian Relations (New York: Harcourt, Brace & 
World, 1967), 129. 
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The American Open-Door doctrine at the turn of the 

century, though primarily concerned with keeping the "China 

Market" open for American trade, was viewed by some Chinese 

as a demonstration of American goodwill toward China. For 

example, Wu Tingfang, the Chinese Minister to the United 

states from 1897 to 1912, interpreted the Open Door and the 

Equal Economic opportunity as almost altruistic. 51 Compared 

to the imperialistic designs of other Western powers in 

China, those of the United states also appeared to be the 

lesser evil. 

In the realm of education, the American model remained 

consistently relevant during the first few decades of the 

twentieth century. 52 Even during the period of general 

hostility toward Western presence of the 1920s, American 

51Chen, China and the West, 82. 

52In the early thirties, the League of Nations sent an 
educational mission to China to conduct a general survey of 
public education in China. The mission reported on the 
pervasive influence of American model in the field of 
Chinese education: "A notable characteristic of contemporary 
China is the cUltivation by a group of the specific 
tendencies of some foreign culture, whether it come from 
America, Germany, France or some other nation. • The 
officials responsible for public education in China simply 
identified American education and modern educational system. 
The old Chinese system of education seemed to them not only 
obsolete and in great need of reform, but also of a nature 
to be condemned. without any transition, therefore, the 
teaching programmes and methods of the United states were 
made to supersede the centuries-old wisdom and learning of 
China. There are extremist who would 1 ike to see China 
Americanised. (The League of Nation I s Mission of Educational 
Experts, The Reorganisation of Education in China [Paris: 
League of Nations' Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, 
1932], 25). 
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influence in the educational sphere was still extensive. 

When, in 1924, one student at Nankai University questioned 

the relevance of American-style Chinese educational methods 

to the issue of saving the country and criticized blind 

adoration of things American in Chinese education, he 

nevertheless revealed the prevalence of American influence 

in China: 

We ask what a middle school teacher does and the 
answer is to teach students English, mathematics, 
and other knowledge to prepare them for uni versi ty 
education. Why university education? The answer is 
to get a diploma.. • The university teachers 
teach American pol i tics, American economy, 
American commerce, American railway, American 
this, American that. • The student, when he 
graduates, also goes to the U. S . and somehow 
manages to secure a master's or doctoral degree. 
After he returns to China, he steps into the shoes 
of his teachers and perpetuates the revolving 
educational system. Only this revolving is one 
stage higher than the first kind. The difference 
between these two is that the middle school 
teacher plays a Chinese-American hoax, while the 
university teacher bluffs through his 
Americanism. 53 

Historian Tu Wei-ming claims that a general review of 

the major Chinese intellectual journals of the 1920s proves 

that despite the contempt and condescension of many 

Americans toward China, many Chinese Westernizers still held 

an "enthusiastically favorable" image of America, which 

"impressed them as representing the future. ,,54 

53Quoted from Yip, Religion. Nationalism and Chinese 
students, 10. 

54Tu Wei -ming , "Chinese Perceptions of America," 96. 
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By the thirties and forties, not only was an American 

curriculum the popular one in Chinese schools, but an 

American degree became almost a stepping-stone to a position 

in the leading universities in China. The American-returned 

students dominated college faculty positions. 55 For example, 

out of the eighty-three full professors in Qinghua 

University in 1937, seventy-four had been to the united 

states to study. Only one received his education solely in 

China. 56 Information on various aspects of American life and 

culture as published through newspaper and journal articles 

was made increasingly available to the literate Chinese in 

urban China. 

On the other hand, the United states constituted one of 

the foreign powers, that enjoyed special privileges in China 

and severely challenged China's national integrity. In the 

specific American connection, Chinese intellectuals also 

experienced recurrent disappointments and disillusionment. 

For example, President Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points and 

New Diplomacy, with their emphasis on world justice and 

national self-determination, along with the convening of the 

versailles Conference, had afforded Chinese intellectuals 

high expectations of a new age of equality among nations and 

55Kwang-ching Liu, Americans and Chinese: A Historical 
Essay and a Bibliography (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1963), 35. 

56Arkush and Lee, Land without Ghosts, 143. 
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that China would finally gain a proper place in the 

international community. Accordingly, an image of America 

standing up for China surfaced. In December 1918, Chen 

Duxiu, the vanguard of the May Fourth Movement, stated that 

the various speeches made by Wilson were most "open-minded 

and righteous." wilson, asserted Chen, was "the number-one 

good man on earth." Chen believed that Wilson's fundamental 

point was to prevent the powers from impinging upon the 

principles of equality and freedom. 57 

The dashing of the hopes, as manifested most painfully 

in the transfer of control over the former concession in 

Shandong to Japan, created a gap between American rhetoric 

and reality. As a result, there arose among the Chinese 

intellectuals not only feelings of disappointment over the 

failure of Wilsonian idealism, but also misgivings regarding 

the sincerity of America's supposed concerns about China, 

and fear of continuing incursions on China by the Western 

powers. In an article entitled liThe Secret Diplomacy and the 

Robber's World," Li Dazhao, another prominent figure of the 

May Fourth Movement, wrote angrily, "Wilson! Did you oppose 

the secret diplomacy? Now where are your points?! All have 

~Li Zhancai, IIShi xi Wusi shiqi Meiguo duihua 
yingxiang" [An Analysis of American Influences on China 
during the May Fourth Era], Zhongguo xiandaishi [History of 
Modern China], no. 1 (1994): 68. 
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gone with the wind. I really feel sorry and ashamed of 

you. ,,58 

The first half of the twentieth century also witnessed 

a great influx of Western, especially American missionary 

activity in China. Social services, including hospitals and 

schools, established by missionary board, flourished. 

American-sponsored Christian schools and colleges took in 

thousands of Chinese students each year, introducing to them 

American ways of life. Most Americans who went to China, 

however, were endowed with a sense of superiority and 

corresponding contempt of and intolerance toward things 

Chinese. 59 In their efforts to educate and "uplift" China, 

Americans were motivated essentially by the desire to export 

their benevolence,60 to bring light to the benighted Chinese 

and to remake China in the American mode, with little 

interest in understanding China's cultural values or Chinese 

nationalistic aspirations. Historian Michael Schaller argues 

that: 

s8Quoted from Yuan Ming. "Chinese Intellectuals and the 
united States," 651. 

S90ne article that appeared in Intelligence Digest, for 
instance, argued about the danger of allowing American 
diplomats to stay too long in China. Because in that case, 
the diplomat "begins to behave and. think like the Chinese 
and becomes useless to his own country." (See Intelligence 
Digest: A Review of World Affairs 11 [December 1948]: 8). 

60James C. Thomson Jr., While China Faced West: American 
Reformers in Nationalist China. 1928-1937 (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1969), 5. 
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Americans did take pride in their eagerness to educate 
the Chinese. After 1900 several American universities 
established branches in China and thousands of Chinese 
students were selected to study in the united states. 
However, the underlying presumption of this plan 
was to make Chinese accept American values, to 
become more like Americans. Both in film and in 
real life, a "good Chinese" meant one who 
converted to Christianity and devoted himself to 
making over his own culture in the American 
image. 61 

In time, many Americans became strong believers in the 

special American role in China. According to a pamphlet 

produced by the American Information Committee in 1939, 

"American institutions and ideals fired the minds of 

countless Chinese youth who sought to reconstruct their 

country along similar lines." It further asserts that the 

"returned students have absorbed much of American ideals, 

methods, and ideas of government and industry, and they have 

a warm place in their hearts for America. They have put 

their stamp in molding the China of tomorrow. 1162 

In his classic Images of Asia: American Views of China 

and India, Harold Isaacs provides a vivid discussion of what 

he terms lithe brother-keeping impulse" of Americans who saw 

themselves as "benevolent guardians" of Chinese. Isaacs 

argues that while sincerely believing in "their own good 

faith as 'brother's keepers,' Americans seldom hesitated, 

61Michael Schaller, The United states and China in the 
Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 
22. 

62The American Information committee, Japan Over China-
America's Gain or Loss? (Shanghai, 1939), 6. 
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when their interests required it, to inflict painful injury 

on the brother they so fondly felt they were keeping. ,,53 

Convinced that the Chinese cherished special fondness for 

things American, most Americans in China found disturbing 

the rise of the antiforeign movement on the part of Chinese 

students and intellectuals in the decade following the May 

Fourth incident. American diplomats in China denied the 

legitimacy and authenticity of Chinese nationalism and 

attributed it to "Bolshevik agitators," who "exploited the 

ignorance and passivity of less developed peoples." 54 

The American desire to "uplift" China and to tell the 

Chinese what to do clashed with the Chinese aspiration to 

seek an end to foreign interference and regain national 

independence. In an interview with an American reporter, 

Lewis Garnett, in 1926, Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) 

provided a revealing view of what he perceived to be the 

discrepancy between American profession of high ideals and 

American practice: 

Thinking men in China hate America more than they hate 
Japan. Japan talks to us in ultimatums: she says 
frankly that she wants special privileges. • We 
understand that and know how to meet it. The Americans 
come to us with smiling faces and friendly talk, but in 

53Harold R. Isaacs, Images of Asia: American Views of 
china and India (New York: Capricorn Books, 1962), 201. It 
was published originally as Scratches on Our Minds: American 
Images of China and India. 

64Quoted from David Wilson, liThe United states and 
Chinese Nationalism during the 1920s," Chinese Historians 5 
(Fall 1992): 39. 
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the end your government acts just like the Japanese. 
And we, disarmed by your fair words, do not know how to 
meet such insincerity. 65 

At around the same time, Mao Zedong, influenced by the 

student national movement in the 1920s and disenchanted with 

United states foreign policy, also began to look upon the 

Americans as one of the "foreign powers" who employ "a 

pretense of 'amity' in order that they may squeeze out more 

of the fat and blood of the Chinese people. ,,66 In sum, the 

American upholding of the unequal treaties, the Chinese 

exclusion policies in the united states and American 

attitudes of racial superiority induced many Chinese to 

question the American rhetoric of benevolence and 

friendship. Favorable images of the united states, however, 

prevailed during World War Two when a common enemy drew 

China and the united states closer together than before. 

2.7 Sino-Japanese War and Warm Chinese 
Feelings toward America 

In the 19305, posing a severe threat to China's unity, 

Japanese took the place of Westerners as the principal 

target of Chinese national hostility. Japanese aggression 

constituted a significant element in further stimulating 

Chinese nationalism. students, together with people from 

65Quoted in Isaacs, Images of Asia, 202. 

66cited in Hunt, The Making of a Special Relationshio: 
The United states and China to 1914 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1983), 304. 
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other walks of life, increasingly lodged protests against 

the advancing menace of Japan and participated in patriotic 

activities. Beginning in late 1931, large-scale student 

demonstrations against Japan repeatedly broke out. On 

December 9 and 16, 1935, the students held the most 

significant nationalistic demonstrations in Beijing since 

the May Fourth Movement, demanding the Nationalist 

Government to take a strong stand and go to war against 

Japanese aggression immediately. Patriotic associations of 

various kinds were formed, leading to growing agitation, 

patriotic lectures and drama. 67 

When Japan started its major operation on the Chinese 

mainland on July 7, 1937, and subsequently took the old 

capital of Beijing under its control, the Chinese 

Nationalist Government in Nanj ing . realized that the GMD 

control was at stake and that the time for full-scale war 

had arrived. On July 17, Jiang Jieshi declared to the nation 

that, in spite of China's ill preparation for fighting the 

Japanese, it had reached the "limit of endurance," and that 

"we must throw every ounce of energy into the struggle for 

national survival and independence. ,,6B Throughout the 

67For a thorough discussion of patriotic 
movements during this period, see John Israel, 
Nationalism in China. 1927-1937 (Stanford: 
University Press, 1966). 

student 
Student 

Stanford 

68chiang Kai-shek, The Collected Wartime Messages of 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. 1937-1945, ed. and trans. 
George Kao (New York: John Day company, 1946), 22. 
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period, the Chinese recognized American sympathy for China's 

war of resistance, but hoped that American support would go 

beyond futile protests against Japanese aggression and would 

provide China with more concrete assistance. 

The Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor in December 1941 

finally brought china powerful allies and in particular 

threw the united states and China together. For the majority 

of Chinese it instilled hope and confidence in a complete 

victory over Japan. The earlier images of China as a weak 

country, suffering from imperialistic aggression, gave way 

to a more confident view of China's place in the postwar 

world as one of the leading powers. Meanwhile, President 

Roosevelt also visualized a future Asia where the united 

states and the Chinese Nationalist government cooperated to 

construct a new order, thus enabling China to function as a 

major force in balancing power in postwar Asia. 69 The united 

states also made some political headway toward recognizing 

China as a maj or power. In January 1943, Jiang Jieshi 

announced blissfully that the united states and Great 

Britain had signed treaties with China abolishing 

extraterritoriality and related unequal treaties in China. 

The treaties compromising Chinese sovereignty had been a 

constant reminder of Chinese weakness. Now, in the midst of 

the war, the unequal treaties became null and void. Jiang 

69Tsou Tang, America's Failure in China, 1941-50 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), 41-43. 
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could not but express his joy over the abrogation of the 

treaties and claimed that America and Britain had "lighted 

a new light to guide man's progress on the road to equality 

and freedom for all peoples. ,,70 

In 1943, the United States also revised its immigration 

policy, enabling a token number of Chinese to immigrate. 

Later in the year, the Moscow Declaration acknowledged China 

as one of the Big Four and "recognized the right and 

responsibility of China to participate jointly with the 

other great powers in the prosecution of the war, the 

recognition of the peace, and the establishment of machinery 

for postwar international cooperation." 7l The Cairo 

Declaration that followed pledged the restoration of 

Manchuria, Taiwan and the Pescadors to China. Roosevelt was 

thus able to say, in his Christmas Eve message, "Today we 

and the Republic of China are closer together than ever 

before in deep friendship and in unity of purpose."72 The 

political reality bolstered the expectation of many educated 

Chinese of an elevated position on the part of China in the 

postwar world. The American talk of China as one of the "big 

four" and of international justice corresponded with and 

70chiang Kai-shek, The Collected wartime Messages of 
Generalissimo chiang Kai-shek, 734. 

71u.s. Department of state, The China White Paper: 
August 1949 (1949; reprint, stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1967), 37. 

72U.S. Department of State, China White Paper, 37. 
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boosted the Chinese thinking of China's postwar status. 

Despite the existence of strains in official wartime sino-

American relations73 , many Chinese thought warmly of the 

United states as a powerful ally of China. One Chinese 

reporter described people's feelings toward America in 

China's wartime capital Chongqing as follows: 

I was in Chungking [Chongqing] throughout the eight war 
years, and every July 4th I could observe that many 
Chinese felt just as jubilant as the Americans. 
"Meikuojenll (the American people) were most popular 
even among the Chinese country folk on rural districts. 
Common talk among the Chinese on that day was of the 
gigantic American army and production and "America-
indeed, a Land of Plenty." 74 

When news of President Roosevelt's death reached China, all 

major newspapers mourned it for days, and paid high tributes 

73For example, the United states' "Europe First" 
strategy evoked disappointment on the part of the 
Nationalist Government. China's low war priority and the 
difficulty in transporting supplies over the Hump after the 
fall of the Burma road made it impossible for the united 
states to provide the substantial aid desired by the 
Nationalist Government, which then felt ignored and 
discriminated against. Meanwhile, given its "Europe First" 
strategy, the United states counted on China to engage large 
number of Japanese troops, but the Nationalists considered 
that it had done its share of fighting and that it was now 
time for others to bear the main burden. Therefore, neither 
side gave priority to the war they shared and both attempted 
to use each other to occupy the Japanese while they focused 
on more important concerns. The difference in military 
strategic considerations constituted one of the 
discrepancies in the wartime policies between the two 
nations. 

74C. Y. w. Meng, II An Interpretation of Student Anti -us 
Demonstrations," The China Weekly Review (3 August 1946): 
79. 
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to his character and achievements. 7s 

2.8 Conclusion 

with Japan's unconditional surrender in the fall of 

1945, China seemed to be emerging as an independent nation 

at long last. Foreign powers' unequal treaties with China 

had been relinquished, which erased the vestige of China's 

semicolonial status. The political reality in China in the 

wake of World War Two, however, served as a blow to the high 

expectations cherished by the educated Chinese. Far from 

fulfilling a vigorous function in the postwar world, and 

with civil war imminent, China seemed to be collapsing 

politically. The prominent role the United states government 

played in Chinese politics incurred strong opposition on the 

part of politically engaged intellectuals as they began to 

criticize bitterly the American "interference" in Chinese 

affairs. The late forties saw the gradual disappearance of 

warm Chinese feelings toward America as demonstrated during 

World War Two and the growth of intellectual hostility 

toward the U.s. government, who became the major target of 

Chinese nationalism. 

7SSee Yang Yusheng, "Dayang bian gaigechao de dong fang 
xiaoying" [The Effect of the Reform Movement at the Other 
Side of the Pacific on the East], Meiguo yanj iu, no. 2 
(1991): 105-108. 



CHAPTER 3 

INTELLECTUAL REACTIONS TO UNITED STATES 
POLICY TOWARD CHINA, LATE 1945-1946 
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with Japan's surrender in August 1945, Chinese 

intellectuals hoped that domestic peace and national unity 

might at long last be within sight. But this desire soon 

proved to be illusory, as China found itself at the 

crossroads of war and peace again. Japan's defeat prompted 

a race between Nationalists and Communists for territorial 

control in China. civil war appeared imminent. 

3.1 American Involvement in Chinese Politics in the 
Immediate Postwar Period 

In the wake of WWII, American ground and naval forces 

in China reached a peak of about 113,000. These included the 

60,000 troops already there and a corps of some 53,000 

Marines fresh from the Pacific theater landed in north China 

following V-J Day.l American troops aided Chinese 

lsoviet troops had been in the Northeast of china 
(Manchuria) since August 1945. Their conduct there provoked 
momentary Chinese protest in February 1946. For a more 
detailed discussion of this matter see p.92 below, footnote 
27. 
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Nationalist forces in their competition with Communists to 

take over strategic areas formerly held by Japanese troops 

by air- and sea-lifting half a million Nationalist forces 

from the Southwest corner of China, where they were confined 

when the war ended, to the coastal centers and to north 

China and Manchuria. The American forces also assisted the 

GMD Government in accepting the surrender of the Japanese 

military forces and personnel, and in disarming and 

repatriating them. To keep supply and communication lines 

open for Nationalist forces and to prevent Communists from 

consolidating their hold over key points in north China, the 

u. S. Marines had occupied Tianj in, Beiping, 2 Qingdao and 

their environs, secured the seaports and airfields, and 

guarded railroads, bridges and coal mines in these areas. 

Later on, they also provided support for the Marshall 

mission. 3 

Meanwhile, China appeared to be on the verge of 

erupting into a large-scale civil war. The American 

government had decided that a unified and pro-American China 

serving as a stabilizing force and containing the spread of 

soviet influence in East Asia could best serve the interests 

of the United states. Confronting the imminent prospect of 

2Between 1928 and 1949 when the national capital was 
elsewhere, Beijing was called Beiping. 

3See U.S. Department of state,' The China White Paper: 
August 1949 (1949; reprint, stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1967), 2: 693-94. 
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renewed upheaval in China and fearful that a chaotic and 

divided China would lead to the expansion of soviet 

influence in Manchuria, President Harry Truman sent 

prestigious General George C. Marshall as his special 

representative on a mission to China in late 1945. 4 

Marshall thus set about mediating between Jiang Jieshi's 

Nationalists and Mao Zedong's Communists. 

Marshall's mediation, supposedly impartial, was 

compromised from the very beginning. The united states 

recognized only the Nationalist Government as the sole 

legitimate government in China, strove to integrate the 

communist armed forces into the Nationalist army, and 

continued programs of aid and support to the GMD 

exclusively. These included extension of the lend-lease 

agreement and sale of surplus war materials to the 

Nationalists. continued American support of the Nationalist 

forces, however, bolstered Jiang Jieshi's confidence that he 

could crush his long-time rival through military means, and 

4A principal reason for the American interest in a 
unified China under American influence derived from the fear 
of the spread of Soviet influence in Manchuria as well as in 
China proper. Historian steven Levine maintains that the 
major purpose of Marshall's mission was to prevent the 
soviets from grabbing Manchuria by removing "China as a node 
of conflicts in Soviet-American relationship" and keeping 
"soviet political influence there to a minimum. Ii (steven 
Levine, Anvil of Victory: The Communist Revolution in 
Manchuria. 1945-1948 [New York: Columbia University Press, 
1987] I 5). 
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further deepened communists' suspicion of American 

intentions. 

In spite of the inconsistency inherent in the Marshall 

mission, it did achieve some initial success as the CCP and 

the GMD came to a cease-fire agreement on January 10, 1946. 

Meanwhile, the Executive Headquarters was set up in Beiping 

to direct truce teams for field investigations, and help 

supervise the agreement between the Chinese Nationalists and 

communists. It consisted of three commissioners, one 

American as chairman, one representative from the Chinese 

Nationalist Government, and one from the Chinese Communist 

Party. 5 

The truce, however, turned out to be a short-lived one. 

Very soon the GMD and the CCP started accusing each other of 

violating the cease-fire order. After June 1946, the 

situation in north China, and especially Manchuria, 

progressively worsened as the communists and the 

Nationalists intensified their fighting. When the Soviets 

withdrew from Manchuria, a full-scale war between the two 

contending parties broke out. Marshall's diplomacy failed to 

avert Chinese civil war. In January 1947, Marshall returned 

5Lyman P. Van Slyke, ed., 
December 1945-January 1947: 
Documents (Arlington, Va.: 
America, 1976), 1: 19-20. 

Marshall's Mission to Chi~ai 
The Report and Appended 

University Publications of 
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to the united states to become Secretary of State. 6 

3.2 Shift in Chinese Intellectuals' Attitudes toward the 
Sino-American Relations 

The bleak political reality in China disenchanted 

educated Chinese who had yearned to see a powerful and 

united post-WWII China and hoped that the CCP and the GMD 

could resolve their differences through peaceful means. 

6The Marshall mission was not the first attempt on the 
part of the United states Government to mediate between the 
two rival Chinese parties. During the war years, the 
Roosevelt administration, concerned with the adverse effect 
of the internal Chinese rivalry on the Allied war effort and 
on the American postwar blueprint, had sent Patrick Hurley 
as the personal envoy of President Roosevelt on a similar 
mission. Hurley arrived in China in late 1944, and soon 
replaced Clarence Gauss as the American Ambassador to China. 
In November 1945, a frustrated Hurley abruptly resigned and 
his mission ended in complete failure. The essential failure 
of Hurley's mission resulted from his inability to perceive 
that both parties were determined to turn the negotiations 
to their own advantage in the power struggle. 

with the aim of achieving domestic dominance, both the 
CCP and the GMD would only agree to a political settlement 
that could work to their own interests. Meanwhile, Hurley's 
principle of promoting unity through sustaining Jiang and 
the National Government, and his support of the GMD's point 
of view over the differences between the two contenders 
assured Jiang of America's continued support and made him 
more recalcitrant in his demands and the CCP more resentful. 
In the end, Hurley abandoned any efforts as a mediator and 
pushed for a policy of full American support to the 
Nationalists. Like its predecessor, the Truman 
administration underestimated the deep antipathy between the 
CCP and the GMD and overestimated the role the United states 
Government could play. Both Hurley's and Marshall's missions 
failed mainly because of the profound enmity between the two 
Chinese rivals and partiality on the part of the United 
states. with superior American military and economic power, 
the American decision-makers thought that the united states 
could act as mediators, patching up the differences and 
effecting a solution between the two sides. The failure of 
American mediation suggested that foreign influence could 
not change the nature of Chinese internal politics. 
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Many, however, had once placed hopes on the 1>.merican 

Government to help bring about "a strong, united and 

democratic China," as asserted in President Truman's 

statement on United states policy toward China on December 

15, 1945. 7 They welcomed Marshall's arrival on the China 

scene to settle the GMD-CCP differences and looked upon 

Marshall as the "messiah for peace. us 

In the remote southwest city of Kunming, where 

congregated the best of China's intellectual elite, who had 

reached there shortly after the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War and where was located the Southwest Associated 

University [Xinan lianhe daxue, commonly known as Lianda], 

7See U.S. Department of state, China White Paper, 2: 
607. 

sPrior to Marshall's arrival, about 80 student 
representatives from 32 universities and middle schools in 
shanghai established an organization on December 14, 1945 to 
prepare for "The Meeting to Welcome Special Envoy Marshall," 
as Marshall was to land at the Shanghai airport first before 
departing for Chongqing. The student representatives decided 
that while expressing gratitude and welcome to Marshall for 
his mediation efforts, they would submit letters to him 
requesting withdrawal of U.s. troops from China and uttering 
students' desire for peace. Upon Marshall's arrival, around 
4,000 students, accompanied by a band playing patriotic 
songs, marched to the hotel where the GMD officials were 
entertaining Marshall with an elaborate welcoming banquet. 
The parade, however, was interrupted by a group of pro
government students. See Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-
1949: Shanghai xuesheng yundongshi [1945-1949: A History of 
Shanghai Student Movement] (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin 
chubanshe, 1983), 12-19; Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom, student 
Protests in Twentieth-Century China: The View From Shanghai 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), 242-43. 
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the most famous of the wartime universities in China,9 

Truman's statement was published in almost every maj or 

newspaper. Immediately, it became the central topic among 

the intellectuals. They found especially appealing Truman's 

call for the convocation of "a national conference of 

representatives of major political elements" to seek an 

early settlement of China's internal strife and to effect 

the unification of China. Even though Truman made it clear 

that the United states government would continue recognizing 

the Nationalist Government as the sole legal government in 

China, he did suggest that the Nationalist Government as a 

"one-party government" needed to broaden its base to 

II include other political elements in the country. 1110 This 

especially excited many intellectuals who were conscious of 

the fact that the GMD Government needed American support. 

They hoped that pressure from the united states might lead 

to a united China· through means of peaceful unification. 11 

9When China's defense against Japan collapsed in 1938, 
the nation's leading universities and research institutes, 
their faculty, staff and students followed the Nationalist 
retreat west. students and teacher~ from Beijing, Qinghua 
and Nankai Universities joined together to set up Lianda in 
Kunming. In the summer of 1946, these refugee universities 
began to move back to their horne campuses. 

10U.S. Department of state, China White Paper, 2: 608. 

llWen Liming, "Lun yier yi yundongzhongde daxue j iaoshou 
yu Lianda jiaoshouhui--zhongguo sishi niandai de ziyouzhuyi 
kaocha zhiyi [A Discussion on the University Professors 
during the December 1 Movement and Lianda's Faculty 
Meetings: One of the Examinations on China's Liberalism 
during the Forties] Jindaishi yanjiu [Modern History 
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Professor Fei Xiaotong, a distinguished sociologist at 

Lianda, wrote an open letter, signed by him and several 

other professors there, welcoming Marshall's arrival. In the 

letter, the words "democracy, II "peace," and "freedom" 

appeared repeatedly. 12 

On the other hand, Truman's statement and the 

announcement of Marshall's mission shook Chinese self-esteem 

and evoked in Chinese editorials expression of national 

shame. In the wake of Truman's statement and the appointment 

of General Marshall as Truman I s Special Envoy to China, many 

non-official editorials in big cities such as Shanghai, 

Chongqing and Wuhan reiterated the theme of China's loss of 

face when it was the American government that expressed the 

need for democracy and peace in China. The influential Da 

Gong Bao, for example, asserted that Truman's statement 

shamed Chinese, who should try to solve their own problems. 

It continued, "00 not let our friends give us more advice or 

interfere with our affairs. 1113 

As civil war appeared imminent, informed public opinion 

soon became divided over American military assistance to one 

party in a two-party conflict. Many challenged the American 

studies] 70 (July 1992): 207-208. 

12David R. Arkush, Fei Xiaotong and Sociology in 
Revolutionary China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1981), 188. 

13Da gong bao, December 18, 1946. 
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claim of "non-interference" in Chinese domestic affairs, 

especially the American assistance in the transportation of 

Nationalist troops to Manchuria. Actually as early as late 

1945, Zhang Dongsun, professor of philosophy at yanj ing 

University and chairman of North China Branch of the 

Democratic League, had signed a petition entitled liTo the 

People and Government of the United States. 1I In it, Zhang 

voiced concerns about the grave consequences of a civil war 

and questioned American interference. He argued that lithe 

painful lesson that we gained from recurrent civil wars 

during the past hundred years is that foreign interference, 

no matter how well-intentioned, does not have the healing 

effect of making China a united nation. 1I While expressing 

great indebtedness to the Americans for their splendid war 

effort in defeating the Axis powers, especially Japan, and 

emphasizing the Sino-American friendship, he contended that 

the landing of Marines in north China had created an 

anomalous situation, which would further aggravate and 

prolong China's civil conflict. He therefore demanded the 

withdrawal of American Marines from China. "American forces 

on the allegation of assisting in disarming the Japanese are 

now 'involved' in a civil war of the most serious nature in 

Chinese history. This has aroused considerable 
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misapprehension among the Chinese people. ,,14 

Zhang's observations were echoed by John King Fairbank, 

Director of the u.s. Information Service. In a letter to the 

state Department on December 6, 1945, Fairbank mentioned 

that he had noted Ita marked increase in anti-American 

feeling." He continued that its "expression has been open 

and vigorous in print and makes the point that in moving 

Central Government troops about the country in connection 

with Japanese surrenders we have in effect taken sides in 

the civil conflict. Although this is the Communist line, it 

carries a lot of weight in popular opinion. 1115 

3.3 The Call of Nationalistic Youth at Lianda for Peace 

Feeling responsible for the fate of China in times of 

national crisis and carrying on the May Fourth tradition of 

active political commitment, many students shared the 

national mood for peace in the wake of the defeat of Japan. 

They sent appeals to the GMD Government and to united States 

leaders, held parades and demonstrations opposing civil war, 

14See u. S. Department of States, "Copy of Statement 
Presented to United states Military Authorities in North 
China," November 15, 1945, in Records of the Office of 
chinese Affairs, reel. 10. 

15 U. S. Department of state, "summary of a Personal 
Letter From Mr. John K. Fairbank, December 6, 1945," 
memorandum by Vincent, Director of the Office of Far Eastern 
Affairs, January 14, 1946, in Foreign Relations of the 
united states [FRUS], 1946: China (Washington, D.C.: 
Government printing Office, 1972), 9: 131. 
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and demanding the departure of American troops. students in 

some big cities also carried out sporadic "u.S. Quit China ll 

campaigns. 

Even though no coordinated nation-wide student movement 

occurred during late 1945 and most of 1946, an incident that 

occurred in Kunming on November 25, 1945 soon gave rise to 

the so-called II December First Movement," which drew 

extensive attention. On the evening of November 25, the 

student alliance at Kunming, composed of representatives 

from Lianda, Yunnan University and two smaller Kunming 

colleges, held a mass meeting on the campus of Lianda 

protesting the obvious drift toward. renewal of hostilities 

between the two major parties. Having learned of the plans 

for this gathering by the student alliance, the local GMD 

officials gave out notice on the morning of that day 

prohibiting public gatherings of any kind. The meeting went 

ahead regardless. 16 

A number of professors had been invited to address the 

assembly. While students were sitting on the grass listening 

to speeches calling for cessation of hostilities, withdrawal 

of American influence and freedom of speech and assembly, 

shots were heard from outside the Lianda campus. As the 

16See Lincoln Li, Student Nationalism in China« 1924-
1949 (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 
1994), 124-27; also see "Strike of University and Middle 
School Students at Kunming,lI from Philip D. Sprouse, 
Kunming, to secretary of state Byrnes, December 18, 1945, RG 
59, 893.00/12-1845, National Archives (hereafter NA). 
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speakers continued addressing the students I local police and 

military units, in an attempt to break up the rally, 

surrounded the campus and cut off electricity for microphone 

and lights and fired shots over students' heads. When the 

meeting did break up, the students trying to return home 

found that the gates had been closed by the troops. They 

subsequently decided on a three-day protest strike and 

demanded an investigation of the case, public apologies for 

those who attended the meeting, and a removal of the ban on 

meetings. 17 

Having left their families behind and trekked long 

distances to this remote southwest town, these refugee 

students had suffered not only emotionally, but also 

physically as they endured inadequate teaching and learning 

facilities and poor living conditions. confronting the 

national crisis of Japanese invasion, they had kept their 

morale as a result of their patriotic fervor. They thus felt 

keenly the outrage of a civil war, and also believed that 

American meddling only exacerbated the situation. Therefore, 

in addition to issuing a message to the Chinese people, the 

Joint strike Committee of Universities and Middle Schools at 

Kunming also issued open letters to the American President, 

17Arkush, Fei Xiaotong, 184-86; Sprouse to Byrnes, 
December 18, 1945, RG 59, 893.00/12-1845, NA: for a detailed 
discussion, see also Yier yi yundongshi bianxiezu, eds., 
Yier yi yundong shiliao xuanbian [A Selected Collection of 
the Historical Materials on the December 1 Movement] 
(Kunming: Yunnan renmin chubanshe, 1980). 
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the American people and the American soldiers in China 

respectively. The letter to President Truman, bearing the 

seals of thirty schools as well as the seal of the Joint 

strike Committee, asserted that as a group of young 

students, they had always believed that the united states 

with a democratic tradition must be a truthful friend of 

Chinese people. However, the American government was now 

carrying out policies in China detrimental to the interests 

of Chinese people and to the establishment of a new 

democratic China. It further questioned the activities of 

American troops in north China and asserted that only 

Chinese people had the right to deal with Chinese affairs 

and asked the American government to keep its promise of 

"non-interference." The open letter to the American people 

and soldiers in China repeated similar themes. 18 

The student activities led to a raid on the campus by 

armed GMD agents in civilian clothes on December 1, which 

resulted in four deaths. The December First Incident evoked 

extensive press coverage, protest meetings in various 

ci ties, condolence letters sent to the students and memorial 

services for those killed. It also discredited the 

legitimacy of GMD rule in the eyes of many politically

conscious students. As tension between the GMD Government 

and students mounted in the next few years, the united 

18Yier yi yundongshi bianxiezu, Yier yi yundong, 1: 62-
66. 
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states, by virtue of its link with the GMD, grew 

increasingly unpopular. Moreover I through intervening in 

Chinese internal disputes, it became the primary target of 

student patriotic nationalism. Many politically active 

students believed that the continuous presence of American 

forces in China not only helped to perpetuate China's 

domestic disorder, but also reflected unfavorably on China's 

status as an independent and sovereign nation. 

3.4 Chinese Intellectuals and Political Disputes Involving 
the GMD, CCP and O.S. Government 

As 1946 dragged on, the GMD -appeared determined to 

reunify the country through military means, even though it 

meant running against the prevailing pro-peace mood at the 

time. At this stage, many intellectuals held both the GMD 

and the CCP partly responsible for the internal strife. An 

open letter to Marshall, Jiang Jieshi and the CCP signed by 

164 leading cultural and intellectual Chinese on June 8 

requested all parties to work for peace for China's sake. 19 

On August 16, 1946, the American Embassy in Nanjing 

received a copy of a declaration issued by a group of 

prominent Chinese Christian intellectuals, mostly shanghai 

residents, regarding the political situation in China. 

Having checked the authenticity of the document, the Embassy 

19wasserstrom, Student Protests In Twentieth-Century 
China, 254. 
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concluded that the signers of the document were indeed who 

claimed to be. In the document, they strongly urged a 

cessation of hostilities between the CCP and the GMD. They 

also called on both parties to forsake military measures in 

favor of peaceful and consultative means in the settlement 

of their differences. Asserting that "corruption, 

rottenness and inefficiency" characterized the Nationalist 

government, the signers demanded sweeping reforms. 20 

The government's somewhat popular war image waned 

immediately with the end of the war. criticism of 

governmental practices, somewhat suppressed under the threat 

of Japanese invasion, all surfaced after Japan's surrender. 

Historian Suzanne Pepper summarizes four reasons for the 

Nationalist Government's instant decline in prestige: the 

slowness of the Government in disarming the Japanese and in 

punishing Chinese "traitors" [hanj ian]; the Government 

officials' corrupt practices in taking over Japanese and 

puppet properties and organizations; inept economic and 

financial measures being carried out at the time; and the 

arrogant and condescending attitude of the officials toward 

the populace in formerly Japanese-controlled regions. 21 

20"Transmission of Declaration With Regard To Current 
situation in China," from American Embassy to the Department 
of state, August 27, 1946, RG 59, 893.00/8-2746, NA. 

21Suzanne Pepper, civil War in China: 
Struggle, 1945-1949 (Berkeley: University 
Press, 1978), 9. 

The Political 
of California 
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Effective CCP propaganda, widespread GMD undiscipline and 

corruption and the harsh suppression of dissent diminished 

the GMD's popularity. Moreover, the Chinese Nationalists 

certainly could not rally the same patriotic royalty in 

their fighting against the Communists as when the Japanese 

were the target. 

Many of China's intellectuals were at the moment 

articulate middle-of-the-roaders. Although small in number, 

they figured significantly in the political arena. Regarding 

peace and unity as prerequisites for national development 

and independence, they were against any pol i tical party 

appearing to call for war, and their shift of political 

loyal ty could be of crucial importance in the unfolding 

confrontation between the CCP and the GMD. Some liberal 

intellectuals also joined the Democratic League, composed of 

China's minor Parties. The League opposed civil war and one-

party dictatorship, and supported some form of coalition 

government. With no military forces or territory of its own, 

it nevertheless hoped to work as a third force. 22 

22Li, Student Nationalism In China« 1924-1949, 124: Mary 
G. Mazur, "Intellectual Activism in China During the 1940s: 
WU Han in the United Front and the Democratic League," The 
China Ouarterly 133 (March 1993): 36: see also "The 
Emergence of the Chinese Democratic League: Typescript 
History, 1946, II the Tseng Chao-lun collection, in Hoover 
Institution Archives Holdings on China. The Democratic 
League was branded the front organization of and the 
spokesmen for the Communists by the GMD and was ordered to 
disband in October, 1947. 
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The CCP catered to, and worked hard to influence, the 

political opinion of the minor political parties and 

intellectuals by advocating a coalition government, since by 

doing so it would have nothing to lose. If the GMD spurned 

the communist call for reorganization of the Nationalist 

Government into a coalition in which the Communists could 

share real power, it would strengthen the CCP claim that the 

GMD desired nothing less than a total war. If the GMD 

accepted the Communist proposal, the CCP would gain much 

from such a coalition government for its own future 

political development. 23 Either way, the Communists stood 

to gain. Meanwhile, even though many intellectuals still 

harbored doubts about communism, their longing for peace 

seemed to push them more to the side of the Communists 

because of the latter's call for a coalition government. 

Being on the side-lines, the CCP could attack at will the 

GMD's weak points. Although the CCP was also actively 

preparing for a final military confrontation with the GMD 

for power on the national scale, it drew considerably less 

fire from cultural and academic circles. 

23The communists demonstrated -shrewdness during this 
period. At this stage, the GMD forces still far exceeded 
those of the CCP. Despite their increasing unpopularity, the 
Nationalists nevertheless looked relatively strong and the 
Communists weak. Convinced that the Mandate of Heaven was 
moving to their side, the Communists nonetheless believed 
that the political and military struggle against their enemy 
would be long and difficult. They therefore welcomed any 
prospect that might reduce the GMD power. 
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In the turmoil of Chinese civil conflict, the fact that 

the United states government continued to assist the 

Nationalist regime militarily through extension of loans and 

training of its army and navy led the war-weary Chinese to 

question American political motives. In May of 1946, twenty 

professors at Kunming signed an open letter to General 

Marshall. The letter not only urged the Nationalist 

Government to purge itself of "reactionary elements" intent 

on setting up a fascist government in China, but also 

requested the U. S • Government to stop transporting and 

supplying Nationalist troops or making further loans to the 

Central regime. According to the professors, these moves 

would simply result in the killing of more Chinese and in 

delaying the establishment of a democratic government. 24 

Some radical intellectuals also concluded that the 

United states policy of supporting Chinese Nationalists was 

essentially to minimize Soviet influence in China. In an 

interview with an American diplomat in December 1946, Luo 

Longji, an intellectual who had once studied in the United 

states and was head of the Democratic League at the time, 

provided his opinion of American policies toward China. He 

believed that the United states government pursued two 

objectives in its China policies: first, to establish a 

strong China that could collaborate with the united states 

24Arkush, Fei Xiaotong, 188. 
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so as to counteract the influence of the soviet Union and, 

if necessary, to fight on the side of the United states 

against the soviet union; second, to push for a democratic 

China essentially after the Anglo-American model. In this 

way, China could turn into a united, peaceful and prosperous 

country, and thus a good customer of the United states and 

a stabilizing element in the international political 

situation. Luo further argued that it was the first 

obj ecti ve, a strong China capable of offsetting Soviet 

influence, that was more important to the united states. 

According to LUo, this policy of the United states' had 

incurred strong opposition lIamong liberal and educated 

groups in China. 1I Consequently, IIAmerican policy in China 

has recently been severely criticized, and even attacked, 

not only by the Chinese Communists, but by Chinese liberals 

as well. 1I Luo predicted that the opposition would only grow 

stronger. 25 

For obvious practical reasons of their own, the 

Communists likewise strongly demanded the termination of 

American interference in China's internal affairs and 

accused the GMD of compromising Chinese sovereign rights in 

return for American military intervention. In mid-1946, 

realizing that the United states would not deviate from its 

2511views of Dr. Lo Lung-chi [Luo Longj i] on the Present 
Political situation in China, II from Ward, Shanghai to 
Butterworth, Nanj ing, December 2, 1946, Records of the 
Office of Chinese Affairs 1945-1955, reel 10. 
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support of the GMD Government, the disillusioned Communists 

resumed their "anti-imperialist" stance and started 

launching open verbal attacks on Marshall's mission. They 

challenged its impartiality and labeled Marshall as one of 

the American "reactionary elements. II The August 14, 1946 

editorial of Jiefang ribao, central organ of the Communists, 

published in Yan'an, asserted that not only had Marshall's 

effort failed, but the Chinese civil war had grown greater 

in scope and ruthlessness than seven and half months before. 

The editorial charged that Marshall'~ mission was "mediation 

in name and assistance to Jiang in essence."~ 

By adopting a nationalistic and anti-imperialistic 

line, and vigorously demanding the termination of American 

military support to the GMD Government, the Communists made 

good propaganda. In the meantime, they could also obtain 

much-needed approval and support from the politically 

articulate elite. The progressive intellectuals had come to 

view the post-war United states China policies of 

transferring Nationalist troops and providing lend-lease 

extension to the GMD Government as a barrier to the 

achievement of peace and democracy in China. These beliefs 

of the politically sensitive Chinese coincided with, and 

nquestionably to a certain degree inspired by, the 

Z6Jiefang ribao, August 14, 1946. 
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3.5 The shanghai Peace Demonstration and Growing Anti
American sentiments 
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In the midst of political uncertainty, there occurred 

in Shanghai, the largest and most cosmopoli tan city in 

27The GMD Government also endeavored to exploit the 
issue of nationalism to counteract the Communist propaganda 
and to draw the support of the intellectual community. It 
campaigned against the continuing stay and "looting" 
activities of Soviet troops in Manchuria during 1945-46, and 
emphasized the "close relationship" between the soviets and 
the Chinese communists. starting in February 22 of 1946, 
student demonstrations broke out in chongqing, later 
spreading to shanghai. They called for the departure of 
soviet troops from Manchuria and the return of control over 
the region to China, and urged the Chinese people to 
preserve intact China's sovereignty over the Northeast. (See 
FRUS, 1946: China, 9: 439-40) 

During the Chongqing student demonstrations, however, 
approximately 100 rioters attacked the offices of Communist 
Xinhua Ribao and the Democratic League/s Minzhu Bao and 
injured several employees of the communist newspaper. strong 
evidence indicated that the rioters were officially 
instigated, and this revelation brought the demonstrations 
within the intellectual community to a quick end. (FRUS, 
1946: China, 9: 410; Pepper, civil War in china, 214.) 

Anti-soviet activities as performed in the academic 
field, however, were not entirely GMD-inspired. When the 
full text of Yalta Agreement was published in China in 
February 1946, many Chinese were embittered by its 
Wovisions requiring China to cede to the Soviet Union 
special rights and privileges in Manchuria. soviet delay in 
evacuating Manchuria and suspicion of ulterior Russian 
motives in Manchuria incited genuine sentiments among some 
youths and provoked them to join the demonstrations. On 
February 24, over 100 professors from Lianda signed a 
declaration demanding that the Soviet troops withdraw from 
Manchuria. (Li, Student Nationalism in China, 129.) Zhu 
Ziqing, a famous professor from Qinghua, wrote in his diary 
on that day that he had agreed to sign the declaration on 
the Manchurian problem for purely patriotic reason. See Lu 
Zude, "Zhu Ziqing xiansheng de shengping shiji" [The Life 
story of Mr. Zhu Ziqing] Wenshi zil±ao xuanbian [A Selected 
Collection of Cultural and Historical Materials) I no. 6 
(1980): 94. 
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China, a large-scale demonstration on June 23, 1946. Around 

50,000 people from universities, middle and vocational 

schools, labor unions, cultural clubs, merchants' 

associations, press and women's organizations participated 

in the demonstration. 26 This broad range of elements 

converged over the anti-war issue. Even though similar 

demonstrations had occurred in other parts of China, they 

could not compare to this one in shanghai in terms of 

magnitude and the wide variety of supporters. 

The event that triggered the demonstration was the 

celebration of the departure of a Peace Petition Brigade 

headed by Professor Ma Shu!in to Nanjing. The Brigade was 

arranged by two groups, the Federation of Shanghai People's 

organization (Shanghai renmin tuanti lianhehui) and the 

Federation of Shanghai student Peace Promotion organization 

(Shanghai xuesheng zhenggu heping lianhehui) . These 

organizations came into existence as a consequence of 

widespread public discontent with the impending full-scale 

war between the CCP and GMD, and provided leadership for 

organized political action. 29 

28 l1Anti-civil War Demonstration, Shanghai, June 23, 
1946," memorandum by Julian R. Friedman, Labor Attache of 
the American Consulate in shanghai, July 8, 1946, RG59, 
893.00/8-2946, NA. 

29l1Anti-civil War Demonstration," memorandum by 
Friedman, July 8, 1946, RG59, 893.00/8-2946, NA. 
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The delegation to Nanjing intended to express to 

General Marshall, and representatives of the GMD and the 

CCP, the nation-wide urgent desire for a peaceful settlement 

of the internal discord. Members of the delegation, 

including the prominent educator Tao Xingzhi, who enjoyed 

populari ty in shanghai's intellectual circles, addressed the 

rally before departing. They claimed that they represented 

no parties and welcomed the support of all who yearned for 

peace in China. 

When the delegation left by train for Nanj ing I the 

demonstrators, with university students in the vanguard, 

marched through Shanghai streets. The purpose of the June 23 

demonstration was to impress not only the GMD and the CCP, 

but also General Marshall with -the strong desire of 

organized public opinion in Shanghai for a peaceful and 

constructive settlement of China's internal crisis. While 

anti-war in nature, the parade focused special attention on 

the united states government's China policies, and 

questioned American activities in China. Students and 

workers comprised the major part of the parade. The 

demonstrators carried banners and- exhibited posters in 

Chinese and in English. Many posters, handbills and slogans 

urged the American troops to leave China, and blamed 

American military assistance for perpetuating China's 

internal problem. Many cartoons depicted American activities 

in China in an unfavorable light and singled out the united 
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states for satirization. The slogans directly related to 

American activities in China included, "Oppose the united 

states for continuing to assist China with ammunition in 

waging civil war." "stop lend-lease. 11 "Japanese robbers 

having been disarmed, dear American troops, 'now you can go 

home. ,,,30 One American diplomatic officer present at the 

scene claimed that the situation reminded him of the anti-

imperialist movements in the 1920s. 31 

During the parade, a United states Army Captain, coming 

just out of the Shanghai Metropolitan Hotel, was trying to 

cut through the line, but was refused passage and had to 

retreat into the Hotel. United states Naval personnel in 

jeeps were also reportedly obstruct~d by the paraders. 32 

The demonstration, organized by a small segment of the 

educated elite, presented vividly the political crisis in 

front of the general public of Shanghai. The anti-American 

slogans, songs and cartoons, by reducing the issues to the 

fundamentals, simplified the situation to those who might 

have been puzzling over the political situation. 

30"Anti-civil War Demonstration, II memorandum by 
Friedman, July 8, RG59, 893.00/8-2946, NA. 

31"Anti-civil War Demonstration of June 23, 1946," 
memorandum by James E. Mchenna, American Consul in Shanghai, 
July 8, 1946, RG59, 893.00/8-2946, UA. 

32"Anti-Civil War Demonstration," memorandum by 
Friedman, July 8, 1946, RG59, 893.00/8-2946, NA. 



3.6 Chinese Resentment against American servicemen 
in china 
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To Chinese sensitive to the issue of national 

independence, the continued presence of American forces in 

China impinged upon Chinese sovereignty. The conduct of some 

American servicemen further aggravated the situation. During 

the war years, American soldiers received a warm welcome in 

China. American airmen, for example, told stories of how 

Chinese villagers repeatedly risked their own lives to 

rescue them from the Japanese when they were downed in the 

Japanese-occupied areas. 33 GIs at the time were looked upon, 

in historian Tu Wei-ming's words, as "glorious angels."34 

Many American servicemen, upon arrival in China after 

the end of the war, displayed some degree of curiosity about 

things Chinese. For example, fascinated by the man-powered 

rickshaws or pedicabs, many were eager to go for rides in 

them, and sometimes they would pu~l or peddle a Chinese 

ricksha puller for fun. Many of them had been confined to 

ships for over a year. With money to burn, they celebrated 

33Paul A. Varg, The closing of the Door: Sino-American 
Relations 1936-1946 (Michigan: Michigan state University 
Press, 1973), 51. 

34Tu Wei-ming, "Chinese Perceptions of America," in 
Dragon and Eagle--united States-China Relations: Past and 
Future, eds. Michel Oksenberg and Robert B. Oxnam (New York: 
Basic Books, 1978), 96. 
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heartily. 35 City life on the whole was not too bad for 

officers as well as the troops. As Colonel Henry Aplington 

II recalled, "There were twice-weekly dinner dances and 

sunday afternoon tea dances at the officers' club. Service 

clubs were opened for the men, and there were night clubs 

and bars to suit every taste. ,,36 

On the other hand, for those servicemen on the outpost 

guarding railroads and bridges, life was lonely, boring and 

potentially dangerous. 37 Communicat~on with local villagers 

was almost non-existent. "Lack of communication and an 

unclear situation resulted in numerous warning shots being 

fired, particularly at night, at dim figures who could have 

been innocent farmers or reconnoitering communists. ,,38 In 

the meantime, there existed strong pressure among the 

35Arch Carey, British Businessman in China. 1903-1948, 
unpublished manuscript, Box 2, Part III: 11-12, Hoover 
Institution Archives Holdings on China. 

36Henry Aplington II, "China Revisited,lI Marine Corps 
Gazette 57 (July 1973): 27 • 

. 37In the middle of 1946 when the Communists became 
disillusioned with the Marshall mission and were determined 
to have a final military showdown 'with the Nationalists, 
they also began a series of harassing attacks on united 
states Marine personnel. The most serious incident occurred 
on July 29, 1946, on the highway between Beiping and 
Tianjin, at Anping. The Communists ambushed a motor convoy 
of supplies escorted by Marines, killing three American 
servicemen and wounding twelve. They hoped that these 
attacks could hasten the withdrawal of American forces from 
China. For more details, See Van Slyke, Marshall's Mission 
to China, 444, 446-54. 

38Aplington, IIChina Revisited," 30. 
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American public at the time to "bring the boys home." In 

addition, the servicemen stationed in China had already 

fought long and hard in the Pacific War. Many longed to 

return to the united states as soon as possible and grew 

impatient over their delay in China. 

A mutual dislike developed between many American 

servicemen and the Chinese population that they came into 

contact with. 39 The conduct of many American servicemen in 

China constituted a source of friction. The American 

diplomatic services in major Chinese cities received with 

great frequency reports of incidents of disorderly behavior 

on the part of American servicemen. Most of the incidents 

were either settled locally by the· concerned American and 

Chinese authorities or ignored. For example, a jeep driven 

by a Marine killed Mr. Xu Zhendong, a high school teacher of 

the Second Middle School of Beiping Municipal Government, in 

October 1946. Fearful that this incident might incite public 

outcry, Hu Shi, Chancellor of National Beijing University 

(commonly known as Beida) and Chinese Ambassador to the 

United states during World War Two, wrote a personal letter 

to John Leighton stuart, who became American Ambassador to 

39As historian Van Slyke put it, "All too frequently, 
the conduct of American GI's in china--among whom 
'slopehead ' or 'slopey' became a common epithet for the 
Chinese--was such as to inspire ill-feeling." (Van Slyke, 
"Culture, Society, and Technology in Sino-American 
Relations," in Dragon and Eagle--United States-China 
Relations: Past and Future, 147). 
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China in June 1946, informing him that Xu was survived by 

his old parents, his wife and seven children. A good 

teacher, Xu was popular with his students. Hu Shi suggested 

that some embassy official or Marine officer pay a visit to 

the principal of the late Xu's high school and offer money 

to aid Xu's family. These gestures, Hu believed, would "do 

much toward easing the anti-American feeling, which, 

artificially fanned up, is affecting the middle school 

youth, especially after the death and funeral of Mr. Hsu 

Chen-tung [Xu Zhendong] .,,40 This incident constituted one 

of an extended chain of events involving American servicemen 

and Chinese civilians. 

The presence of American bases, military services and 

army post offices in China, the numerous incidents related 

to Marines and jeeps, and the fact that the American 

military and naval personnel in China were exempt from the 

Chinese Criminal Code seemed to overshadow China I s new 

status as one of the "powers" and hurt Chinese national 

pride. stories of American jeeps and trucks injuring and 

killing Chinese pedestrians and rickshaw pullers and of 

disorderly behavior involving drunken Marines received 

considerable critical coverage in the Chinese newspapers of 

almost every political color. An off icial Chinese report 

claimed 1,500 cases of Chinese injuries and deaths involving 

40See Memorandum for the Naval Attache, December 11, 
1946, Marshall Mission File, RG 59, NA. 
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the Americans stationed in China during the 11 month period 

between September 1945 to July 1946. Between September 12th 

of 1945 to January 10th of 1946, 495 jeep incidents 

accounted for 226 Chinese injured by the American 

servicemen, an average of four incidents and two casualties 

per day. 41 Possibly because of the numerous incidents caused 

by American jeeps and trucks, the city of Beijing launched 

a "Traffic Safety Week" starting october 27, 1946. 42 On the 

other hand, the inadequacy of traffic rules and lights in 

the Chinese ci ties and the nonchalant way many Chinese 

pedestrians walked on the street might also have contributed 

to the large number of traffic incidents. One editorial in 

an official newspaper urged the Chinese to learn to walk in 

a "modern 11 way. 43 

Although the incidents triggered no widespread public 

demonstrations at first, they aroused bitterness and 

fostered Chinese anti-American sentiment. 44 In the eyes of 

4lSee Wen hui bao, October 24, 1946. 

42Wei hui bao, October 28, 1946 .• 

43Quoted from Wei hui bao, October 22, 1946. 

44111 feelings of this sort were not confined to the 
Chinese alone. complaints of discipline problems on the part 
of American servicemen and even outbursts of anti-American 
riots or demonstrations in countries such as Germany, Japan, 
Taiwan and France were also present to varying degrees in 
the late 1940s and 1950s. In the aftermath of an anti
American incident in Taiwan in 1957, Doth American Secretary 
of state and Secretary of Defense at the time noted that 
difficult relations between American servicemen stationed 
overseas and the local population constituted a serious 
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the Chinese, the accidents did not stem simply from reckless 

behavior on the part of American troops, but reflected 

American insensitivity and arrogance. They became issues of 

national pride, thus provoking particular resentment from 

the Chinese keenly conscious of the lowly position China had 

occupied in the past. When Wang Changhua, a lawyer, was 

killed by a jeep, the Bar Association of Beijing and Tianjin 

started a movement urging the American military authorities 

to punish the Marine driver and to evacuate American forces 

from China. After Wang's family rejected an American offer 

of money, a local newspaper published with some pride an 

article entitled "Good as the u.s. Dollar Is, It Cannot Buy 

People's Lives. ,,45 

One newspaper article even hinted that Americans were 

more in contempt of Chinese than other foreigners. It 

maintained, I'Motor vehicles running in the streets of 

Beiping and Tianjin are plenty. Why is it that all those 

which have killed and injured people have been u.s. 

vehicles? There were formerly also many foreign-owned motor 

vehicles in Beiping and Tianjin. Why did they not kill this 

international problem. For more details on this issue, see 
Buel W. Patch, Anti-Americanism and Soldiers Overseas 
(Washington, D. C.: Editorial Research Reports, 1957). 

45The article published in a Beiping newspaper was 
quoted by Wen hui baa, October 19, 1946. 
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many people? This is a matter that calls for our most 

careful consideration. ,,46 

The liberal Lianhe wanbao, while suggesting mistakenly 

that American blacks always meekly accepted white 

exploitation, indicated that it was an outrage for the 

Americans to treat the Chinese on the same level as the 

American blacks. 47 While comparing each new incident to a 

dagger driving deeper in the hearts of Chinese people, it 

argued that unlike American blacks, the Chinese could not 

stand the endless wrongs inflicted on them by the American 

soldiers, and that they had the right to demand nationals of 

other countries to treat them as human beings. 48 

In response to cases of misconduct involving American 

troops, the editorials of the American military newspaper, 

stars and Stripes, published in Shanghai, also made harsh 

comments on the unsavory behavior of certain GIs and 

sailors, criticized them for acting "like bums on the main 

street of Shanghai,l1 and concluded that their performances 

had brought "a considerable measure of discredit on the 

Army, the Navy I and the united States. ,,49 

46Wen hui bao I october 19, 1946. 

47For more discussion on the notion that the Chinese 
were superior to the blacks, see footnote 22 of Chapter 1. 

48Lianhe wanbao, October 2, 1946. 

49stars and Stripes, January 11, 1946. 
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Another editorial article, "Losing Face," again 

deplored the unbecoming conduct of certain servicemen. The 

writer of the article stated: 

To correct an American disgrace on the streets of 
Shanghai, the Navy has taken the drastic step of 
barring shore leave to crews of several ships in the 
Wangpoo [Huangpu River]. There can be nothing but 
sympathy for the many sailors who have behaved 
themselves and have been a credit to the uniform they 
wear. Many of us have been ashamed of sailor 
behavior like hitting rickshaw men, and throwing 
torpedoes at coolies' feet. Acting quite different from 
the way they would be at home. Somehow they have 
forgotten that (whether they like it or not) they are 
Uncle Sam's best ambassadors. The U.S. is judged all 
over the world by the manner in which its men in 
uniform conduct themselves. All of us have been 
blackened whenever a single GI in Navy blue or Army 
khaki, has acted out of line. Our enemies and even our 
friends think we are bums and bullies and ruffians. ~ll 
because a few Americans think that they are the s' ~~
race, the owners of the world who can do as they please 
whoever they are--especially when they are away from 
home. 50 

In the midst of constant grievances against Americans 

stationed in China, the editor of the newspaper was only too 

happy to report on an anonymous letter written by a Chinese. 

In the letter, the writer expressed thanks to an American 

officer who came to the writer's rescue when he was attacked 

by a dozen street urchins armed with bamboo sticks. 51 

Meanwhile, the Communists also intensified their anti-

American campaign in the Communist-controlled territory 

through demonstrating American "atrocities" in posters. In 

50Stars and stripes, February 23, 1946. 

51Stars and stripes, February 16, 1946. 
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a report by a representative from the Hoover War Library on 

his visit to Yan'an in October 1946, he recorded how a nine-

year-old boy attempted to explain to him the differences 

between American reactionaries and American progressives. He 

reported that everywhere he went he saw walls plastered with 

large atroci ty posters, wi th several hundred different 

versions of murders, rapes and arson committed by GIs. The 

toddlers were taught to chant, "Meijun tuichu zhongguo" 

[American troops get out of China]. One day, the American 

saw in a shop a pile of 1937-39 newspapers that he wanted to 

purchase. But the shop owner refused to sell them to him. 

When he offered to pay more, the shop owner turned mad and 

proceeded to give the onlookers a tirade on "foreign 

oppression, forced buying, despoiling of the country" and 

asked the American to leave the shop.52 

It is difficult to gauge the exact extent of Communist 

contribution to the anti-American climate. However, it 

appears evident that politically-committed Chinese harbored 

some real grievances against the American presence in China 

at the time. For their own interests, the Communist agents 

did manage to inflame the sore points and magnify the 

issues. 

5ZSee the section on "Chinese Communist Party--Poster 
Campaigns" in Press Publications of Records of the office of 
Chinese Affairs, 1945-1955, reel 3. 
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Confronting the Chinese anti-American trends, Nathaniel 

Peffer, professor of international relations at Columbia 

university who was doing research in China at the time, 

provided a sobering report and claimed that the united 

states was losing "moral prestige" and was under "both 

resentment and suspicion" in China. According to him, a 

variety of elements there were finding fault with American 

policy. Even adherents of the GMD blamed the united states 

for not providing enough active support to crush the 

Communists. Dr. Peffer further asserted: 

A large class among business people, academic people, 
civil servants resent that we give the government just 
enough support to enable it to believe that it can act 
with impunity without putting on it enough pressure to 
make it change its spirit and its practices. The 
radical but not Communist think that our support both 
makes civil war possible and entrenches the worst 
elements in power. The extreme left is resentful 
because it believes we are entrenching a fascist regime 
in return for its being a tool for our own purposes, 
which it deems to be imperialistic domination. The 
charges against us vary according to source; but they 
are charges ..•• [F]or the first time America begins 
to occupy a new role in Chinese thought, and it is a 
role that denotes a loss of moral prestige. It ranges 
from disillusionment to open anti-Americanism. And it 
should not be ignored or underestimated.,,53 

The prevailing anti-American tendency, especially the 

"non-communist" one, alarmed the American Embassy. Claiming 

Dr. Peffer's testimony a timely warning, Ambassador stuart 

attested that Chinese national consciousness of the last few 

decades had the negative aspect of harboring anti-foreign 

53Stuart to Byrnes, October 17,"1946, FRUS. 1946: China, 
10: 388. 
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attitude, which was latent in individual Chinese and would 

actively demonstrate itself in mass movement or in hostile 

personal opinion whenever a foreign country provoked it. 54 

3.7 The Heated Chinese Response to the sino-American 
Commercial Treaty of 1946 

In late 1946 a campaign against American economic 

activities in China developed rapidly. In postwar China, 

political crisis further unsettled an already war-wrecked 

economy and caused the bankruptcy of many factories and 

commercial companies. The inflow of American commodities 

therefore aroused bitterness and even stimulated the "Buy 

Chinese Movement.,,55 Furthermore, on November 4, 1946, the 

Nationalist and United states governments signed a Treaty of 

Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation (generally called the 

sino-American Commercial Treaty). 56 

54stuart to Byrnes, October 17 I 1946, FRUS r 1946: China, 
10: 389. In his memoirs, Truman attributed the increasing 
anti-American propaganda, mass meetings and demonstrations 
at the time to instigation by the ·GMD extremists and the 
communists alike. See Harry S. Truman, Memoirs of Harry S. 
Truman: Years of Trial and Hope (New York: Doubleday 
Company, 1950), 2: 81. 

55Based on Chinese customs statistics, imports from the 
united states in 1946 constituted 57% of China's total 
imports. See Yuan Ming, liThe Failure of perception: 
America's China policy, 1949-50, .. in Sino-American 
Relations r 1945-1955: A Joint Reassessment of a critical 
Decade, eds. Harry Harding and Yuan Ming (Wilmington, Del.: 
Scholarly Resources, 1989), 143. 

56 For more information on the process of negotiating the 
treaty and on the treaty i tsel f , see Jul ia F. cosgrove, 
united states Foreign Economic Policy Toward China, 1943-
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The United states government hailed the Commercial 

Treaty as symbolizing China's entry into the international 

community on an equal footing. It argued that the treaty was 

enacted to meet new economic conditions since the 

renunciation of the old unequal system in 1943 required a 

modern one to guide the changed relations between the two 

countries. with the introduction of the Commercial Treaty, 

it claimed, China and the united states had begun a new 

relationship of equality.57 

Principal Chinese newspapers viewed the Commercial 

Treaty as an event of major importance. Unlike the "unequal" 

treaties which had subjected the Chinese to a century of 

humiliation, the new document did point out that China and 

the United states should grant each other the same rights 

and privileges. Instead of saluting the Commercial Treaty as 

a recognition of China's new status as an equal among 

nations, however, Chinese newspapers representing different 

political opinions reacted strongly and almost unanimously 

leveled criticisms at it. 

1946 (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1987) ~ Tao 
Wenzhao, 111946 Zhongmei shangyue: Zhanhou Meiguo duihua 
zhengcezhong j ingj i yinsu ge I an yanj iu" [The 1946 Sino
American Commercial Treaty: A study of Economic Elements in 
United states China Policy in the Postwar Period] Jindaishi 
yanjiu, no. 2 (March 1993): 236-58. 

~See cosgrove, United states Foreign Economic policy 
Toward China, 194. 
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For many Chinese intellectuals as well as businessmen, 

the treaty was not concluded in china's best interests; they 

were especially unhappy with the most-favored-nation (MFN) 

clause partially because of their resentment of that clause 

in old unequal treaties. They claimed that even though the 

MFN clause was supposed to be reciprocal, as an economically 

weak country, China could not yet compete with the united 

states equally. To extend extensive commercial rights to 

such a formidable economic power would obviously place the 

Chinese economy at a disadvantage. It would entail unequal 

competition since fledgling Chinese industries were not 

capable of effectively challenging cheap American goods and 

superior American capital in China, let alone in the United 

states. He Shiyan, a writer and also the manager of Minsheng 

Shipping Company, compared the sino-American Commercial 

Treaty to an agreement between an adult and a child to each 

carry a load of twenty pounds in a supposedly equal race. 58 

The editorial of Shangwu ribao, politically affiliated 

wi th the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, asserted that the 

treaty had "only the outward appearance of equality and 

reciprocity," and urged the Legislative Yuan to veto the 

treaty.59 The Catholic paper in Tianjin, Yi shi bao, also 

complained about the impossibility of native goods competing 

saOa gong baa, November 8, 1946. 

59shangwu ribao, November 8, 1946. 
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with the steady influx of imported American ones. 60 xinwen 

bao, controlled by the right-wing CC Clique of the GMD, 

asserted that the treaty could be considered mutually 

beneficial and equal only when China became industrialized 

and its foreign trade was properly developed. Only then 

would China be able to take advantage of terms this treaty 

conferred on it. 61 

There certainly existed genuine Chinese apprehension 

concerning the fate of Chinese national industry, and real 

consternation that the advent of American merchandise might 

cause further economic dislocation. Consequently, the slogan 

"dumping of American goods" was constantly heard. 62 

Furthermore, many cultural and civic figures were convinced 

that the new treaty once again jeopardized Chinese economic 

independence and national integrity. Indeed, the Sino-

American Commercial Treaty essentially forced China to cede 

the economic autonomy supposedly returned to China with the 

end of extraterritoriality. According to it, the Chinese 

Government could not apply its own laws to regulate foreign 

companies in China, except in some specific cases as in 

6°Yi shi bao, November 14, 1946. 

61Xinwen bao, November 8, 1946. 

62shanghai daxue et al., Xinbian Zhongguo xiandaishi [A 
New Edition of Modern Chinese History] (Nanchang: Jiangxi 
renmin chubanshe, 1987), 238. 
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inland navigation. Historian Julia Cosgrove explains the 

treaty as follows: 

Extraterritorial privileges had been confined to 
certain treaty ports, where most western commercial 
activity took place. Under the new Commercial Treaty, 
American firms could carry their exemptions to any part 
of China, unless specifically denied permission by the 
Nationalist Government. The new economic relationship 
defined at the conclusion of the economic talks in 1946 
included the possibility of opening China to American 
economic interests in a manner impossible under the 
limited treaty port system. 63 

The treaty created an uproar among informed Chinese, and 

directed their attention to the political consequence of 

such a treaty. Li Guian, a member" of the Chongqing City 

Council, thought the treaty smacked of "economic 

imperialism" on the part of the United states. 64 The 

editorial of Minzhu bao of the Democratic League affirmed 

bitterly that "The Sino-American Commercial Treaty is a 

treaty that infringes on national rights and dishonors the 

status of China as an independent nation. We heartily oppose 

it. National rights belong to the people and the people 

should have the right to disapprove the final ratification 

of the treaty. 1165 

xinwen wanbao, a popular evening paper, labeled 

"liberal" by the American Embassy, claimed that even though 

63cosgrove, United states Foreign Economic Policy toward 
China, 205. 

64Quoted from Shangwu ribao, November 8, 1946. 

65Minzhu bao, November 8, 1946. 
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the United states intended to make China its appendage, the 

Chinese Government, depending on the American government 

politically and militarily, had no 'choice but to agree to 

it. 66 The communist broadcast from Yan'an was most virulent 

in attacking the treaty and went to the extreme of 

designating November 4, the day when the treaty was signed, 

as IDNational Humiliation Day" in the Communist 

territories. 67 In response to the adverse repercussions 

aroused by the Commercial Treaty, Jiang Jieshi later 

lamented, "In the form of forums, parades and demonstrations 

held in Nanking [Nanjing], Shanghai, Chungking [Chongqing], 

Chengtu [Chengdu] and other places, the anti-American 

movement spread. n68 

Evaluating Chinese public opinion through a survey of 

the Chinese press, the American Embassy was disturbed by 

the overwhelmingly unfavorable reaction to the treaty. 69 

Countering the heated Chinese response to the provision of 

the MFN clause, Ambassador stuart called the Chinese 

criticism "unfounded" and "preposterous. 1I He retorted that 

66Xinwen wanbao, November 16, 1946. 

67Yan'an Broadcast, December 8, 1946, in "Press 
publication, 1945-1946," Records of the Office of Chinese 
Affairs. 1945-1955, reel 3. 

68Chiang Kai-shek, Soviet Russia in China: A Summary at 
Seventy (New York: Farrar, Straus and Cubahy, 1957), 186. 

69Stuart to Byrnes, November 15, 1946, RG59, 711.932/11-
1546, NA. 
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the new treaty was simply there to fill the vacuum and was 

mutually beneficial. 70 Signed at a time when the Marshall 

Mission was failing and when public discontent with the 

conduct of American servicemen in China was mounting, the 

treaty added one more element of discord and reinforced the 

existing attitude of suspicion and ~ostility toward the 

United states. 

3.8 Conclusion 

As 1946 drew to a close, a general sense of futility 

prevailed in China. On December ~8, 1946, when Truman issued 

another long statement on America's China policy while China 

was well on its way to full-fledged civil war, the liberal 

press in China greeted his words with bitterness. In his 

statement, Truman announced the cutback of American forces 

in China to 12,000 from the previous year's number of 

113,000. He reiterated the American intention of not 

interfering in the Chinese internal affairs. He maintained 

that, "While avoiding involvement in their civil strife, we 

will persevere with our policy of helping the Chinese people 

to bring about peace and economic recovery in their 

country."7l A number of newspapers, however, accused 

Truman's statement of being full of meaningless words and 

70Stuart to Byrnes, November 24, 1946, RG59, 711.932/11-
2446, NA. 

7lu. s. Department of state, China White Paper, II: 694. 
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phrases. Truman's comments on the accomplishments of 

American troops in China were attacked as a smoke-screen to 

conceal the true reason for their presence, namely, to help 

maintain the GMD in power. 72 

In general, in the eyes of many educated Chinese, 

United states policy toward China simply attempted to break 

the political deadlock on the one hand and continued 

assistance to the National Government on the other. One 

newspaper in Chongqing claimed that Truman's emphasis on the 

non-interfering nature of American policy in Chinese affairs 

was simplY to save the face of his Chinese friends. 73 In 

response to Truman's statement, major Chinese newspapers, 

whatever their political persuasions, all reflected a deep 

sense of frustration. The united' China which people had 

craved for had not only failed to materialize, but did not 

seem likely to come to fruition with the two contending 

parties at loggerheads. 

In sum, the Sino-Japanese War had enhanced 

nationalistic sentiment and fostered aspirations on the part 

of politically-sensitive Chinese for a new elevated 

international status for China. While Chinese expectations 

were high in the wake of Japanese defeat, the dreary 

72See, for example, Guomin gongbao, December 20, 1946 
and Minzhu gao, December 20, 1946. 

73Guomin gongbao, December 20, 1946. 
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political situation soon brought on great disillusionment. 

As argued in the previous chapter, .in the face of China's 

internal struggles, the views of the United states held by 

many Chinese intellectuals swayed between hope and 

disappointment, appreciation and hostility, depending on 

whether the united states was perceived as working for or 

against the achievement of China's independence and unity. 

Toward the end of 1946, the Chinese press in general had 

turned more anti-American in tone, and was almost 

unanimously critical of the u. s. government on the issues of 

the conduct of American forces in China and the sino-

American Commercial Treaty. Chinese distrust of Americans, 

however, developed not on a persona~ level, but essentially 

out of suspicion of American policy toward China74 and a 

heightened nationalistic sentiment. Lack of national 

security and unity rendered many Chinese intellectuals 

74In fact, during this period, most of the open 
statements by Chinese intellectuals during this period 
criticizing American China policy began with broad remarks 
alluding to the traditional friendly relations between the 
two peoples in general and to the great American 
contribution to the defeat of Japan in particular, and 
proceeded to attack postwar American policies toward China. 
For example, in an open letter to Chinese compatriots and 
fellow students, the Federation of the student Peace 
Promotion organization in Shanghai emphasized the close tie 
of friendship between the Chinese and American people and 
welcomed the introduction of American books, scientific 
instruments and American machinery. Yet the letter 
criticized sharply the stationing of American troops, the 
selling of American military materials and "the large-scale 
smuggling and sale of American goods" in China, which they 
believed had augmented Chinese economic and political 
crises. See Wen hui bao, October 7, 1946. 
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especially sensitive to perceived snubs by a foreign power. 

In the postwar period, their warm feelings toward the united 

states as China's critical ally during World War II 

gradually switched to resentment. As Paul Varg asserts, 

"Whatever good will Americans had acquired in China could 

not compete with the dedication of Chinese to their own 

interests. ,,75 

75Varg 8 The Closing of the Door, 52. 
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The most significant case that occurred during American 

troops' stay in China involved the alleged rape of a Chinese 

college student, Shen Chong, by an American Marine. The so-

called Beiping Rape Case became a political and cultural 

cause celebre among the politically-conscious young Chinese 

intellectuals. In response, student demonstrations broke out 

across the country IIprotesting the brutality of US troops" 

[kangyi Meiiun baoxing] and demanding an immediate 

withdrawal of American troops from China. Major newspapers 

published articles condemning the "disgraceful" behavior of 

the Marines. At the time, many educated youths of different 

political persuasions in China seemed to be united in 

condemning GI conduct. The outburst of a nationwide anti-

American campaign initiated by Chinese students has to be 

understood in the broader political and social context. 
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4.1 The Shen Chong Incident 

The incident took place on Christmas Eve of 1946. At 

about 8:30 pm, Shen chong, a nineteen-year-old student from 

Beida, was returning from a movie to her sister's house, 

where she was staying. She was stopped by two American 

Marines, Corporal William G. Pierson, and Private Warren T. 

Pritchard, who were on their way to the Beiping Hotel. They 

then took Shen to the Dongdan Drill Field nearby. Some young 

Chinese soldiers spotted them. When they approached the 

three, the two Marines drove them away with threatening 

words. The soldiers then reported to two Chinese policeman 

on duty that a crying girl in the company of two American 

marines was asking for help. When they returned to the 

scene, they found that some Chinese policemen had already 

arr i ved there. 1 

It happened that a Chinese Army mechanic had also seen 

the event. He then reported to Guan Desong, a Chinese 

policeman on patrol, that "a U.S. Marine was mistreating a 

Chinese girl on the Parade Ground." Guan went to the place 

to investigate, and found only one Marine, Corporal Pierson, 

"lying there on top of Shen." Pierson shouted some angry 

lMarine Provost Marshall Report on "Investigation of 
Alleged Rape of Miss Shen Chung by Corporal William G. 
Pierson, (316637), U.S. Marine corps·, Weapons Company, Fifth 
Marines" from Provost Marshall Investigators to the Provost 
Marshall, Peiping Area, 28 December 1946:" statement of Shen 
Chong, Statement of Hung Chao-chieh, Marshall Mission File, 
National Archives (hereafter NA). 
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words to him. Guan left and summoned some more Chinese 

pol icemen to the scene. When they returned they found 

Pierson was again "on top of the girl." They arrested 

Pierson on the spot. 2 

A passing us Military Patrol found the group and took 

them to the Military Police Office of the Fifth Marines. 

Shortly afterwards, Shen Chong was taken to the Chinese 

Central Police Station where she filed a charge of rape 

against Pierson, which was made known to the Marine 

authorities on the morning of December 25. At about 1:30 on 

the morning of December 25, Chinese doctors from the Police 

Hospital examined Shen, but stated that "it is hard to 

determine that this is really rape." In the early afternoon 

of that day, an American doctor of the Navy Reserve, 

Lieutenant Percival L. Clark III, examined Shen and 

concluded that, "the only injuries.to Miss Chung's [sic.] 

person were small cuts in the posterior maidenly membrane at 

the lower parts. " While finding evidence of sexual 

intercourse, he indicated that had Shen struggled hard in 

the process, more marks and bruises would show on the 

buttock and thigh regions. 3 

2Marine Provost Marshall Report: Statement of Kuan Te
tsung, Marshall Mission File, NA. 

3Marine Provost Marshall Report: Statement of Yu Ming
chian, Physician of Beiping Police Hospital; statement of 
Lieutenant P. L. Clark III, U.S. Navy" Marshall Mission 
File, NA. 
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While investigating the incident, the Marine Provost 

Marshall collected statements from Shen, Pierson, Pritchard 

and the witnesses. According to shen's statement, Pierson 

raped her twice while Pritchard watched. Too weak to protect 

herself, she struggled in vain and was forced to keep quiet. 

Pritchard then left while Pierson stayed with her. He raped 

her one more time. At this moment a man on bicycle was 

riding by. Shen waved her white underwear to him. He 

stopped, took a look and left. Shortly after, some Chinese 

policemen arrived on the scene. 4 

Howard V. Horris, a Marine MP on duty, recalled that 

when he saw the group and stopped, Pierson explained to him 

that he had "stepped in a hole and tripped falling on his 

girl knocking her down. ,,5 In his December 25th statement, he 

again insisted that he had fallen into a hole while walking 

across the Drill Field with a Chinese girl and at that 

instant, a Chinese policeman arrived. Then in his statement 

of December 28, 1946, he indicated that Shen was actually a 

prostitute, asking for five dollars, but settling on three, 

and admitted having "intercourse" with her twice. Because 

they had been interrupted by the police, he maintained, he 

did not pay her the three dollars. Pritchard stated that 

4Marine Provost Marshall Report: statement of Shen 
Chong, Marshall Mission File, NA. 

5Marine Provost Marshall Report: statement of Corporal 
Howard V. Morris, Marshall Mission File, NA. 
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Shen "willingly went across the Polo Grounds, and laid down 

with Pierson." The Preliminary Marine Provost M!;shall 

investigation concluded that Shen did not struggle and 

protest as violently as would be expected in a rape case, 

but did recognize that "this reticence could have been the 

result of shock, fear, or intimidation." It recommended 

disciplinary action for Pierson. 6 

4.2 Immediate Local Reaction to the Incident 

Having learned of the incident from a press informant 

in the Beiping Police station, the Yaguang News Agency 

reported it on December 25. On the. same day, the official 

Central News Agency, urged by the Beiping Chief of Police, 

Tang Yongxian, issued a statement to the local press to 

postpone releasing news related to the incident in order to 

avoid inflicting psychological pressure on the girl. 7 On the 

following day, however, several newspapers in Beiping 

carried an account of the episode. 8 The Beiping municipal 

6Marine Provost Marshall Report: statements of Pierson; 
statement of Pritchard; The Marine Provost Marshal 
Investigation Report, Marshall Mission File, NA. 

7Beij ing daxue lishixi, eds.,. Beij ing daxue xuesheng 
yundongshi. 1919-1949 [A History of the student Movement of 
Beijing University] (Beijing: Beijing chubanshe, 1979), 197; 
Xinmin bao, 26 December 1946. 

8See , for example, Shij ie ribao, Jingshi ribao, and 
Beiping ribao. 
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government also issued a formal protest to the American 

Military Authorities there. 9 

The editorial comments of the Beiping vernacular press 

immediately after the incident case were somewhat moderate 

in tone. While affirming the guilt of the Marines involved 

and expressing indignation, their comments largely adhered 

closely to the reports of the assault case itself with 

little deliberation on the political implications. Some 

suggested that the Municipal government could soon work out 

appropriate procedures with the Marine offices to punish the 

culprits. Meanwhile, on December 26, posters protesting the 

incident started to appear on Beida I s Red Building Wall, 

which served as the campus's main bulletin board, and on 

Qinghua University's Democracy Wall. 1o 

In the aftermath of the Shen Chong case, some local and 

Beida officials endeavored vainly to gloss it over and not 

to let it grow out of control. However, their statements 

9Myers to the Secretary of state, December 29, 1946, in 
U.s. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United 
States [FRUS" 1947: China (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1972), 7: 1. 

lOBeij ing Daxue lishixi, Beii ing daxue xuesheng 
yundongshi; Qinghua daxue xiaoshi bianxiezu, Oinghua daxue 
xiaoshigao [A History of oinghua university] (Beiji.ng: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1981),464. Democracy Wall served as a place 
where students put their thoughts, or protests, onto paper 
to be read by all those who passed by. In late 1970s, 
Democracy Wall at another side in Beijing became especially 
famous, as a number of people began to put up posters on the 
Wall, demanding the introduction of true democratic freedom 
in china. 
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became the focal point of repeated verbal attacks by the 

angry students of Beida, who insisted that the officials had 

failed intentionally to make clear Shen Chong's fine 

personal character, her prominent family background and her 

undeniable status as a Beida student. For them, it was an 

undisputable fact that a rape of one of their fellow 

students by an American serviceman had occurred, and to 

claim otherwise or to belittle Shen in any way suggested 

ulterior motives. Therefore, they reprimanded Mayor He 

Siyuan for allegedly having announced that the medical 

result could not yet settle the case for a rape, and Chen 

Xueping, the Proctor of Beida, for suggesting that Shen 

might not be a student of Beida at all, and thus there was 

no need for overreaction.l1 Beida professor Yan Shutang 

showed disapproval of the student actions, and was reported 

to have said, "Why didn't you react to the rape of a young 

girl committed by a Chinese? Why do you respond so 

vehemently to the rape of a student by an American soldier?" 

The students" immediately labeled hi? remarks as 

llZhonggong Beij ing shi wei dangsh i yanj iushi, eds., 
Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxin yundong ziliao huibian [A 
Compilation of Primary Sources on the Movement to Oppose 
American Atrocities] (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 
1989), 192; Beijing daxue lishixi, Beijing daxue xuesheng 
yundongshi, 198: Zhou Chengen et al., Beijing daxue xiaoshi 
[A History of Beij ing University] (Shanghai: Shanghai j iaoyu 
chubanshe, 1981), 274. 
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irresponsible, nonsensical and ridiculous. 12 

Several student accounts of the event emphasized that 

Shen was a II sheltered girl from a well-placed family" 

[mingmen guixiu], and that she had gone to see the movie, 

"supremacy of Nationalism," [minzu zhishang] on that 

eventful night13 , which suggested that she was by no means 

a frivolous girl or a prostitute, but one concerned with the 

fate of the nation. 

Shen Chong did come from an "upper-class" family, as 

claimed by the students. Her grandfather, Shen Baozhen, had 

once been the governor of Guangdong and Guangxi in the Qing 

dynasty. Her father was an Assistant Minister of 

Transportation in the Nanjing Government. Shen Chong had 

been living in Shanghai before enrolling in the preparatory 

class at Beida and was then staying in the house of her 

sister, whose husband was also a government official. For 

the radical students at Beida, the tainted reputation of 

American servicemen in China and Shen Chong's social 

background all rendered it unthinkable to doubt Shen Chong's 

version of events. Thus when one poster, entitled 

"Information Network," appeared on the Beida bulletin board, 

12Beij ing daxue yuanxi lianhehui, eds., Beida yinian 
[one year in Beida] (Beijing, 1947), 5; Aiguo yundong 
chubanshe, ed., Meiguobing gun chugu [Get Out, American 
Solders] (Beijing: Aiguo yundong chubanshe, 1947), 7. 

13Aiguo yundong chubanshe, Meiguobing, 1; Zhonggong 
Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxing, 129. 
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accusing Shen Chong of being a communist agent sent from 

Yan'an to deliberately seduce the American soldiers in order 

to instigate an anti-American movement, many other posters 

immediately emerged to condemn 'it.14 Considering the 

location of the occurrence, Shen Chong's family and personal 

status, the importance the Chinese traditionally attached to 

chastity, as well as the inconsistency of pierson's story, 

the event did smack of an assault. In the larger context, 

however, the incident itself was not as significant as the 

profound political repercussion it provoked. 

4.3 Beiping Students' Protests over the Shen Chong Incident 

On December 27, the Beida History society called a 

meeting with student representatives of all the departments, 

school societies and clubs, and female students to discuss 

the possible courses of action. The meeting, however, did 

not speak in one voice at first. A small group of students 

there opposed open agitation, arguing that it was up to the 

National Government to take care of the issue. Their voice 

however was the minority one at the meeting. 

Through intense debate, the meeting reached a series of 

resolutions, including drafting petitions to President Jiang 

Jieshi [Chiang Kai-shek], the united Nations, and President 

14Beij ing daxue yuamd lianhehui, Beida yinian, 5; Aiguo 
yundong chubanshe, Meiguobing, 6-7; Zhonggong Beijing 
shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxinq, 191. 
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Truman regarding the violent actions committed by American 

servicemen in China; and issuing declarations to Chinese 

students, to the Chinese people, and to the American people; 

calling upon other universities to take uniform action, hold 

protests, and collect donations for the movement. The 

students made the following three demands: that the culprits 

and their immediate superiors be severely punished, and a 

joint Sino-American open court be held in Beiping: that the 

highest authorities of the American troops in China publicly 

apologize for the rape case, and promise no more occurrences 

of similar unlawful events: and, that American troops 

withdraw from China immediately. The meeting also resolved 

to organize a Beiping university Preparatory Committee to 

Protest the Brutality of American Soldiers and to hold a 

mass "Americans Get Out of China" strike demonstration on 

December 30. 15 

students in other universities in Beiping reacted in a 

pattern similar to that of Beida, and responded to its call 

for a strike and demonstration on December 30. On the campus 

of Qinghua University the previous day, about ~,300 

students, over one third of the student body, had signed a 

petition requesting that the student Self-Governing 

15wang Qing, "Meiguobing gunhuiqu! II [Roll Back Home, 
American Troops], in Oingnian yundong huiyilu [Recollections 
of the Youth Movement], eds. Zhang Aiping and Yiao Hua et 
ale (Beijing: Zhongguo qinghian chubanshe, 1978), 1: 216-17. 
Aiguo yundong chubanshe, Meiguobing, 11-12; Zhou Cheng/en, 
Beijing daxue xiaoshi, 274-75. 
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committee of Qinghua respond immediately to the Shen Chong 

incident. The committee then convened and voted to endorse 

the Three Demands advanced by Beida students and to contact 

the student committee of the American-run Yanj ing University 

for a j oint march on December 30. 16 

On the morning of the 30th, over 2,000 students from 

Qinghua and yanjing marched seven miles from their campuses 

outside the city limits to Xizhimen, the northwest gate of 

the ci ty . Around 500 students from Huabei and Zhongfa 

universities had already gathered inside the gate, 

reportedly organized by the Chief of the Beiping Guomindang 

to obstruct the passage of Yanjing and Qinghua students. A 

serious conflict was averted when General Li Zongren, head 

of Jiang Jieshi's Beiping office, learned of this situation 

and notified the Party Chief and the Beiping Police Chief to 

refrain from interfering with the student parade. The 

demonstrators from Qinghua and Yanjing then joined with the 

students from Beida and other institutions, including even 

some middle 'schools inside the city, with a total number 

being estimated variously at 6,000 to 10,000. 17 

16Qinghua daxue xiaoshi bianxiezu, Qinghua daxue 
xiaoshigao, 464-65. 

17"Anti-American student Demonstration in Peiping on 
December 30 and 31, 1946, Precipitated by Alleged Rape of 
Chinese student by Two American Marines, II from Myers to 
stuart, January 15, 1947, RG 59, 811.22/1-1547, NA; Yanda 
xuesheng zizhihui, eds., uDa bi zhan qian hou" [Around the 
Time of the Big Verbal Fight], in Yanda san nian [Three 
Years in Yanda] (Beiping: Yanda xuesheng zizhihui, 1948), 
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students from Beida, Qinghua and Yanj ing formed the 

core of protests in Beiping. The huge parade wound through 

the main streets of the city in orderly fashion (see Figure 

1). Students distributed handbills and shouted slogans but 

essentially IIlimited themselves to noise. ,,18 The handbills 

bore such titles as irA True Picture of American Brutalities" 

and "Americans, Get out of China." A great number of bill-

posters and sidewalk writers covered walls with slogans, 

including "Our Chinese daughters are not to be insulted" 

and "China is not a colony of the united states. ,,19 One jeep 

full of Marines, while passing through the assault site 

where students were holding a mass meeting, was immediately 

pasted with slogans. American military personnel had been 

76. The reports from The New York Times correspondents 
suggested the numbers to be over 6,000 and 8,000 
respectively. A number of Chinese sources, which favor round 
numbers, especially wan [10,000], claim that 10,000 students 
made up of the march of protest on December 3 a . Between 
1947-48, 18,332 students were enrolled in universities and 
colleges in Beiping, and 39,524 students in local middle 
schools. National Beijing University had an enrollment of 
3,537. Quoted in Suzanne Pepper, Civil War in China: The 
Political Struggle, 1945-1949 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1978), 55. These figures may shed some 
light on the scale of the student movement. 

18John F. Melby, The Mandate of Heaven: Record of a 
Civil War. China 1945-49 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1968), 176: Song Bai, Beijing xiandai gemingshi [A 
Revolutionary History of Modern Beijing] (Beijing: Zhongguo 
renmin daxue chubanshe, 1988), 203. 

19"Chinese Paraders Ask Marines to Go: Alleged Rape 
Causes Large Demonstrations in Peiping, Shanghai and 
Tientsin," New York Times, December 31 , 1946: Song Bai, 
Beijing xiandai gemingshi, 203. 



Figure 1. Beiping student demonstration protesting 
the "brutality" of American troops. The banner 
reads: liThe Great Demonstration to Resist Atrocities 
American Military." From Aiguo yundong chubanshe, 
Meiguobing gunhuigu [Get Out, American Soldiers] 
yundong chubanshe, 1947). 
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instructed to stay in their quarters and to avoid contact 

with student demonstrators. Other Americans were also 

cautioned to stay off the streets. 20 

4.4 The Nationwide Anti-American campaign 

universities in China had served as storm centers for 

nationalist ferment ever since the founding of the Republic 

of China. The Shen Chong case touched off anti-American 

sentiment among a large number of students, principally in 

the GMD-controlled seaboard provinces and cities. The attack 

upon one of their own sparked rapidly the organization of 

mass demonstrations. While students in Beiping initiated the 

campaign, the rape charge soon precipitated demonstrations 

in most of the -educational institutions nationwide to 

protest the conduct of US marines and to demand an immediate 

withdrawal of American troops from China. Meanwhile, many 

campuses organized kangyi Meiiun baoxing Associations. The 

cases regarding the deaths of the ricksha puller Zang 

Dayaozi, the high school teacher Xu Zhendong, and others 

involving the beating, injuring and even killing of Chinese 

civilians, all resurfaced and were forcefully reiterated 

during the student protests. The student resentment against 

the American servicemen had been building up all along I 

20Henry Lieberman, "Chinese students Again Assail us: 
Rape Case Against 2 Marines Causes Demonstrations in 
Shanghai and Peiping,1I New York Times, January 1, 1947. 
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parading on the streets and shouting slogans functioned as 

a vehicle for the students to express their fury and as a 

political tool for them to mobilize public opinion and to 

call for public understanding and support. 

From the end of December 1946 to the early months of 

1947, students from more than twenty-five cities and towns, 

as far north as Harbin and Changchun and as far south as 

Guangzhou, Kunming and even Taiwan, surged through the 

streets. In Shanghai, students at Jinan University took the 

leading role in organizing protests. The "Protest against 

Brutality" movement spread rapidly and involved almost all 

the local universities, colleges, and even quite a few high 

schools. On December 30, student representatives from 

seventeen schools in Shanghai heldoa joint meeting, which 

led to the establishment of the "Joint committee of Shanghai 

Students protesting American Brutality." On New Year's Day, 

thousands of middle school and college youths from over 20 

educational institutions marched in a massive parade. 21 

Anti-American handbills were scattered through the crowds 

and "were avidly scanned for proper insults." Local street 

21Xinmin bao, Shanghai, January 2, 1947; Gongqingtuan 
Shanghai shiwei bianzhu, 1945-1949: Shanghai xuesheng 
yundongshi [A History of Shanghai Student Movement] 
(Shanghai: shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1983), 69; Chen 
Xiqing, "Shilun kangbao yundong jiqi yiyi" [A Preliminary 
Analysis of the Protest Movement against Atrocities and its 
Significance] in Jiefang zhanzheng shiqi xuesheng yungdong 
lunwenii [Essays on the Student Movement during the War of 
liberation], eds. Zheng Guang et ale (Shanghai: Tongji daxue 
chubanshe, 1988), 136. 
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urchins since early January had begun to sing a little anti-

American rhyme, "Meiguolao. zhen buhao!" (American hoods are 

really no good) 22 

Also on New Year's Day, Nankai University and Beiyang 

University in Tianjin held a strike and organized a protest 

parade, joined by students from othe~ local universities and 

middle schools, distributing posters along the roads and 

pasting them on walls and motor cars. The demonstrators 

carried placards in both English and Chinese, with slogans 

including, "Marines go home," "China is not a US colony," 

"We want mutual respect," "What would you think if your 

mother and sister were raped, II and IIstop your brutal acts." 

As a result of the student demonstration, the mayor of 

Tianjin had to cancel his New Year's reception for foreign 

diplomats. As the parade stopped outside the Tianjin 

municipal government building, the deputy mayor addressed 

the students, asserting that the Beiping incident would come 

to a reasonable and lawful settlement, and that only the 

national government could deal with the issue regarding the 

departure of American forces from China, while the municipal 

government could do nothing about it. 23 

On January 2nd, university students in the capital, 

22William Gray, IIFriendship Lost? How Stands US prestige 
in China?" Time 49 (February 10, 1947): 22. 22. 

23Memorandum by Smyth, January 27, 1947, RG59, 893.00/1-
247, NA. 
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Nanjing, rushed onto the streets led by a propaganda truck, 

on top of which some students from the National Academy of 

Dramatic Arts enacted tableaux. In G.I. clothes and with big 

cardboard noses, one student actor was beating a "Chinese 

peasant," another was aiming at a "Chinese worker" with a 

gun. A couple of others were playing out the "scene of the 

rape" with a "Marine" holding a bottle of whiskey in one 

hand, and dragging around a student actress with the 

other. 24 When the protesters arrived at the American 

Embassy, Ambassador stuart happened'to be out. The student 

representatives then presented the embassy staff wi th a 

petition demanding punishment of the Marines involved, 

compensation for Shen Chong, and withdrawal of u.s. forces. 

The nearby walls were plastered with slogans, such as, "GIs 

get out" and "Major of Beiping, don't you have a 

daughter? ,,25 

The demonstrations held in Nanjing were most revealing 

of genuine indignation on the part of student demonstrators 

because a large number came from the official Zhongyang 

[Central] University, where an overwhelming majority of 

students received government grants and were supposed to 

follow the dictates of the Nationalist Government. Sharp 

24"China: Nasty Words," Newsweek 29 (January 13, 1947): 
40; Aiguo yundong chubanshe, Meiguobing, 67. 

25John Robinson Beal, Marshall in China (New York: 
Doubleday, 1970), 346. 
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divisions of opinion did present themselves in the initial 

meeting of the student body at Zhongyang university. While 

one group of students objected to the whole idea of public 

demonstrations, others claimed that student demonstrators 

should protest the unruly behavior of Russian troops on 

Chinese soil as well. Nevertheless, the majority of the 

student representatives considered the Russian issue a 

matter for "separate consideration. II These differences of 

opinion prevented the meeting from reaching an agreement. In 

the end, the student body decided to let Zhongyang 

University students join the coming demonstration on an 

"individual basis," and not in the name of the University.26 

On the evening of January 2 the Student Commi ttee of 

Zhongyang University held another meeting and the majority 

of the student representatives agreed to carry out another 

parade on the next day; this time students from Zhongyang 

University would join in the name of their school.27 

The demonstration thus continued on the following day 

with about 3,000 students, headed mainly by a large 

2611Student Demonstrations in Nanking in connection with 
Peiping Incident," memorandum by Butterworth, January 9, 
1947, RG59 , 893,00/1-947, NA; Zhang Ying, "Meiguobing gun 
chuqu! II [Get Out, American Solders], Xinhua ribao 
(Communist-related newspaper), January 13, 1947. 

27zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 250-51. 
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delegation from Zhongyang University.28 This was better 

prepared and larger in scale than the previous one, as seen 

by the great number of posters, banners and plastered signs 

on all jeeps and store-fronts, and the distribution of 

handbills issued from a mimeograph machine on a propaganda 

truck. The leaders conducted a well-orchestrated and 

prominent shouting of slogans, such as "down with American 

Imperialism," and "GIs get out and go home." Some pamphlets 

declared the Beiping incident only one of the "numerous 

outrages" committee by American troops in china, others 

claimed that United states' supplies of ammunition and arms 

to the Nationalist Government contributed to the killing of 

millions of Chinese. 29 

Rocks were thrown at some American automobiles along 

the route on the January 3 march. John Melby, an American 

foreign service officer in Nanjing, recorded the two parades 

in his diary: ItLike the rains, the riots came. • In 

Nanking they were ali ttle earthier, as usual. One was 

fairly orderly, but the other came to rock throwing and was 

280ne of the largest universities in China, Zhongyang 
University had a student enrollment of 4,500 around this 
time. One faculty member of Zhongyang University suggested 
that despite the existence of leftist agitation, Zhongyang 
university students' feelings of outrage over the Beiping 
incident were sincere. See memorandum by Butterworth, 
January 9, 1947, RG59, 893,00/1-947, NA. 

29 Memorandum by Butterworth, January 9, 1947, RG59, 
893.00/1-947, NAi memorandum by stuart, January 3, 1947, 
RG59 , 893.00/1-347, NA. 
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broken up when the local gendarmes moved in swinging their 

belts. The brass buckles have a distinctive and sickening 

thud when they corne in contact with a living skull." The 

anti-American slogans must have irritated him, as he wrote 

bi tterly , "Both riots were rich demonstrations of the 

Chinese gift for foul invective--this subject lending itself 

admirably to a particular segment of the vernacular 

anyway ... 30 

The student demonstrators fir::;t stopped outside the 

gate of the National Government building, shouting slogans 

and pasting posters and cartoons on the gate. They then 

submitted four demands to the authorities, with the 

immediate withdrawal of American troops heading the list. 

Besides the already familiar demands of severe punishment of 

the culpri ts and a guarantee of no more such happenings 

before the departure of American armed forces, the students 

also asked the government to report the atrocities committed 

by American soldiers to the security Council of the united 

Nations. 

When the parade stopped outside the embassy compound, 

a delegation of five students along with thirty newspaper 

reporters entered the compound and conferred with Ambassador 

stuart. While expressing their appreciation of American 

assistance in the Chinese War of Resistance against Japan 

30Melby, Mandate of Heaven, 176. 
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and in repatriating the Japanese soldiers, the student 

representatives denounced the Beiping assault, and argued 

that recurrent incidents created by American Marines were 

injuring bilateral relations. They then submitted three 

demands similar to the ones voiced by Beida students. stuart 

expressed sympathy with the student wrath over the rape and 

with their patriotic spirit, and claimed that he was sorry 

to see Sino-American relations suffer such a drawback. After 

assurances from Stuart of a full investigation of the 

Beiping case and a proper and just trial of the accused, the 

student delegates reported stuart's responses to the waiting 

crowd outside, thus ending the day's demonstration. 31 

31Beal, Marshall in China, 346; memorandum by Stuart, 
January 3, 1947, RG59 , 893,00/1-347, NA; Zhang Ying, 
"Meiguobing gun chuqu," Xinhua ribao, January 13, 1947. 

On January 6, students from six universities and 
colleges and members of the Student Union in chongqing, the 
wartime capital, held an orderly mass demonstration. They 
first lined up on the street opposite to the u.s. Consulate 
entrance, singing anti-American songs, and shouting 
"scurrilous" anti-American slogans before parading through 
the city. See memorandum by Stuart, January 10, 1946, RG59, 
893.00/1-1047, NA. 

Not long after the January 6 demonstration, students in 
Chongqing organized an "anti-violence corps," which 
periodically staged small-scale demonstrations against the 
presence of American troops in China. The local police then 
dressed as plain clothesmen, mixed with student 
demonstrators and beat them up. Riots ensued, resulting in 
numerous injuries. After this, student demonstrations in 
chongqing diverted from anti-American issues. Students were 
again calling strikes, holding meetings and demonstrations, 
but these were directed essentially at the local government. 
Memorandums by stuart, February 12, 1947, RG59, 893.00/2-
1247; February 15, 1947, RG59, 893.00/2-1547, NA. 
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As the students in leading cities were staging 

demonstrations and mass rallies, and going on strikes, the 

anti-American movement became more coordinated. Beiping 

student representatives established the "Alliance of the 

Beiping student Body in Protest against Violence by American 

Troops in China."32 Similar organizations soon came into 

existence in other large cities. In March 1947, a 

"Federation of Associations in Protest against Violence by 

American Troops in China" was established, with its 

headquarters in Shanghai to coordinate nationwide student 

anti-American activities. 33 

Student activities also attracted support from college 

professors and other groups. When yanjing students passed 

resolutions for launching a movement to boycott American 

goods and demanding a suspension of accommodations of 

American students on campus who had relatives in the 

military service in China pending a satisfactory settlement 

of the Shen Chong case by the Marine authorities, thirteen 

Yanjing professors, including two Americans, signed a letter 

of support.34 On December 30, forty-eight Beida professors 

addressed a letter to Ambassador Stuart protesting the 

32Qinghua daxue xiaoshi bianxiezu, oinghua daxue 
xiaoshi, 466. 

33Song Bai, Beijing xiandai gemingshi, 204; chiang Kai
shek, Soviet Russia in China, 186. 

34Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meiiun zhuhua 
baoxing, 764. 
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"infamous" actions by American servicemen. 35 Thirty-eight 

professors from Shanghai soon followed suit. 3s According to 

the Self-Governing committee of Qinghua University, ninety

nine percent of Qinghua professors approved of the December 

30 strike, and ninety percent supported the protest 

parade. 37 The national and some local branches of the China 

Women's Association issued statements expressing sympathy to 

Shen Chong and denouncing the "ferocious" behavior of the 

American Marines. 3s In the immediate aftermath of the Shen 

Chong event, the column of Letters from the People of The 

China Weekly Review in Shanghai was bombarded with angry 

letters protesting the rape case. 39 

35See Xinmin bao, December 31, 1946. 

36Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 765. 

37See Yi shi bao, December 30, 1946. 

3SZhonghua quanguo funu lianhehui funu yundong lishi 
yanjiushi, ed., Zhongguo funu yundong lishi ziliao. 1945-
1949 [Historical Records on Women's Movement in China, 1945-
1949] (Beijing: Zhongguo funu chubanshe, 1991), 218; 
Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxing, 762; 
Thurston Griggs, Americans in China: Some Chinese Views 
(Washington, D.C.: Foundation of Foreign Affairs, 1948), 11. 

39The China Weekly Review was an influential English 
newspaper founded and run by the Americans in shanghai. It 
was first established in 1917 in Shanghai by Thomas F. 
Millard from the United states. Its original name was 
Millard's Review of the Far East [Mileshi pinglun bao]. 
J.B. Powell took it over in 1922, and renamed it The China 
Weekly Review in 1923, but kept its original Chinese name. 
The Review was forced to stop during the Pacific War. 
Powell's son, J. W. Powell, resumed its publications after 
the war was over. 
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In the midst of student anti-American protests, 

desultory outcries against the presence of Soviet troops in 

the Northeast of china also broke out. In comparison with 

the outburst of anti-American movement, protests against the 

Soviets did not amount to much during this period. In Wuhan, 

on the day of an anti-American parade by around 1,500 

students, anti-Soviet posters also appeared on the streets, 

with the wording such as "Let the Soviet union get out of 

Dalian," and "Protest the Soviet troops' instigation of 

civil war." Some of the marchers quickly tore them down. 40 

On January 17, 1947, an American Court Martial began to 

try Corporal Pierson in the Shen C~ong case. (Immediately 

before and during the days of the trial, the Beiping 

Alliance in Protest Brutality was most active in issuing 

statements denouncing the fact that Pierson was going to be 

tried in a us court martial instead of a Sino-US court.) 

Shen Chong went to the court and testified. Pierson faced 

five charges: (1) assault (2) coercion in attempting rape 

(3) fornication (4) behavior prejudicial to good conduct and 

military discipline (5) offence against decency. He was 

found guilty of all charges and sentenced to ten years' 

imprisonment. 

On March 5, General Howard, Commander of the First 

40Wen hui bao, Shanghai, January 9, 1947. For more 
discussion on general Chinese intellectuals' attitude toward 
the Soviets during the period of the Chinese civil war see 
pp. 213-16 below. 
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Division of the US Marines stationed in China, ratified the 

Court Martial sentence. Fervent student demonstrations must 

have resul ted in the harshness of the verdict, which, 

however, was still subject to final approval by the Naval 

officers in Washington. In the mid-June of 1947, the Naval 

authorities recommended releasing Pierson and reinstating 

him as corporal on the ground of insufficient evidence. 41 

By then the anti-American demonstrations related to the Shen 

Chong case had cooled off appreciably. This piece of news 

again aroused some fury in the press, and led to student 

petitions and protest manifestoes. Da gong baa, an 

influential Chinese newspaper, while suggesting that "black 

sheep" among American servicemen had adversely affected the 

reputation of American forces in china, nevertheless 

asserted that: 

if an American serviceman who has raped a Chinese girl 
can be considered not guilty, then what kind of people 
will the Chinese be in the eyes of Americans? We in 
China have heard of cases where a Negro who had raped 
a white woman was sentenced to death, and also cases 
where a white man who had raped a Negro woman was 
acquitted, and we have not fully believed such stories. 
• . • Now if there should be facts which would make us 
change our notion that the United states emphasizes 
government by law, it would be highly regrettable. 42 

The Department of Navy then announced the case still under 

investigation, which worked to quench the renewed 

41 Griggs, Americans in China, 12-13; Da gong bao, 
Shanghai, June 25, 1947. 

42Da gong bao, June 25, 1947. 
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excitement. In mid-August, however, Secretary of Navy James 

Forrestal declared a reversal of the verdict, based on 

inconclusive evidence. 43 By this time the students had 

become preoccupied with the anti-hunger, anti-civil war 

movement. 

4.5 The Official chinese Response 

The student anti-American movement placed the 

Nationalist Government in an awkward position. To side with 

the public in denouncing the Americans would risk losing 

important US support the Nationalists needed. On the other 

hand, to exonerate the Americans would subject the 

Government to more criticism from the populace, thus 

providing its political enemies with a wedge. 

Government press and officials therefore endeavored to 

downgrade the rape incident. They urged that the issue be 

settled through legal means and that politics not be allowed 

to compound the situation. The editorial line of the 

official press expressed outrage tow?rd the Beiping incident 

but emphasized that it was a matter of legal adjudication, 

in which the Americans would do full justice, and that the 

behaviors of one or two men should not besmirch the whole 

American military forces in China. He Siyuan, the Mayor of 

Beiping, likewise claimed that the personal behavior of the 

43Da gong bao, June 25, 1947; Griggs, Americans in 
China, 13. 
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individual Marines should not damage the Sino-American 

friendship, and attributed the student demonstrations to 

communist instigation. 44 Wu Zhuren, Chairman of the Beiping 

chapter of the Guomindang, warned the local press IInot to 

give undue prominence to the affair, which involved a legal 

procedure, and not to associate it wi th politics. n45 Hu Shi, 

Chancellor of Beida, also urged that the assault case be 

treated as an isolated issue, free from political 

implications. In a press interview, he claimed that the 

essential difficulty was a cultural one as "The Americans 

did not attach as much significance to chastity as did the 

Chinese. II He believed, though, that justice would prevail in 

the court martial. 46 

On January 2, in a talk with John R. Beal, an American 

correspondent serving as an adviser to the National 

Government at the time, Peng Xuepei, Chinese Minister of 

Information, explained his efforts to dilute the 

repercussions of the Shen Chong affair. He maintained that 

he had issued a circular to the GMD newspapers asking them 

44Beij ing daxue lishixi, Beij ing daxue xuesheng 
yundongshi, 195; From Myers to the Secretary of State, 
December 30, 1946, FRUS, 1947: China, 7: 3-4. 

It5l1Anti-American Student Demon~tration in Peiping on 
December 30, 31 1946," from Myers to Stuart, January 15, 
1947, RG59, 811.22/1-1547, NA. 

46zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoying, 489. 
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to downplay the importance of student demonstrations and to 

emphasize the fact that as an individual matter, the case 

should not impair Sino-American relations. The newspapers, 

according to him, seemed reluctant to comply as readers 

loved this kind of "American-baiting" news. 47 

On January 5 the Ministry of Education issued a 

directive to the authorities of the universities in Beiping. 

According to it, the students should be reminded of the 

generous assistance the united states had afforded China, 

and should not "take the recent incident as a pretext to mar 

and insult the dignity of a friendly ally. ,,48 

Meanwhile, the Counsellor of the Chinese Embassy in the 

united states, Cui Cunlin, expressed deep regret to 

Washington on behalf of the Chinese Government about the 

student protests and their demand for the complete 

wi thdrawal of American troops from China. He blamed the 

Chinese press for misrepresenting the protests, and 

maintained that irresponsible people working against "the 

best interest of the two governments" instigated those who 

participated in the movement and that the Chinese government 

was very much concerned "lest the American public should 

interpret these protests as representative of Chinese public 

47Beal, Marshall in China, 345. 

48"Anti-American Student Demonstration in Peiping on 
December 30, 31, 1946," from Myers to stuart, January 15, 
1947, RG59 , 811.22/1-1547, NAi Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, 
Kangyi Meijun zhuhua baoxing, 766 •. 
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opinion. ,,49 

In the aftermath of the Shen Chong incident, the 

Nationalist Government appeared to have been incapable of 

protecting the interests of Chinese citizens, and therefore 

incurred open criticism from patriotic intellectuals. Apart 

from having failed to turn a volatile student movement to 

its own advantage, the GMD grew more suspicious of organized 

intellectual activism. Its secret police in Beiping went 

into action against "radical ll elements in mid-February. In 

the name of conducting a "census check," they broke into 

resident homes, and arrested about 2,000 people. Most of the 

arrested were prominent for their liberal political views. 

The mass arrests, however, served to unite the 

intellectuals. Thirteen well-known professors from Beida and 

Qinghua, who had so far avoided political activity, released 

to the press a sharp-worded protest against the arrests. 

Upon learning that a student from Qinghua was also arrested, 

Qinghua students first went on strike, followed by students 

from Beida. Student organizations in Beiping then put forth 

the slogan, IIProtect Our Human Rightsl,,50 The GMD actions 

therefore simply further alienated the educated. 

49Discussion on IIAnti-American Student Demonstration" 
between Cui and Ringwalt, January 7, 1949, RG59, 893.00/1-
747, NA. 

50Beij ing daxue xuesheng zizhihui Beida banyuekanshe, 
eds., Beida 1946-l948 (Beiping, 1948), 5. 
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4.6 The communist Response 

The student demands for the withdrawal of American 

forces in China and for a stop to American interference in 

Chinese affairs certainly worked to the benefit of the CCP. 

The Communists realized the importance of the student 

movement for their cause and moved quickly to capitalize on 

the expression of anti-American sentiment. On December 31, 

the CCP Central committee issued instructions to the 

communists working in the GMD-controlled cities on how to 

respond to the Beiping student movement. It called on them 

to work among the students, to try to win over students with 

neutral political stands, and to help organize the 

demonstrations, which should be directed at isolating the 

united states and Jiang Jieshi and denouncing the American 

intention to colonize China. 51 

In another report issued a few days later to the 

communist representatives in various large cities, the 

Central Committee emphasized again the great significance of 

the student anti-American activities and instructed the 

representatives to work for the complete evacuation of 

American forces, the abolition of the Sino-American 

Commercial Treaty, and the boycott. of American goods. It 

also informed them of the CCP's decision to designate 

November 4, the day when the Sino-American Commercial Treaty 

51Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 793. 
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was sighed, as "National Humiliation Day" in the Communist-

controlled area. Meanwhile, the Central Committee advised 

the Communist representatives to use a "tone of deep 

sorrow," instead of one of "exhilaration" in its lines of 

propaganda, with a view to gaining wider sympathy.52 Mao 

Zedong declared gleefully that the student protests in major 

cities constituted a "second battleground," the first one 

being the confrontation between the Nationalist and 

communist troops on the front line. 53 

Following the party line, the editorials of the 

communist xinhua ribao made vociferous comments in reaction 

to the Shen Chong case. One editorial accused Jiang Jieshi 

of acting as "a legal accessory to the American Marines' 

criminal assaults." It maintains: 

Welcomed by the Guomindang Government, and with no 
regard for the strong objection of Chinese people and 
just international opinion, the troops of American 
imperialists are forcefully stationed in China. Acting 
as evil and powerful conquerors of a colony, they have 
committed countless brutal acts violating Chinese lives 
and properties. China's international status and the 
dignity of the Chinese nation have been completely 
abused by the obsequious and traitorous policy of the 
Nationalist government and the criminal actions of the 
American troops. . Now the American soldiers in 
Beiping have committed the most heinous crime of raping 
Miss Shen, a student from Beijing University, which is 

52Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 3. 

53Mao Zedong, "The Chiang Kai-shek Government is 
Besieged by the Whole People," Selected Works of Mao Tse
tung (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), 4:135. 
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a heavy blow to the national self-respect of every 
Chinese! Our hearts are filled with immense sorrow and 
indignation when we relate this event. 54 

with the Chinese Communists ready to make the last bid 

for power in China, the New Year's editorial of Jiefang 

ribao in Yan'an abandoned the last trace of caution in anti-

American remarks. It berated American imperialism and its 

"running dogs" and asserted that American imperialist groups 

had replaced the Fascists of Germany, Italy and Japan, as 

world aggressors. 55 

The anti-American phenomenon cannot be attributed 

entirely to Communist agitation. The eruption of public 

sentiments was inflamed essentially by patriotic and 

nationalistic impulses. The Communists at the time focused 

on preparing for the final reckoning with the Nationalists 

and on consolidating its rural bases. To launch urban 

movements and gain intellectual loyalty were not their 

primary concern. 

In the aftermath of the Shen Chong event, Charles J. 

Canning, a reporter to The China Weekly Review, refuted the 

claims that the anti-American demonstrations were 

"instigated" by the Communists. According to Canning, the 

assertions that the Communists ignited an instant nationwide 

54Xinhua ribao, January 2, 1947. 

55Jiefang ribao, January 1, 1947. 
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anti-American movement were to credit them with far too much 

influence among the intellectual community: 

To attribute the anti-American strikes and 
demonstrations to the Communists is paying the 
Communists too great a compliment. Can anyone imagine 
that the Chinese communists are so powerful that they 
were able to "instigate" in a few days a nation-wide 
mass movement, which had the participation and backing 
of the majority of Chinese students and intellectuals 
and a certain section of industrialists and 
bus inessmen 756 

The editorial of the influential Da gong bao also 

questioned the validity of the allegation that "unscrupulous 

political elements" provoked the student movement. "If the 

Communists were capable of instigating so many college 

students to launch the demonstrations," affirmed the 

editorial, "then the motive and rallying point of this 

instigation merit serious consideration."~ 

In an attempt to capture the popular mood at the time, 

Robert Smyth, the American Counsel General in Tianjin, 

inferred that while the Communists undoubtedly utilized the 

Beiping incident for their own purposes, the student 

reaction seemed to represent largely the general feeling 

among many Chinese. He believed that he sensed the common 

desire for the departure of American forces even though the 

Chinese he met on social and official occasions were 

56Charles J. Canning, npeiping Rape Case Has Deep 
soc i a 1 , Pol it ica I Background, " .::T.!..:h~e=--..::C::!h.!..:1:!:.;· n~a~-!.!W~e:!:e::!k~l:!:,;Yl--_R~e:..:::v-=i:..::e::.!!.w 
(January 11, 1947): 166. 

57The editorial of Da gong bac, 6 January, 1947. 
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discreet enough not to allude to the matter.58 Arch Steele, 

a correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune in china 

during the period, also noticed a strong anti-American 

feeling developing in the Beiping-Tianjin area. He suggested 

that the continued presence of American forces, American 

servicemen's recurrent frictions with the local populace as 

well as the natural Chinese resentment against foreign 

forces were largely responsible for the tensions. 59 

Al though not acting as the ini tiators of the anti-

American movement, the Communists did have a vested interest 

in it. The charges of American imperialism and of Jiang 

Jieshi's fawning subservience to it served as good 

propaganda for the Communist cause. The CCP therefore hoped 

to sustain the movement beyond ·its initial stage of 

explosion of emotions and to enlist the support of other 

recruits including "workers, clerks, women, poor city 

dwellers, industrialists and even Chinese overseas,,60 

in its political battle against the United states and the 

GMD. 

58Memorandum by Smyth, January 14, 1947, RG59, 711. 93/1-
1447, NA. 

59Memorandum by Smyth, January 14, 1947, RG59, 711. 93/1-
1447, NA. 

6°Zhongkong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 7. 
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4.7 Political Implications of the Shen Chong Incident 

Why then had this particular incident politicized a 

large section of young Chinese intellectuals? What lay 

behind their anti-American agitation? The belief in the 

intellectuals' special social status certainly constituted 

the immediate and direct cause. The "violent and rough rape" 

of a "pure and chaste" student by an American soldier 

suggested a monstrous and unpardonable crime, as students 

perceived themselves to be not ordinary people, but the 

cream of China. In an interview with an articulate student 

concerning the anti-American demonstrations, an American 

diplomat asked him whether Chinese soldiers were not more or 

equally as rowdy as American soldiers, the student replied 

that Chinese soldiers molested only the peasants, not the 

intellectuals. 61 Al though this was not necessarily an 

accurate statement, it did reflect his thinking about the 

social status of Chinese intellectuals. 

Ostensibly, the student protesters seemed to be 

overreacting. Yet, for them, this incident entailed not an 

isolated matter, but one with far-reaching significance. 

The assault upon a member of the Chinese elite appeared to 

many students that the Americans thought little of China as 

a sovereign state. The students repeatedly maintained 

therefore that the rape of one of their own comprised an 

61Memorandum by James P. Speer, January 15, 1947, RG59 , 
811.22/1-1547, NA. 
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affront to the Chinese national dignity. When a wall poster 

appeared on the bulletin board at Zhej iang University, 

claiming that the rape of a Beida student by an American 

soldier should not be compared with the rapes of Chinese 

women by Japanese soldiers as the former was dri ven by 

sexual drive while the latter was encouraged by the Japanese 

government, it provoked angry responses. 62 Many claimed that 

this was not merely the rape of a Chinese woman, but the 

violation of the honor of the Chinese nation. 63 A manifesto 

entitled "students strike in Prdtest Against American 

Marines' Atrocious Act," issued by the student body of 

Qinghua, thus states that the "inhuman violation" of a 

Chinese student in a Chinese city by American Marines "was 

the biggest insult to the Chinese student community, the 

biggest menace to the safety of our fellow students, and the 

greatest slight to an independent nation. ,,64 While any 

incident or event had the potential to provoke an outburst 

of anti-American demonstrations, the Shen Chong rape affair, 

perceived by the students as a glaring manifestation of 

American disregard for Chinese prestige and honor and a 

demonstration of the American sense· of racial superiority, 

62See Wen hui bao, January 6, 1947. 

63Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 147. 

64Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 147. 
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provided the most ready catalyst for the outbreak of 

emotions. 

For patriotic students in particular and the public at 

large, the continued presence of u.s. troops in China served 

as an infringement upon China's autonomy. Over 6,000 

American troops were stationed in Beiping toward the end of 

1946. They operated the city's two airports and controlled 

the only rail transportation to the sea. American jeeps and 

trucks were everywhere on the streets. 65 The notion that 

American soldiers were treating China as a colony and 

Chinese people no better than "black slaves" emerged 

repeatedly during the student protests. The scornful and 

domineering attitude on the part of some American servicemen 

played on Chinese sense of national pride. The accumulation 

of incidents reminded the Chinese of their country's 

century-long humiliation at the hands of the Western powers. 

Historian Philip West suggests that following World War One, 

any foreign presence constantly pointing to Chinese 

helplessness could have become a target of attack j 66 the 

Shen Chong event finally brought to the surface smoldering 

anti-American sentiments. 

65Griggs, Americans in China, 9. 

66Philip West, Yenching University and Sino-Western 
Relations. 1916-1952 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1976), 160. 
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The fact that American soldiers in China enjoyed 

special privileges and were subject only to the u.s. 

judiciary seemed reminiscent of extraterritoriality and of 

China's inferior international status, and symbolized the 

disproportional nature of the relationship between the two 

countries. For this reason, many students had insisted that 

the culprits of the Shen Chong case be tried in a joint 

Sino-American court. The statement of protest by the Beida 

students emphasized the gap between China's seemingly new 

position of independence and the reality of its continued 

unequal status: 

Chinese people have fought eight years and won national 
sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity, 
but today the people of China still suffer the 
exploitation of foreigners. Why cannot our jurisdiction 
try foreigners committing crimes within our national 
boundaries despite our national sovereignty?67 

Historian Tu Wei-ming has argued that "an understanding of 

the Chinese image of America depends on an appreciation of 

modern China as a 'civilization-state' struggling to achieve 

respectable nationhood, as well as on a knowledge of the 

recent American treatment of China . .,68 The absence of true 

mutuality in bilateral relations frustrated the students: 

~Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meiiun zhuhua 
baoxing, 135. 

68Tu Wei-Ming, "Chinese Perceptions of America" in 
Dragon and Eagle--United states-China Relations: Past and 
Future, eds. by Michel Oksenberg and Robert B. Oxnam (New 
York: Basic Books, 1978), 87. 
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Wherever the American Marines have gone, the lives and 
safety of the Chinese people have suffered the most 
serious menace. This is not only a question of 
discipline of the American Marines, but is a 
psychological reaction expressed by the Marines who 
look down upon the Chinese people and who consider 
China to be a colony of the United states of 
America. 69 

Some of the student proclamations and statements were milder 

in tone, and alluded to the past American-Chinese friendship 

and to the u.s. assistance in defeating the "common enemy" 

of Japan, but insisted that the feeling of appreciation was 

now turning into resentment. 70 

Meanwhile, American troops' continuous stay in China 

reminded many Chinese students of American occupation forces 

in defeated Germany and Japan. Some even claimed that the 

Americans had simply replaced the Japanese as the new 

enslavers of the Chinese. It is interesting to note that 

while politically-engaged students were busy slashing at the 

Americans, their memory of the "Japanese atrocities" in 

China paled in comparison for the time being. Students' 

manifestos and statements made repeated comparisons of 

American and Japanese atrocities, and questioned how an ally 

could behave as badly as, if not worse than, Japanese troops 

in the occupied Chinese areas. In Shanghai, a meeting in 

memory of the 15th anniversary of the bloody Japanese 

69Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 146. 

7°Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 140. 
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incursion into the city turned into an anti-American 

gathering. Wei hui bao, a shanghai newspaper which had 

greatly expanded its circulation by reporting on the 

prevailing anti-American situation, maintained that while 

the meeting was intended to be anti-Japanese, yet "in the 

minds of the Chinese people, the United States has taken the 

place of Japan and has become the obj ect of hate and 

disgust. ,,71 

A number of propaganda pamphlets issued by the students 

compared American servicemen's behavior in Japan and Germany 

with those in China and came to the bitter conclusion that 

they treated the Chinese the worst. For instance, the 

Student Self-Governing committee of the National Beiyang 

university declared that American soldiers had not behaved 

so insultingly to the Germans in defeated Germany. 72 In a 

petition to Jiang Jieshi, the Student Self-Governing 

Committee of Zhejiang university maintained that: 

American soldiers have treated us as a defeated 
country, but even in defeated Japan, they have not 
behaved so violently.. That our eight years' 
bloody resistance has made great contribution to the 
Allied victory is a well-known fact. But we have been 
treated worse than a defeated nation" 73 

71Quoted from Time 49 (February 10, 1947): 22. 

72Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, ° Kangy:i Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 157. 

73Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 259. 
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While the students perceived the Shen Chong case as an 

imperialist outrage, and youth demonstrations identified the 

united states as the symbol of Western imperialism, national 

political crisis also constituted an important element of 

the whole trend of the protests. By.the time the Shen Chong 

incident occurred, General George Marshall's Mission to 

bring about a coalition government in China collapsed and he 

was about to return to the United states. Even with the 

abolition of the unequal treaties, the victory over Japan, 

and the seeming elevation of China to the status of world 

power, "greatness" still seemed to be an illusion. Far from 

playing an active role in the postwar world, China was 

falling apart politically. continued Chinese weakness had 

filled many Chinese intellectuals with a deep sense of 

frustration. 

The Sino-American Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and 

Navigation signed on November 4, 1946 and President Truman's 

statement on American policies in China of December 20, 

1946, all served to create in urban China an atmosphere of 

suspicion and distrust toward American intentions. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, the Sino-American 

Commercial Treaty had agitated business and intellectual 

circles and been condemned by a large section of the Chinese 

press as an economic encroachment on China. A number of 

student "anti-atrocity" alliances picked up the issue'and 

charged the United states with economic invasion. The 
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student Self-Governing committees of Wuhan University and 

yanjing university, for example, reached the decision to 

push for a movement to boycott American goods. 

Despite the inevitability of the showdown between the 

GMD and the CCP, the fact that the United states continued 

to furnish the Nationalist Government with arms and 

ammunition induced politically conscious Chinese to question 

American motives. Radical students were quick to point to 

the contradiction with the avowed purposes of the Marshall 

Mission and charged the united States with interfering in 

Chinese affairs. Many demonstrators contended that the Shen 

Chong case revealed a misleading China policy on the part of 

the united states Government, which contributed to China's 

continued disunity. They asserted that the stationing of 

American troops in China had complicated Chinese politics 

and helped push China into the pit of the civil war, and 

further argued that the Chinese should settle their own 

affairs alone. In a manifesto to students, the Student Self-

Governing committee of Qinghua university declared that "as 

long as American troops do not withdraw from China, China's 

unity can never be realized, China's civil war can never 

stop, the safety of Chinese people will be threatened, and 

we young students cannot study with ease. ,,74 Therefore the 

development of anti-American protests was accompanied by 

74Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meiiun zhuhua 
baoxing, 148. 
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increasing censure of U.S. Government's China policy and of 

the GMD Government for inviting American support and for its 

weak foreign policy. In this sense the anti-American 

emotions among the students also served as an outlet of 

students' discontent with domestic affairs and for their 

frustrations about political instability in China. 

Thus, a movement that had begun with a protest against 

the attack on a female college student by a US Marine not 

only triggered an anti-American movement of nationwide 

proportion, but also resulted in intensified verbal attacks 

on the Nationalist Government as the latter was identified 

as the client of the United States: The following passage 

was typical of the critical tone utilized by the student 

activists: 

The reason that American soldiers have dared to behave 
so impetuously is because our government 
exercises no independent foreign policy but relies 
completely on America. We firmly demand an immediate 
stop to the civil war, and the establishment of 
democratic politics. stop 'lackey'(nucai) 
diplomacy! 75 

Nevertheless, not all student statements at this stage 

were harshly critical of Jiang Jieshi and the Nationalist 

Government, at least not ostensibly. The petition to Jiang 

Jieshi by the Beida students used a tone of conciliation to 

Jiang and condemned only u. S. troops for China's marred 

75Zhonggong Beij ing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 148. 
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equal status. The petition claimed that Jiang's "wise 

leadership," together with Chinese people's efforts, had 

helped China to defeat Japan and win both national 

sovereignty and territorial integri ty. While the Chinese 

people yearned for peace and happiness under Jiang's 

leadership, American soldiers, however, viewed China as a 

colony and persecuted Chinese people. 76 Even though many 

Chinese intellectuals opposed the civil war and blamed 

mainly the government for economic mismanagement and for 

maintaining a one-party regime, they were not yet ready to 

accept Communists as the only alternative. According to 

stuart, "in Tsinghua [Qinghua] and Yenching Universities 

about ninety to ninety-five percent did not want China to 

become communized" in 1947. 77 

4.8 Foreign Reactions to the student Anti-American Movement 

The frequency of clashes between American troops and a 

considerable portion of the urban Chinese populace made the 

development of mutual antipathy inevitable. Even before the 

Beiping rape case some American diplomats in China had 

already become concerned over the repercussions of the 

76Zhonggong Beijing shiwei, Kangyi Meijun zhuhua 
baoxing, 141-42. 

77John Leighton stuart, Fifty Years in China: The 
Memoirs of John Leighton stuart, Missionary and Ambassador 
(New York: Random House, 1954), 189. 
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continuous presence of US Marines in China and considered it 

"a source of adverse and growing criticism" which 

contributed to simmering anti-American feeling. They thus 

recommended a complete withdrawal of Marines as the latter 

had already accomplished the task of repatriating the 

Japanese and their insufficient numerical strength could not 

effect any significant changes in the GMD-CCP military 

position anyway. 78 Robert Smyth, the .American Consul General 

in Tianjin, where the largest number of Marines had been 

stationed, reported on January 2 of 1947 that: 

The welcome extended the Marines upon their arrival in 
1945 after the Japanese surrender has worn very thin. 
The natural resentment of any people over the presence 
of foreign forces has been increased by the 
exacerbation arlslng from friction and incidents 
between the Marines and the local population. The 
general desire of most local Chinese for the withdrawal 
of the Marines has increased noticeably since my 
arrival in Tientsin [Tianjin] four months ago, and I 
believe that it can no longer be brushed aside merely 
as the result of Communist propaganda, as is maintained 
publicly by Chinese officials. 79 

In his rather insightful article, "Beiping Rape Case 

Has Deep social, Political Background" written in the 

immediate aftermath of the Shen Chong event, Charles Canning 

observed a general decline of American prestige in China: 

The IITing Hao" [very good] days in Sino-American 
relations are no more. It is no secret that ever since 
V-J day, things have changed quite a lot and united 

78Prom Butterworth to General Marshall, November 20, 
1946; RG59, 893.00/11-2046, NA. 

79 11US Marines, Tientsin," from Smyth to Stuart, January 
2, 1947, RG59, 893.00/1-0247, NA. 
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states prestige and popularity in China have declined 
to an alarming extent--a comparison with the war days 
when every American and everything American was "Ting 
Hao. II Chinese intellectuals and industrialists are 
getting more and more bitter and even hostile toward 
Uncle Sam. 80 

Nevertheless, the assertiveness and intensity of the 

student anti-American emotions surprised some Americans who 

believed in a special Sino-American relationship. Deploring 

the anti-American propaganda, Time magazine claimed that 

while China was in desperate need of American economic 

assistance, it needed American friendship above everything 

else, just as Americans also needed Chinese friendship. 81 

Correspondent William Henry Chamberlin of Wall street 

Journal maintained that Americans were not "psychologically 

prepared" for the development of anti-American actions in 

China when wartime movies had depicted a most harmonious 

relationship. Therefore "many Americans have rubbed their 

eyes with a sense of unpleasant surprise when they read 

accounts of milling hordes of Chinese students parading 

through the streets of Peking, Nanking and Shanghai. ,,82 

The importance the Chinese press attached to the Shen 

Chong incident and the outburst of student emotions baffled 

8°Canning, "Beiping Rape Case Hap Deep Social, Pol i tical 
Background," 166. 

81Gray, "Friendship Lost? How Stands US Prestige in 
China?" 22. 

82William Henry Chamberlin, "Post War Ironies," Wall 
Street Journal, January 14, 1947. 
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or disturbed some westerners present in China at the time. 

John Melby wrote in his diary on January 1, 1947 that: 

The year ended and the year started on a sexual note. 
From the north comes the word that an American soldier 
in peiping, doubtless moved by the holiday spirit of 
love, has been accused of rape by a Chinese 
girl •.•. Rape being unarguable, the facts will probably 
remain obscure. We are, however, already being tried in 
the press and found guilty, and there are rumblings of 
protest demonstrations. ,,83 

Henry Lieberman, a New York Times correspondent, asserted 

that "except in political terms, it seems difficult to 

understand the present indignation. ,,84 suspicious of mass 

movements of this kind, and disapproving of student motives, 

Ambassador stuart argued that "When once swept by 

impassioned oratory or led into making commitments through 

skillful manipulations, even the most orderly and friendly 

students would join recklessly in these herd movements, and 

if not handled satisfactorily a hopeless crisis would be 

easily precipitated. ,,85 

The fact that many Americans were perplexed by the 

Chinese public reaction reveals that a perception gap 

existed between the two peoples. In his American Views of 

China and India: Images of Asia, Harold Isaacs provides much 

insight into the conventional American views of American 

roles in China. Perceiving themselves as saviors, guardians 

83Melby, Mandate of Heaven, 176. 

84New York Times, January I, 1947. 

85stuart, Fifty Years in China,_ 79. 
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and teachers of China and the Chinese, a great many 

Americans believed that China was "a country we have always 

helped," and the Chinese were "a people to be helped," and 

expected nothing short of gratitude from the Chinese in 

return. 86 

In a rebuttal to Pearl Buck's assertion that Chinese 

resentment against American enlisted personnel in the late 

1940s was a consequence of the numerous frictions between 

them and Chinese populace, a reporter of The China Monthly 

wrote an article entitled "China Does Not Hate Us" in June 

of 1946. Employing a paternalistic tone throughout, he 

argued that it was impossible for the Chinese to distrust 

and hate Americans after America had done so much to elevate 

china "from a weak, semi-colonial status to the role of one 

of the Big Four." He further claimed that the official 

career of Chinese diplomats such as Wellington Koo "reveals 

the story of China's march to world prestige under American 

tutelage." These diplomats had suffered international 

humiliations until "America put its shoulder to the wheel 

and helped lift China to the level of prestige now her sons 

so sagely grace." He extolled the generous American endeavor 

to extend to China "What we Americans think, feel and want 

for ourselves at horne," or rather "the American way of 

life." Finally, he contended that the vast interactions 

86Harold R. Isaac, Images of Asia: American Views of 
China and India (New York: Capricorn Books, 1962), 193. 
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between the two countries made it "easy for the petty 

incidents of the careless jeep drivers to loom out of all 

proportion to the unaccountable aspects of the steady, 

helping hand we outstretch to China. u 87 

The American belief that the Americans knew what was 

best for China grated on Chinese sensitivityo As early as 

the 1920s, when Chinese nationalistic feelings ran high, 

John Dewey, whose ideas on the importance of education 

influenced the leaders of the May Fourth Movement, discussed 

the potential danger in assuming a parental role in the 

relationship between nations. Dewey.asserts that as a fast-

growing nation, China would feel more and more offended by 

any presumption of "parental tutelage even of a professedly 

benevolent kind." He claimed that, "Politically also the 

Chinese no longer wish for any foreign guardianship. ,,88 

Unable to comprehend the widespread Chinese anti-

American protests, some western observers simply attributed 

them to Chinese xenophobia. One of them claimed that, liThe 

Chinese man in the street has long been told, and is only 

too ready to believe, that all the troubles of his country 

are due to foreigners, and the sentiment engendered by this 

belief tends to be concentrated agai~st the most conspicuous 

87John Goette, "China Does Not Hate Us," The China 
Monthly 7-8 (June 1946): 201-202. 

88John Dewey, "America and the Far East: The Issues of 
Pacific Policy,1l Survey 56 (May 1926): 188. 
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foreign nationality. ,,69 One American diplomat in China 

simply opined that the u.s provided "an easy and vulnerable 

target" for Chinese propagandists and for "normally latent 

Chinese xenophobia. ,,90 Serving as the 1947 model of 

"arrogance," Time affirmed, II/American imperialism' had 

conveniently succeeded 'British imperialism' and 'Japanese 

imperialism' in the average Chinese intellectual's 

dictionary of opprobrium. ,,91 These observations, however, 

dismissed too quickly the genuine nationalistic feelings on 

the part of the Chinese. 

4.9 Conclusion 

The Shen Chong incident provoked full-fledged 

nationwide student protests. The response to the incident 

revealed a pronounced growth of anti-American sentiment in 

the Chinese public, especially among young intellectuals. 

Although the stUdents failed to realize their immediate 

demand for holding an open Sino-American court and that the 

Naval authorities in Washington eventually pronounced 

Pierson innocent, the demonstrations focused public 

attention on the stationing of American troops in particular 

89The Economist, December 20, 1947. 

90"student Demonstrations at Peiping, II from Butterworth 
to the Secretary of state, January 8, 1947, RG59, 893.00/1-
847, NA. 

91Gray, "Friendship Lost? How _ Stands US Prestige in 
china?" 22. 
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and u.s. China policy in general. The Marines had already 

begun evacuating China in the fall of 1946. Many more began 

to go home in early 1947. By the end of 1947, almost all had 

departed from China except for a contingent of Marines who 

lingered on in Qingdao until 1949. 92 The student protests 

might have hastened the process of the withdrawal of 

American forces from China. 

Anti-Americanism, pushed to the fore through the 

student movement protesting the "atrocities" committed by 

American servicemen, constituted an important political 

issue in the course of the Chinese civil war. The student 

demands for the immediate departure of American forces from 

China and for no more American interference in China's 

internal affairs worked to the advantage of the CCP. Soon 

after the Shen Chong incident, the Communist leader Mao 

Zedong asserted that lithe student movement in Peiping 

[Beiping], which began last December 30 as a result of the 

rape of a Chinese girl student, mark.[s] a new upsurge in the 

struggle of the people in the Chiang Kai-shek areas. 1I93 

Through establishing organizations and staging 

demonstrations, student protesters experienced a taste of 

power, found an efficient means to express their anger and 

release their frustrations, and proved that their 

92Henry Aplington, "ChLla Revisited," 31. 

93Mao Tze-tung I "Greet the New High Tide of the Chinese 
Revolution," 4: 120. 
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indignation was a factor for the authorities to reckon with. 

Sensitive, volatile and politically articulate, Chinese 

students served as a good indicator of popular trends. In 

sum, the student anti-American movement of 1947 further 

undermined the positive Chinese image of America that had 

been fostered during World War Two. The negative sentiment 

toward the United states that developed at this time would 

be pushed to the full a few years later by the newly

established Communist government. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FAN MEIFURI: THE MOVEMENT OPPOSING THE AMERICAN 
REHABILITATION OF JAPAN 

Growing intellectual and, especially, student unrest 

marked the years 1947 and 1948 in China. The civil war was 

devastating the economy with skyrocketing inflation. The 

degeneration of every aspect of student life, including the 

increasing cost of living, malnutrition and a bleak future 

after graduation, all contributed to the sense of 

frustration and disillusionment that permeated student 

groups. Besides economic distress, the government's 

corruption and maladministration, the purge of student 

leaders, and the suppression of student political activities 

also worked to intensify swelling discontent with the 

Nationalists. Unsatisfactory living and learning conditions 

and deepening discouragement over the prospects of Chinese 

politics resulted in "anti-hunger and anti-civil war" 

demonstrations and strikes in numerous universities in the 

GMD-controlled territory, and led to the further 

radicalization of the politically articulate Chinese. Many 

student associations came into existence and matured during 
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the various student campaigns. They gradually became more 

coordinated and worked through such regional organizations 

as the North China student Union1
, which represented the 

student self-governing associations of five Beiping and two 

Tianjin universities, and a southern union, which included 

uni versi ties from the Shanghai, Nanj ing , Hangzhou, and 

Suzhou areas. 

Many faculty members sympathized with student demands 

or sided openly with student protesters as they themselves 

complained about low pay, corruption, dwindling educational 

budgets and government curbs on freedom of thought. They 

resented the GMD's pursuit of the civil war at the expense 

of a negotiated peace and economic reconstruction. college 

professors in different parts of China went on strike on 

various occasions in the postwar years. When the GMD 

declared the Democratic League, prominent for its expression 

of opposition to one-party dictatorship, as an illegal 

organization in late 1947, this, too, served to alienate 

even more intellectuals. Public confidence in the 

Nationalist government waned rapidly.2 

IThis student organization was declared illegal by the 
Nationalist government in April 1948. 

also Susan Pepper's Civil War in China: The 
Struggle, 1945-1949 (Berkeley: University of 

Press, 1978) on the Chinese intellectual 
deteriorating relations with the GMD in the late 

2See 
Political 
California 
community's 
forties. 
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5.1 Liberal Chinese Attitudes toward the Role of the United 
states Government in china 

While the nationwide protests over the Shen Chong 

incident gradually faded into the background, an undertone 

of anti-American sentiment persisted in the intellectual 

agitation during the rest of 1947. Liberal Chinese, although 

harboring little animosity toward individual Americans, 

nevertheless viewed the role of the American government with 

grave suspicion or even open hostility. Their perception of 

the relationship between the American government and the 

increasingly unpopular GMD as that of patron and client also 

served to tarnish the image of the united states in their 

eyes. Anti-American tendencies emerged from student 

literature with a particular reference to "American 

imperialistic aggression" and "American imperialism's all-

out support of anti-people's war. ,,3 Confronted with 

recurrent Chinese accusation of "American imperialism," one 

editorial of The China Weekly Review attributed the charge 

to Communist propaganda,4 which, however, elicited a number 

of agitated written responses from the readers, who claimed 

vehemently that the united states was indeed practicing an 

3From Clubb to the Secretary of State, April 6, 1948 in 
u.s. Department of States, Foreign Relations of the united 
states [FRUS'. 1948: China (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1973), 7: 184. 

4The China Weekly Review, January 10, 1948. 
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imperialistic policy in China. s 

Sensitive to any foreign action that seemed to 

compromise China's national integrity and sovereignty, the 

increasingly radicalized Chinese youth resented any American 

support given to the Nationalist Government. Such aid, they 

believed, only served to prolong the civil war and prevent 

the GMD from taking drastic reforms. They repeatedly 

asserted that China should be left alone to work out its own 

problems and protested against what they considered to be 

America's intervention in China's domestic affairs. For 

example, in the middle of the anti-civil war campaign in May 

1947, the student representatives of Nankai University in 

Tianjin presented to the American Consul-General Robert 

Smyth a letter addressed to the united states Congress. The 

letter urged that no more American loans be granted to China 

pending the termination of the civil war and maintained that 

any aid to the Chinese Government would simply add fuel to 

the fire. "Any of your loans extended to China now are just 

drums of gasoline poured over the fire of the civil war," 

the letter declared, "Do you think that you are willing to 

see the fire of our civil war raging more fiercely?"s 

Pro-GMD forces also found much to be dissatisfied with 

SSee The China Weekly Review, January 31, 1948. 

Snstudents' Anti-starvation--Anti-Civil War Activities 
in Tientsin," from Smyth to stuart, June 3, 1947, RG59, 
893.00/6-347, National Archives (hereafter NA). 
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regard to American aid to China, complaining that the aid 

had served only as "a drop in the bucket." They protested 

that the United states still tenaciously continued its 

"Europe first and Asia second" foreign policy.7 

In their vehement attacks on "American imperialism" and 

their strident assertion of themselves as the champions of 

Chinese national independence, the Communists seemed to 

stand for the righteous cause. In his analyses of political 

attitudes of university students in Nanj ing, American Public 

Affairs Officer, Josiah Bennett, contended, "In denouncing 

the Americans the Communist shibboleth of II imperialism" is 

ready to hand and is used uncritically. The presence of 

American troops in some cities, the flood of American goods 

on the market, and the occasional incidents involving 

American personnel all lend color to the Communist charge." 

He further deplored the fact that emotion rather than an 

attitude of objectivity characterized the students' anti-

American feeling: 

They cannot see that Americans are just as averse as 
themselves to the inefficiency and corruption in the 
Chinese Government. They do not understand that much of 
the aid that America has given China has been prompted 
by humanitarian motive rather than by sinister design. 
They cannot understand the American aversion to 
communists. But fundamentally they cannot forgive the 
United states for continuing to deal with a government 

7See John Cabot to Secretary of State, October 22, 
1948, RG59 , 893.00/10-2248, NA. 
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from which they have withdrawn all loyalty."8 

In April 1948, the United states Congress passed the 

China Aid Act, allocating $338 million for economic aid and 

$125 million for military assistance. By 1948, military 

defeats of the Nationalist troops convinced many educated 

Chinese that the Nationalist Government's final collapse was 

merely a matter of time. Furthermore, GMD corruption and 

inefficiency meant that American economic aid could hardly 

relieve the economic distress Chines~ people were sUffering. 

Many liberal Chinese therefore believed that the passage of 

the China Aid Act would only serve to extend Chinese 

miseries. 9 Realizing the potential negative effect of aid to 

a government rapidly losing its viability, John K. Fairbank 

had warned in an article written a year before that such aid 

might strengthen the position of the Communists, who, as a 

result, would claim themselves to be the defender of the 

people's cause and would .. focus anti -foreign and anti-

imperialist sentiment against the United states. 1110 

American Consul-General John Cabot in Shanghai also 

8"Political Attitude of Nanking Students," memorandum 
by Bennett, October 17, 1947, RG59, 893.00/10-1747, NA. 

gIn a letter to The China Weekly Review, one Chinese 
wrote that despite the good will American taxpayers held for 
China, American aid, being one-sided, simply compounded the 
already complicated Chinese political situation, and 
therefore failed to win the people's good will. See The 
China Weekly Review, July 24, 1948. 

lOJohn K. Fairbank, "China's Prospect and U.S. Policy, II 
Far Eastern Survey 16 (July 2, 1947), 145. 
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recognized the less desirable effect of the American China 

aid program on Chinese public opinion. In a memo to 

secretary of state Marshall, he warned that "unclarified 

aid" to the Nationalist government could have several ill 

effects: "(1) strengthening of far left groups; (2) 

indefinite continuation and extension of civil war; and (3) 

fostering of anti -Americanism in I iberal groups through 

latter's claim of non-support and in reactionary groups by 

their claim of inadequate support."ll 

5.2 The Shift in united states policy toward Japan 

Anti-American activities received another impetus in 

the spring of 1948, when students from major universities in 

the big cities took up the issue of United states policy 

toward Japan. During 1947 and 1948, American occupation 

policy in Japan underwent major changes, its emphasis 

shifting essentially from political and social reforms to 

programs of economic recovery. Apart from the desire to make 

Japan less of a drain upon American economic and financial 

resources, the world situation at the time dictated this 

shift. with the intensification of the cold war in Europe 

and Asia in 1947, the Truman administration and, gradually, 

General Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Commander for Allied 

Powers (SCAP) in Japan, decided to set a new, so-called 

llFrom Cabot to the Secretary of State, April 27, 1948, 
FRUS, 1948: China, 7: 211. 
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"reverse course" in Japan. 12 

The reversal of policy in Japan corresponded closely to 

the rapid decline of the Nationalist Government in China. 

Rocked by a civil war, China no longer appeared capable of 

serving as a bastion against commun~sm in Asia. The wartime 

American image of postwar Asia, where the united states and 

a pro-American China cooperated to construct a new order, 

evaporated before a weak and war-wrecked China. Accordingly, 

Washington viewed a politically and economically stabilized 

Japan, the most modernized country in Asia, as a potential 

bulwark against soviet expansion. In a speech entitled liThe 

Requirements of Reconstruction" delivered on May 8, 1947, 

under-Secretary of state Dean Acheson called for 

reconstructing Japan as the anti-communist "workshop II of 

Asia. 13 

As the cold war progressed, the image of Japan as a 

buffer came to dominate American thinking about Asia, and 

Japan I S domestic developments began to assume particular 

significance largely for this reason. By early 1948 there 

appeared marked signs in United states occupation policy 

that Japan would be viewed in the general framework of 

12For details, see Michael Schaller, The American 
Occupation of Japan: The Origins of the Cold War in Asia 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), Chapter 7. 

13Quoted from D. s. Holman, IIJapan's position in the 
Economy of the Far East, II Pacific Affairs 20 (December 
1947): 371. 
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containing communism. In January 1948 secretary of the Army 

Kenneth Royall publicly indicated the new direction of the 

United states Japan policy. According to him, American 

efforts to demilitarize Japan might impede it from achieving 

economic independence; a weakened Japan would only be 

subject to more chaos and disorder. In conclusion, he called 

for a new orientation in American policy toward Japan. 14 

In late January 1948, united states Representative on 

the Far Eastern Commission submitted a statement to the 

commission revealing the intention of the United states to 

revive the Japanese economy and help it achieve economic 

sel f-suff iciency .15 Soon afterwards, a report prepared by 

Clifford strike's Overseas Consultants Incorporated (the 

strike Report) was released. It suggested halting the 

removals of most Japanese heavy industry as reparation and 

supplying funds for Japanese industrial revival. 16 

Meanwhile, George F. Kennan, the architect of containment 

policy, maintained: 

The united states should devise policies toward Japan 
which would assume the security of that country from 
communist penetration and domination as well as from 
military attack by the Soviet Union and would permit 
Japan's economic potential to become once again an 
important force in the affairs of the area, conducive 

14See Samuel S. Stratton, "The Far Eastern commission," 
Far Eastern Survey 16 (August 25, 1948): 191. 

15Stratton, "The Far Eastern Commission," 191-192. 

16Schaller, American Occupation of Japan, 120. 
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to peace and stability. 17 

In March, Under-Secretary of the Army Major-General 

William D. Draper, accompanied by prominent American 

businessmen Percy H. Johnston, Paul G. Huffman and others, 

undertook a mission to Japan. The report of the Johnston 

Committee was the most authoritative in presenting the views 

of the Draper Mission. It urged drastic decreased 

reparations and increased Japanese industrial production to 

be achieved by enabling Japan to gain access to raw 

materials and markets in Asia. Advocating the eradication of 

any officially imposed barriers to Japanese foreign trade, 

the plan suggested rebuilding Japan~se merchant marine and 

reopening the Japanese foreign investment. It also endorsed 

retention of selected "primary war industries. ,,18 Aware of 

the deep hostility among Asian countries toward any signs of 

Japan's rehabilitation, the report argued that "We, in the 

united States, have been called upon to overcome deep and 

justifiable resentment. in our attitude toward Japan. 

Neighboring nations have much to gain by the adoption of a 

new and more receptive attitude. The reciprocal advantages 

ensuing are unmistakable. ,,19 By 1948, the Japanese press 

17Quoted from Akira Iriye, The Cold War in Asia 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J: Prentice-Hall, 1974), 173. 

18schaller, American occupation of Japan, 129-130. 

19See Jerome B. Cohen, "Japan: Reform vs. Recovery I" Far 
Eastern survey 17 (June 23, 1948): 141. 
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openly informed its readers of the United states' intention 

to rehabilitate Japan as a "protective wall" against the 

communist spread in Asia. 20 

5.3 The Response of the Chinese Press to the "Reverse 
Course" 

united states policy toward Japan stimulated intense 

Chinese nationalistic opposition and resulted in real 

Chinese apprehension concerning the re-emergence of Japan as 

a possible aggressor. Needless to say, for most Chinese, 

memories of the brutal war with Japan were still vivid. 

China had fought eight long years with Japan, lost more than 

ten million lives and was left with a completely devastated 

economy. Looking upon Japan as a dangerous economic rival 

and a potential invader, many could only view any signs of 

the former foe's revitalization with misgivings and 

resentment. They demanded retribution and hoped to obtain 

heavy industrial reparations to forestall the possibility of 

Japan's rise as a deadly economic power. 

In the eyes of many Chinese, the American plan to 

restore Japan simply added insult to injury. Not only did 

the united states intend to rebuild Japan to its prewar 

status thus threatening China, but it appeared that it was 

seeking to make China I s longtime enemy into a potential 

ally. Concerned that China might become a pawn in a war 

20New York Times, August 9, 1948. 
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between Russia and the United States, they nevertheless 

recoiled at the thought that Japan would become America's 

number-one weapon against Russia in Asia. A letter to the 

Editor of North China Daily News, a newspaper established by 

the British in Shanghai, summed up this concern thus: 

America has been China's friend for many years. But 
unfortunately the condition has changed. America seems 
to be fixed in her policy of irreconcilable enmity 
towards Russia. She now loves China only to the extent 
that China can serve her as a ~eapon to fight Russia. 
And in that fight Japan will be her first and most 
important ally on this side of the world. 21 

On the other hand, the revival of Japan would moreover 

signify the total evaporation of the Chinese hope for a 

predominant position in Asia. with the defeat of Japan in 

August 1945, many Chinese began to view their country as the 

rightful heir to the supreme economic and political position 

once occupied by Japan in Asia, and cherished the hope that 

China would eventually grow into a first-rate power. In 

1948, however, China was embroiled in deeper domestic 

disorder, and its hope of economic and political strength in 

the near future became increasi~gly remote. Mired in 

political and economic crises, politically conscious Chinese 

were especially bitter over the prospect of the rise of its 

former deadly enemy as a dominant economic power in Asia. 

The Chinese press of diverse political leanings, 

including the government-controlled ones, immediately 

21North China Daily News, June 7, 1948. 
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denounced the new American attitude regarding Japan. In 

fact, since the second half of 1946, major Chinese 

newspapers had already begun to voice disapproval of 

American occupation policy toward Japan. Censuring the 

united states for acting unilaterally in designing the 

occupation policy toward Japan, a number of newspapers 

expressed concerns over the IIleniencyll of SCAP's Japan 

policy. They claimed that American efforts to restore 

Japanese factories and General MacArthur!s consent to the 

expansion of Japanese fishing areas into China's territorial 

waters would then lead to the revival of Japanese military 

ambitions. Some wondered loudly why the united states 

asserted that it hoped to see a strong China while 

encouraging the revitalization of Japan's capitalism. 2z 

In the spring of 1947, a group of Chinese journalists 

briefly visited Japan and returned with reports on rapid 

Japanese recovery and with the warning that Japan had not 

turned out to be as peaceful and democratic as China had 

wished to see. These reports raised a storm of premonition 

and protests, and resulted in further attacks on 

America's policy in Japan in the Chinese press. An article 

published by The China Weekly Review revealed the bitter 

repercussions the American aid to Japan had aroused 

in the Chinese press: 

22See , for example, Lianhe ribao, October 15, Shen baa, 
December 8; Xinwen bao, December 8; Da gong bao, october 4. 
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The Chinese, as the people who have sUffered most from 
the Japanese, are raising their voices in protest 
against the economic arming of Japan, whether under the 
guise of making it pay for the occupation, securing a 
base against communism, financing food imports, or 
preserving "a reasonable standard of living for the 
Japanese people. II A storm of protest is growing in the 
Chinese press, all shades of public opinion uniting on 
this issue. 23 

Viewing with alarm the measures the United states was 

taking to put Japan on its feet, many concerned Chinese 

feared that industrialization of Japan would precede its 

resurgent militarism. Major Chinese newspapers repeatedly 

referred to the Potsdam Declaration and claimed that 

recovery for Japan was equivalent to expansion of its war 

industry, a violation of the wartime agreement. They charged 

the United states with intending to increase Japan's war 

potential; implementing the concept of "a financial United 

states, an industrial Japan and an a,gricultural China:" and 

violating the stipulation of disarming Japanese arms by 

building up Japan as a bulwark against Soviet Russia. The 

Draper Proposal was especially condemned as constituting 

essentially a united states plan to prepare Japan for war. 

The plan's claim to be helping the Japanese achieve economic 

self-sufficiency was described as purely "ornamental words" 

to disguise its single military aim in Japan. 24 

Wang Yunsheng, editor-in-chief of Da gong bao, was one 

23The China Weekly Review, July 14, 1947. 

24See "Fandui Deleibe jihua" [Oppose the Draper Plan], 
Da gong bao, May 28, 1948. 
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. of the most outspoken critics of the reversed American 

occupation policy in Japan. In a letter to the editor of 

Pacific Affairs, Wang asserted emphatically that the United 

states was restoring Japan with the sole purpose of using 

Japan as a pawn in anti-soviet activities. He argued that: 

American policy for controlling Japan, as General 
MacArthur represents it, is concerned neither with the 
reconstruction of Japan nor with the implementation of 
the Potsdam Declaration. Its root purpose is to utilize 
Japan as an instrument against soviet Russia. what is 
aimed at is not the destruction of Japanese militarism, 
but preparation for a new war. 25 

An article entitled "On China-U. s. -Japan Relations," 

which was published in the July 1948 issue of China 

Reconstruction Monthly of Shanghai, represented largely the 

views of radical Chinese. It maintained that for the purpose 

of containing the Soviet Union, the united States, 

controlled by the "American monopolistic capital and 

military bloc," was implementing an aggressive policy of 

economic imperialism. The American policies of aggression 

and expansion and of supporting the undemocratic forces in 

both China and Japan had affected profoundly the political, 

economic and military aspects of these two countries. 26 

Chinese sentiment regarding the "reverse course" for 

Japan was reported to Americans in The New York Times. A 

25Wang Yun-sheng, "Japan--Storm Center of Asia, 11 Pacific 
Affairs 21 (June 1948): 195. 

26A translation of the article "China-U. S. -Japan 
Relations," from Cabot to the Secretary of state, July 30, 
1948, RG59, 711.93/7-3048, NA. 
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report from Shanghai in late 1946 by an Anlerican journalist, 

Tillman Durdin, revealed Chinese sensitivity to the issue of 

U.S. policy in Japan: 

Growing concern over the economic revival of Japan and 
the extent of the rapprochement between Japan and the 
united states is one of the most pronounced trends in 
China. • • • Considerable resentment against the United 
States is involved in the Chinese concern over Japan. 
The feeling is an ingredient in the considerable anti
American feeling that pervades not only the Communists 
and their sympathizers in China, but also many others 
of different political complexions. 27 

American policies in Japan continued to receive heated 

and emotional criticism from the Chinese press up to 1948. 

Apprehensive about the new line of thinking in United states 

foreign policy, some Chinese editorials praised highly Vice-

President Henry Wallace as the supporter of world peace. In 

charging the united states of "fighting a cold war" while 

"preparing for a warm one, II a Da gong bao editorial hailed 

Wallace's "keen insight" by pointing to the danger of 

Washington's national defense principle. 26 

Such newspaper editorials provided a strong stimulus to 

the student anti-American movement. In May 1948, Shanghai 

students initiated a campaign to denounce U. s. economic 

plans for Japan. Protests soon reached nationwide 

proportions. College and middle scho~l students of the major 

cities in the GMD-controlled regions again manifested their 

27New York Times, November 2, 1946. 

2aDa gong bao, April 7, 1948. 
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intense feelings by staging demonstrations and holding 

meetings protesting American aid to Japan. The student 

movement of opposing the American Build-up of Japan [fan 

Meifuri] in 1948 constituted the last significant campaign 

before the Communist takeover. 

Shanghai students were most active during the initial 

stage of the fan Meifuri movement. On the evening of the 

significant day of May 4, around 15,000 students from 120 

universities gathered on the Democracy Square of Jiaotong 

University to hold a rally that focused on the American 

policy of "building up" Japan and on "interference in 

China's domestic affairs by American imperialism. II 

Professor Meng Xianzhang, a specialist in Japanese affairs, 

made a major speech entitled "A Comprehensive Look at the 

American Policy of Building up Japan. ,,29 During the rally, 

29In his speech, Professor Meng Xianzhang claimed that 
even though Americans assisted China militarily and 
economically during the war, their unilateral aid to Japan 
now was simply ~I indulging the tiger," which constituted a 
serious potential threat to China. He believed that Japan, 
like a rapidly growing tiger, would invade China again 
within the next ten years. He predicted three courses of 
military actions that Japan could take in the future: (1) 
Japan would invade North China if war broke out between the 
united states and the Soviet union: (2) the United states 
would send Japanese forces to China to fight the Communists 
when the latter's power grew overwh~lmingly strong; (3) the 
United states would use the Japanese to defend against the 
Russians. 

Though perhaps exaggerated or propagandistic, Meng's 
views did point to the Chinese fear that the united states 
policy of anti-communism would result in direct Japanese 
military action in China to stem the power of Chinese 
Communists, or in the dispatch of Japanese troops to China 
in the case of a war between the leading world powers. For 
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the Shanghai Student Association to Oppose u.S. Support of 

Japan and to Relieve the National Crisis [Shanghaishi 

xuesheng fan Meifuri, wangiu minzu weij i I ianhehui] was 

established. 3D It subsequently initiated a "100,000 name 

petition movement" opposing United states aid to Japan. 

Students in several Shanghai universities founded a number 

of branch fan Meifuri Associations, and then conducted 

public opinion polls. The questions were worded in such a 

way that ninety percent of the stUdents were shown to 

support the fan Meifuri movement. 31 At Fudan University, the 

fan Meifuri Association issued a statement "To All Fellow 

Countrymen II and then held a "fan Meifuri Week, II when around 

400 students went into the Shanghai streets and lanes 

a full text of Meng xianzhang's speech, see Qinghua daxue 
xuesheng zizhihui, Oinghua yuekan [Oinghua Monthly] (May 28, 
1948): 3-5. 

30Zhou Wangj ian, "Huiyi Shanghai xuesheng fan Meifuri 
yundong" [A Recollection of the Movement opposing the 
American Rehabilitation of Japan by Shanghai Students], in 
Wenshi ziliao xuanji [A Selected Collection of Cultural and 
Historical Materials], eds. Zhongguo renmin zhengzhi 
xieshang huiyi Shanghaishi weiyuanhui wenshi ziliao gongzuo 
weiyuanhui (Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1979), 24: 155-57; 
Shanghai daxue et aI, Xinbian Zhongguo xiandaishi [A New 
Edition of Modern Chinese History] (Nanchang: Jiangxi renmin 
chubanshe, 1987), 282; Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei bianzhu, 
1945-1949 Shanghai xuesheng yungdongshi [1945-1949: A 
History of the Shanghai Student Movement] (Shanghai: renmin 
chubanshe, 1983), 159-60. 

31wang Niankun, Xuesheng yundong shiyao j ianghua [An 
Account of Important Historical Events of Student Movements] 
(Shanghai: Shanghai chubanshe, 1951), 93; A Zhe, Zhongguo 
xiandai xuesheng yundong jianshi [A Short History of Modern 
Chinese student Movements] (Hong Kong: Dasheng chubanshe, no 
date), 161-62. 
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explaining to the general public the significance of the 

anti-American movement32 (see Figure 2). 

The American-sponsored st. John's university figured 

prominently in the student fan Meifuri movement, possibly 

because the police had largely refrained from intervening in 

student unrest there in the past and because the students 

were especially eager to dissociate themselves from their 

American linkage. In any case, on May 18 the student 

association of the st. John's organized a joint student-

professor meeting to discuss the Japan issue and concluded 

that the American policy of aiding Japan signified a new 

crisis for China. The fact that the Chinese professors in 

the institution openly criticized American policy in Japan 

disturbed the American faculty there who believed the 

speeches made by the professors only served to provoke the 

students. 33 

On May 25, the student Fan meifuri Association of st. 

John's held an "Opposing American Support of Japan" exhibit. 

Anti-American posters pictured, among other scenes, a figure 

representing the United States handing big bags of money 

over a fence to Japanese militarists, and offering 

32Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-1949, 167. 

33From Cabot to the secretary of state, May 27, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/5-2748, NA. 
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Figure 2. Members of the fan Meifuri propaganda team of 
Fudan university work on the general public. From 
Zhonggong Shanghai shiwei dangshi ziliao zhengji 
weiyuanhui, eds. Shanghai renmin gemingshi huace 
[A Picture Album of the Revolutionary History of the 
Shanghai People] (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 
1989), 351. 
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ammuni tion and planes to the Japanese. It also showed 

MacArthur placing a war helmet on the head of a huge ape 

representing Japan. 34 On May 29, at "a press conference held 

by the student association on the campus, student 

representatives declared that, although "st. John's [was] a 

university funded by American churches, [the students were] 

Chinese and [they would] never forget [their] own country." 

They insisted, however, that they were only against American 

policy of supporting Japan, and not against American 

people. 35 

To broaden the social basis of the movement, the 

Shanghai Student Self-Governing Association organized a fan 

Meifuri forum on June 3 and invited seven prominent figures 

from educational, industrial and political circles as guest 

speakers. The forum was reportedly attended by 3,500 people. 

Wu Zhendong, chairman of the forum and head of the student 

Self-Governing Association of Jiaotong University, made an 

opening speech in which he affirmed that Chinese youths, who 

always stood at the forefront of the patriotic movements, 

would certainly stand up against the revitalization of 

Japanese fascism supported by "the American imperialists." 

Shanghai Mayor Wu Guozhen, who had surprisingly 

34From Cabot to the Secretary of State, May 28, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/5-2848, NA. 

35See Da gong bao, May 30, 1948; Gongqingtuan Shanghai 
shiwei, 1945-1949, 171. 
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accepted the invitation and attended the forum, took the 

unpopular stand of defending American policy. He argued that 

America's policy of building up Japan was to prevent the 

spread of communism, since the Japanese would turn to 

communism if they became poor. He recommended that, "We 

should appeal to the united states to increase its aid to 

China. It is beneficial to us to wipe out the Communists 

with the American help." He suggested that students organize 

a rally in the name of "Requesting an Increase in American 

Aid to China to Relieve the National Crisis." other panel 

members refuted Mayor Wu's claims. 36 Industrialist Zhang 

Chunbai spoke in a more sensational vein. The American 

policy would induce the Chinese people to be "the slaves of 

slaves," with the Chinese becoming subservient to the 

Japanese who in turn would be the slaves of the Americans. 

His speech drew warm responses from the audience. 37 In its 

report on the forum, North China Daily News also commented 

that the opposition to America's Build-up Japan movement 

initiated by university students and professors seemed to 

"gain momentum every day. ,,38 

Following the lead of Shanghai students' anti-American 

36Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-1949, 171. 

37Gongqingtuan Shanghai 
Cabot to the Secretary of 
893.00/6-448, NA. 

shiwei, 
state, 

1945-1949; see also 
June 4, 1948, RG59, 

38North China Daily News, June 2, 1948. 
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movement, around 2,000 students from eleven universities in 

Beiping held a fan Meifuri rally on the Beida Democracy 

Square in memory of the May 30 student movement. 39 Students 

from Yanjing created a tableau, depicting the "obsequious" 

gestures of the Japanese and Jiang Jieshi in front of their 

American "masters. ,,40 By not taking a strong stand against 

the "reversed" American occupation in Japan, the GMD again 

appeared to have bowed to American influence and to have 

failed to protect Chinese national interests in the eyes of 

politically engaged Chinese. 

The opposition to United states policy in Japan 

received enthusiastic support from the intellectual 

community. For example, a group of 347 college presidents 

and professors from Shanghai universities sent a telegram to 

President Truman and Secretary of State Marshall in early 

390n May 30, 1925, in defiance of the regulations 
against demonstrations in the International Settlement of 
Shanghai which was not under the jurisdiction of the Chinese 
authorities, students held a parade there protesting the 
killing of a Chinese worker. They were fired upon by the 
foreign police and twelve were killed. The fact that the 
Chinese Government held no jurisdiction over the killers in 
the Settlement left the students outraged about "Western 
imperialism" in China. 

~OSee Da gong bao, May 30, 1948; Beijing daxue xuesheng 
zizhihui Beida banyuekanshe, Beida 1946-1948 (Beijing, 
1948), 12-13; Beijing daxue lishixi Beijing daxue xuesheng 
yundongshi bianxiezu, Beijing daxue xuesheng yungdongshi: 
1919-1949 [A History of the student Movement of Beij ing 
University: 1919-1949] (Beijing: Beijing chubanshe, 1979), 
243; Song Bai, Beijing xiandai gemingshi [A Revolutionary 
History of Modern Beijing] (Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue 
chubanshe, 1988), 223. 
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June urging the United states to stop rejuvenating Japan. 41 

By this time, Chinese protest was too strong for Americans 

to ignore. 

5.4 Reactions of American Observers to Anti-American 
Protests 

Chinese anti-American demonstrations in the postwar 

period often baffled and disturbed American observers, who 

failed to comprehend the nature of the intense Chinese 

responses to the American role in China. Confronted with 

widespread Chinese discontent over America's involvement, 

Ambassador stuart stated in a memo to Washington in April 

1947 that the generous American aid to the Chinese would 

certainly make Americans feel "a pained surprise at this 

apparent ingratitude. II In an attempt to interpret the 

prevalent anti-Americanism, stuart suggested that the most 

palpable explanation lay in American aid to China and the 

constant American proclamations of good intentions toward 

the Chinese people. These, he believed, had aroused high 

Chinese expectations. Inclined to rely on others, the 

Chinese had become accustomed to turning to Americans for 

help and invariably became anti-American when the Americans 

failed to meet their sense of need. As was the co:rnmon 

practice of many American observers at the time, stuart also 

41From Cabot to the Secretary of state, June 24, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/6-248, NA; Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-
1949, 170. 
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conveniently attributed the intellectual opposition to the 

united states government to communist engineering and 

manipulation. 42 Consul-General Cabot concluded in early 1948 

that the Chinese had always blamed "foreigners for their 

troubles and the united states [had] become the number one 

whipping boy. ,,43 

In the face of the surging fan Meifuri movement, some 

Americans in China, notably in Shanghai, grew uneasy and 

attempted to refute the charges made by Chinese 

intellectuals. The fact that st. John's, an institution 

founded and still largely funded by the Americans, assumed 

an eminent position in Shanghai students' attacks on 

American policies in Japan especially embittered the 

Americans in Shanghai. Consul-General Cabot became the major 

spokesman rebutting the student accusations. On Memorial Day 

of 1948, he delivered a speech in which he pointed to the 

unreasonableness of the student protests. Addressing anti-

American activities on the part of the students from st. 

John's, Cabot asserted that those who received their 

education through the benevolence of the Americans, and 

whose daily food depended on the labor and the generosity of 

the American people, should not bite the hands that fed 

42"Anti-American Feeling in China," from Stuart to the 
Secretary of state, April 22, 1947, RG59, 711.93/4-2247, NA. 

43From Cabot to the Secretary of State, in FRUS, 1948: 
China, 7: 33. 
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them. 44 He believed the students who took an anti-American 

stand were deceived by "sinister propaganda" employed by 

elements contriving to weaken the Sino-American 

relationship. 

Receiving wide coverage in local Chinese newspapers, 

Cabot's speech served only to arouse a tirade of bitter 

responses from intellectual circles. It was regarded as a 

blatant insult to the Chinese people. Most annoyed by 

Cabot's charge of ingratitude and tone of condescension, 

some students at St.John's even pasted notices on campus 

walls requesting that the Government nationalize the 

insti tution. 45 A pamphlet , entitled "The American Consul 

General Talks Nonsense" issued by the Federation of North 

China Students Opposing American Support of Japan and 

Resolving the National crisis, vigorously attacked the 

speech. Most sensitive to Cabot's allusion to American 

"benevolence and "righteousness" toward China, the pamphlet 

referred to America's having sold airplanes and gasoline to 

the "Japanese devils" while the Chinese were "spilling 

[their] blood" in fighting them. It then suggested that 

Americans joined the war against Japan to serve essentially 

their own interests. The pamphlet also reiterated the wrongs 

44Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-1949, 168; Beijing 
daxue lishixi, Beijing daxue xuesheng yundongshi, 243. 

45From Cabot to the Secretary of State, June 3, 1948, in 
FRUS, 1948: China, 7: 271. 
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committed by American solders on the Chinese citizens not 

long ago. It concluded with a flourish of high-sounding 

rhetoric: IIThough the Chinese are poor, yet they stil1 have 

pride. [They] will definitely not be the slaves of 

anyone. 1146 

Considering "anti-American propaganda" to have "assumed 

alarming proportion" and in danger of "getting beyond 

control," Ambassador stuart issued a long press statement 

defending American policy in Japan and criticizing the 

growing antagonism in China toward the u.s. government. He 

maintained that as an old friend of chinese intellectuals, 

he found the fact that academic circles formed "the core of 

anti-American agitation on the question of Japan" hard to 

accept. stuart also suggested that it was ungrateful of 

Chinese students to lodge an anti-American movement just 

when the United states had passed the China Aid Act. Warning 

that the student anti-American campaign might severely 

impair traditional friendship between China and the United 

states and affect negatively United states aid to China, he 

argued that charges of America's fostering Japanese m.ilitary 

and economic imperialism were groundless. 47 stuart's public 

speech did more harm than good in terms of placating the fan 

46l1Anti-Arnerican Demonstration and propaganda, n from 
Clubb to stuart, June 11, 1946, RG59, 893.00/6-1148, NA. 

47For stuart's full text, see u.s. Department of state, 
The China white Paper. August 1949 (1949; reprint: stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1967), 2: 869-71. 
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Meifuri sentiment. 

5.5 Chinese Public opinion in the Aftermath of stuart's 
statement 

Instead of pacifying the anti-American sentiment, 

stuart's statement simply added fuel to the fire and 

elicited strong reactions from the press, academic circles 

and students. stuart himself admitted, "The attacks on me 

because of my statement regarding American policy in Japan 

have been very wide-spread and violent, chiefly among 

editors, teachers and students. 1148 His public speech was 

widely quoted and commented upon in the non-official Chinese 

press. He was especially reproved for adopting a "superior" 

attitude, a "menacing" tone and for lecturing to the 

Chinese. The newspaper of the General Labor union, Li Bao, 

issued a forthright editorial defending the students' anti-

American movement. It argued that the excessive American aid 

to "feudalistic forces in Japan, II which constituted part of 

united states' national defense plan, endangered China's 

very existence. The paper censured stuart for employing an 

"arrogant" tone and demanded to know how a small group of 

48From stuart to the Secretary of state, June 30, 1948, 
FRUS, china: 1948, 7: 328. 
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instigators could motivate a large number of students to 

take action. 49 

Apparently prompted by Cabot's speech and Stuart' s 

statement, the influential Da gong bao, which had been a 

persistent critic of United states policy in Japan during 

the past two years, published a lengthy editorial entitled 

"An Analysis of Anti-American sentiment." First of all, the 

editorial argued that the Chinese fan Meifuri movement could 

not be provoked by "treacherous elements II or an act of 

impulsiveness for two reasons: the movement continued to 

grow and expand despite strong government dissuasion, and 

the opposition to American policy of aiding Japan was not 

confined to the Chinese people alone. While maintaining that 

Sino-American friendship should be buil t on "moral 

principles" instead of on "blind gratitude," the editorial 

suggested that the united states' "generous acts" were often 

motivated by self-interest: 

If the united states is aiding Japan simply out of 
concern for the Japanese people's livelihood, then from 
the humanitarian standpoint, the Chinese people would 
not have openly and firmly opposed it. However, the 
United states places national defence above everything 
else, and in all its international actions, it thinks 
only in terms of bases and strategy.50 

49Translation of the article was included in Consul 
Pilcher's memorandum to the Secretary of state, June 9, 
1948, RG59, 893.00/6-948, NA. 

SODa gong bao, June 7, 1948. 
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According to the editorial, the reason that the United 

states so much valued national defense stemmed from its 

desire to maintain its status as the world leader, which led 

it to interfere, often unconsciously, in other nations' 

internal affairs. The article pointed especially to American 

nationalism and haughtiness. It quoted Time magazine as 

stating, itA century ago, when the world was girdled by the 

British Empire, the Englishman's voice sounded from the 

earth's far corners: 'I am a British subject.' NOw, in the 

middle of the 20th century, the most arresting tones of 

history said something else: ' I am an American.' ,,51 

By way of response to Oa gong b~o's smoothly-worded yet 

sharp criticism, The shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, an 

English-language newspaper ran by Americans, also issued a 

harsh editorial entitled "Ta Kung Pao [Da Gong Bao]: A 

study in Decay." It claimed that Da gong bao's editorial was 

"one of the cleverest and most persuasive pieces of apology 

for Chinese anti-Americanism" that had appeared so far and 

might lead Chinese youths into "further acts of adolescent 

rowdyism." The author asserted that he was essentially 

concerned with the development of Ita narrow, nationalistic 

jingoism" on the part of a newspaper which had enjoyed a 

reputation as moderate, independent, and one of the best in 

China. Regarding Da gong bao's reference to manifest 

510a gong baa, June 7,1948. 
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American pride, the Post saw in it a revelation of the 

1Iinferiority complex" of Da gong bao's editors. It harangued 

Da gong bao's editors for inflaming anti-uS sentiment by 

erecting an "imaginary danger" regarding Japan, while 

distracting the Chinese from the real danger of the Soviet 

Union and the CCP in Manchuria. It charged that Da gong bao 

resorted to "anti-Japanese and anti-foreign jingoism" out of 

its lack of courage to analyze domestic issues. 52 

For whatever reasons, Da gong bao did not respond to 

the Post's rather harsh attack, but continued to publish 

editorials on events related to the question of Japan. On 

June 17, Da gong bao published an editorial written in a 

somewhat calmer tone. It argued that the rehabilitation of 

Japanese industrial capacity posed a much greater threat to 

China, with its war-wrecked economy, than to the united 

States. China therefore had to prevent restoration of 

Japanese industry to its pre-war level at which it was 

capable of launching economic and political aggressions. 53 

Da gong baa also published letters and statements from 

business and academic circles. On June 9, Da gong bao 

published two letters signed respectively by fourteen and 

nineteen leaders in professional fields. Both letters 

criticized the 1Ithreatening tone1l found in Stuart's 

52The Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury, June 8, 1948. 

~Da gong bao, June 17, 1948. 
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statement as ill-befitting someone who held the position of 

ambassador and had spent years in China's educational field. 

The letters denied that the student movement was communist-

instigated and declared that the students were essentially 

"motivated by their conscience to fulfil their obligation to 

the nation of China and to the world." One letter charged 

that united states Japan policy was influenced by the 

American domestic need to relieve ,economic crisis and to 

serve the interests of "monopolistic capitalists. " It 

declared that China, however, would not allow "a hungry 

tiger lf to be reared beside it. 54 

Also in response to stuart's statement, a group of 300 

prominent women from educational and cultural circles made 

a public protest. 55 288 Shanghai industrial, commercial and 

educational leaders signed a statement of protest against 

American occupation policies in Japan. Meanwhile, 437 

teachers from major universities in Beiping issued another 

statement addressed to stuart. The teachers listed in great 

detail the "facts" involving America's aid to Japan at the 

expense of Chinese national security and economic welfare. 

They claimed that Stuart had exposed his "true colors" by 

insul ting and threatening the Chinese students for their 

54Da gong bao, June 9, 1948. 

55Zhonghua quanguo funu lianhehui funu yundong lishi 
yanjiushi, eds., Zhongguo funu yundong lishi ziliao: 1945-
1949 [Historical Records on Women's Movement in China, 1945-
1949] (Beijing: Zhongguo funu chubanshe, 1991), 218. 
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patriotic movement. 56 An additional eighty-eight faculty 

members of Qinghua University declared their intention of 

rejecting American relief materials. They returned the 

rationing coupons for American relief food and signed the 

following declaration: 

To oppose American government's policy of building up 
Japan, to protest the slanders and insults inflicted on 
the Chinese people by American Consul Cabot in Shanghai 
and American Ambassador stuart, and to demonstrate the 
Chinese people's dignity and integrity, we firmly 
refuse all relief materials supplied by America for the 
purpose of purchasing our sOUIS. 57 

Some students from Beida also smeared a paste made from 

relief flour on Democracy Wall and wrote on it "Chinese 

conscience cannot be purchased."58 

As a result of his refusal to take American relief 

flour, Professor Zhu Ziqing from Qinghua died from hunger 

and disease on August 12, 1948. He reportedly asked his 

family immediately before his death not to purchase American 

relief supplies as he had already signed the declaration. 59 

During the cold war era of the Chinese communist 

confrontation with the united states, Zhu ziqing's story of 

-
56Da gong bao, June 14, 1948. 

57Qinghua daxue xiaoshi bianxiezu, Qinghua daxue 
xiaoshigao [The History of Qinghua University] (Beij ing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 1981), 485. 

58Xiao Chaoran et al., Beijing daxue xiaoshi, 1898-1949 
[The History of Beijing University, 1898-1949] (Shanghai: 
Shanghai jiaoyu chubanshe, 1981), 297. 

59See Qinghua daxue, Qinghua daxue xiaoshigao, 485; A 
Zhe, Zhongguo xiandai xuesheng yundong jianshi, 163. 
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"preferring death to taking American relief flour" became 

the content of Chinese communist propaganda. He was 

repeatedly hailed as a national hero whose behavior 

demonstrated "national heroic integrity." 

5.6 A "New High Tide" in the stuClent Anti-American Movement 

The student fan Meifuri movement reached its peak in 

the aftermath of stuart's statement. Annoyed by Ambassador 

stuart's singling out of student anti-American activity as 

"demonstrably false," student spokesmen pointed out that the 

Chinese press had been criticizing American policy in Japan 

for more than a year. 60 Regarding stuart's remarks as 

another sign of American interference in china's internal 

affairs, an insult to Chinese national dignity and a threat 

to the Chinese, student associat~ons in various cities 

organized further demonstrations and protest meetings. The 

intense feelings against stuart at Yanjing University, where 

he had previously served for many years as president, forced 

him to cancel his scheduled speech at Yanjing's Commencement 

Exercises on June 29. 61 

Meanwhile, the student associations of eleven 

universities in North China, including Beida and Yanjing, 

published an angry message accusing stuart of interfering 

60New York Times, June 8, 1948. 

61Prom stuart to the Secretary of state, June 30, 1948, 
FRUS, 1948: China, 7: 328. 
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with students' patriotic activities. It quoted figures 

proposed by various American groups, such as the strike 

committee and the Draper Mission, for raising the level of 

Japanese industrial production, and demanded reparations in 

the form of industrial equipment from Japan. The message 

maintained Chinese students' determination to oppose 

American policy of building up Japan at the expense of 

China, and claimed that no intimidation and suppression 

could stop their patriotic movement. 62 

A few days after stuart's June 4 statement, the North 

China student Federation Opposing American Support of Japan 

and Resolving the National Crisis also issued a sharply 

worded pamphlet that described stuart's statement as 

characterized by deceit and intimidation and as signaling 

"American imperialism's direct suppression of Chinese 

people's patriotic movement." The student leaders were 

especially sensitive to stuart's emphasis on China's 

dependence upon American aid and to the perceived tone of 

arrogance and superiority in stuartis statement. 

To refute stuart's suggestion that the anti-American 

movement was motivated by malicious intentions, the student 

leaders claimed emphatically that the movement arose out of 

the spontaneous expression of students' love for their 

country and for world peace. They were particularly incensed 

62Xiao Chaoran, Beijing daxue xiaoshi, 296. 
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by his warning that, should those who agitated against the 

United states on the issue of Japan choose to continue their 

activities, they ought to be prepared to "face the 

consequences" of their actions. "We do not know what 

'consequences' are in stuart's mind," the students wrote in 

the pamphlet. "Is it the stoppage of the so-called 'aid to 

China' so as to threaten the Chinese government into 

suppressing the students' patriotic movement?" According to 

the students, stuart's statement simply signified the 

further intervention of "American imperialists" in the 

domestic affairs of China and their restraining of the 

Chinese patriotic movements. 63 

The North China student Federation opposing American 

support of Japan also issued an open letter addressed "To 

Our American Friends." The letter emphasized traditional 

Chinese-American friendship and targeted exclusively U.s. 

aid to Japan. It read in part: 

There has been a long traditional friendship between 
the people of China and America, and during the war the 
two peoples fought side by side against Japan. The 
Chinese people will never forget the aid and help from 
America in their resistance against Japan. Today in 
order to prevent the wrong U.s. policy which threatens 
world peace from being carried on, we must particularly 
emphasize that the student movement is not opposed to 
Amer ica as such. In order to real ize the Potsdam 
agreement, in order to maintain world peace, we appeal 
to the peace loving people of China and America to urge 

63l1Anti-American Demonstration and Propaganda," from 
Clubb to the secretary of state, June 1, 1948, RG59 , 
893.00/6-148, NA. 
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the U.s. government to change its present policy toward 
Japan. 64 

On June 9, between 4,000 and 5,000 students from nine 

universities in Beiping held a fan· Meifuri demonstration. 

The North China student Federation Opposing American Support 

of Japan and the Students' Self-Governing Society of the 

Beijing University distributed leaflets protesting American 

aid to Japan. One leaflet, with a large number of 

signatories, claimed vehemently that the United States was 

restoring Japan's military strength. This pamphlet was also 

very particular in its indictments. It accused the united 

States of acting unilaterally and arbitrarily in making 

decisions regarding occupation policies; and of implementing 

a dangerous, selfish and mistaken Japan policy in obvious 

violation of the Potsdam declaration. As a consequence of 

the new American policies, the pamphlet argued, Japan had 

established a Sea Peace-Preservation Department in 

preparation for the reestablishment of the Navy Ministry, 

increased its police force and renewed its insults upon the 

Chinese nationals in Japan. The pamphlet listed the Japanese 

police's firing on Taiwanese in the Shibuya Tragedy,65 the 

closing of the Chinese restaurants, the search of Chinese 

business establishments in Yokohama and Tokyo, the strict 

64From Clubb to the Secretary of State, June 9, 1948, 
RG59 , 893.00/6-948, NA. 

65For an account of the incident., see liThe Shibuya Case ll 

in The China Weekly Review (8 March 1947): 46-47. 
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limitations placed on the luggage carried heme by Chinese in 

Japan, the use of the demeaning term "Zhi Nail for China and 

the use of the insulting term "Third National" in referring 

particularly to chinese and Koreans. 66 The pamphlet argued 

that, as a victorious nation and one of the Big Four, China 

could not permit a defeated nation to inflict such offenses. 

Economically, the leaflet accused· the United states of 

turning the wartime Japanese-sponsored "Japan-Manchukuo-

China" policy into an American-supported triangular 

relationship consisting of "America's dollars, Japan's 

factories and China's raw materials and markets. II 

consequently, the Chinese people should unite and develop a 

powerful national diplomacy. 

Demonstrating students also sang anti-American songs. 

One, entitled "Anti-American-support-of-Japan March," ran as 

follows: 

March on! March on bravely! 
Fear not bayonets, fear not iron rods. 
Oppose firmly American support. of Japan. 
For we have no wish to be slaves. 

66With regard to the term the Third National, the 
special reporter of Oa gong bao in Tokyo even sent back a 
report entitled "Third National! Third National! " with a 
view of denouncing the revival of Japanese racism. A Third 
National, according to the reporter, referred to a Chinese 
or a Korean who had lived in Japan since before the war. 
While describing in detail an incident involving the 
Japanese and the Koreans in Japan only, the author aimed to 
expose Japanese racist attitudes. See Oa gong bao, Tianjin, 
May 19, 1948. 
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Another song, "Opposing Support of Japan," contained equally 

violent and exaggerated wordings: 

Fellow country, with one heart 
Oppose the support of Japan. 
We must swear to death to oppose, 
To oppose American support of Japan to rise again. 
Let us join together to form an iron wall 
To defeat the American and Japanese bandits, 
To attack the American and Japanese Fascist tyrants, 
To march on toward the path of new life. 67 

Slogans written in English, issued for and shouted during 

this demonstration, included: "Prevent a second 'Marco Polo 

bridge incident'''; "The peoples of China and America stand 

up together to Protest U.S. Reviving Japanese Imperialism"; 

"Patriotic Chinese stand up to Overcome Our National 

Crisis"; "Long Live the Independence of Chinese Nation! ,,68 

During the June 9th parade, members of the propaganda 

team wrote down slogans everywhere with chalk and even with 

pitch. They delivered emotional speeches to the people on 

the street reminding them of the menace of renewed Japanese 

militarism. A tableau wa~ also created to attract the 

attention of more people. It depicted the Japanese soldiers 

beating the Chinese, with Americans standing by laughing and 

saying "tinghao. tinghao" [very good, very good]. The work 

of the propaganda team seemed to ,arouse the emotions of 

67 l1Anti-American Demonstration and Propaganda," Clubb to 
the Secretary of State, June 11, 1948, RG59 , 893.00/6-1148, 
NA. 

6BFrom Clubb to the Secretary of State, June 9, 1948, 
FRUS. 1948: China, 7: 280-81; Beijing daxue lishixi, Beijing 
daxue xuesheng yundongshi, 245. 
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ordinary people on the street, who responded with remarks 

about how hard life was while Beiping was under Japanese 

control. 69 The student demonstration· eventually clashed with 

the local police. The policemen fired shots into the air and 

attempted to hem the students in by beating them with 

belts. 70 

In the aftermath of stuart's statement, Shanghai 

student associations had planned a large-scale anti-American 

parade of 120 universities and middle schools on June 5. 

However, it failed to materialize because cordons of 

heavily-armed police and troops had locked the campus gates 

of major universities, surrounded the universities and 

forcefully confined the students to campuses. 71 Nonetheless, 

around 7000 students still managed. to gather in front of 

united States Naval Forces Headquarters on the Bund. They 

were dispersed by police and troops, who arrested around 30 

students. 72 

69Beijing daxue lishixi, 
yundongshi, 245-47. 

Beijing daxue xuesheng 

70New York Times, June 10, 1948; Xiao Chaoran, Beijing 
daxue xiaoshi, 297. Following the example of the Shanghai 
students, students in Beiping also started a "fan Meifuri 
100,000 Name Petition Movement." See Xiao Chaoran et al. ,. 
Beijing daxue xiaoshi, 297. 

71From Pilcher to the Secretary of state, June 5, 1948, 
FRUS, 1948: China, 7: 275-76. 

72"China Acts to End Anti-U.S. Agitation," New York 
Times, June 6, 1948; Wang Niankun, Xuesheng yundong shiyao 
jianghua, 94-95. 
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The Shanghai fan Meifuri student organization had 

efficiently organized a huge anti-American demonstration 

which failed only because of severe preventive action by the 

police. In addition, Mayor Wu Guozhen started a campaign 

against the student leaders. Determined to uncover the 

persons who organized the movement, he targeted the student 

council of Jiaotong University, the hotbed of the fan 

Meifuri movement in Shanghai, using President cheng Xiaogang 

as the intermediary. Consequently, student leaders at 

Jiaotong began a "war of nerves" with Mayor wu. The two 

parties engaged in an exchange of heated questions and 

answers regarding the fan Meifuri movement, which was played 

up in the local press. 

In response to Mayor Wu's charges, the students 

defended their anti-American activities on the grounds that 

they were patriotic gestures, motivated by the concern for 

the survival of the nation and were not inspired by 

malicious elements. They claimed that Mayor Wu, in 

forcefully suppressing the movement, had not only violated 

the ~tudents' "human rights, II but also acted contrary to the 

interests of the Chinese nation. 73 

Public opinion was also rallying on the side of the 

students. The local press called Mayor Wu's verbal contest 

with the students as "ridiculous." On June 21, Tang Wenzhi 

73From Pilcher to the Secretary of State, June 12, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/6-1248, NA. 
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and Zhang Yuanji, presidents of Jiaotong University forty 

years before, published "An Open Letter to Wu Guozhen [Mayor 

Wu]" in Da gong bao, in which they argued that "American 

support of Japan truly endangers the very existence of our 

nation economically and militarily. This action has enraged 

the people of the whole nation." The letter explained that 

the students held demonstrations to express their feelings 

out of pure patriotism and demanded that Mayor WU not 

continue his persecutions. Incensed by the whole incident, 

President Jiang Jieshi immediately called the leaders of the 

Shanghai Party Department and the city council to his office 

in Nanjing. Jiang chided them for their failure at politics 

since the most respected GMD statesmen [in reference to Tang 

Wenzhi and Zhang Yuanji] had been won over by the 

"communists," a clear indication of the Nationalists' losing 

the heart of the people. 74 

The resignation of President Cheng Xiaogang of Jiaotong 

at the peak of the "war of nerves" drastically advertised 

his discontent with Mayor WU's behavior. The student leaders 

at Jiaotong then organized a fan Meifuri meeting and invited 

prominent figures of known leftist tendencies from cultural 

74He Jiliang and Lu Jing, "Jiefang zhanzheng shiqi 
shanghai gaoxiaode j iaoyun he xueyun," [Educational and 
Student Movements of Shanghai Colleges and Universities 
During the War of Liberation] in Jiefang zhanzheng shigi 
xuesheng yundong lunwenji [Essays on the Student Movement 
during the War of Liberation], eds. Zheng Guang et al. 
(Shanghai: Tongji daxue chubanshe, 1988), 200 
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and educational circles, including economist Ma Yinchu and 

Xu Guangping, wife of the late literary giant Lu Xun, to 

make anti-American speeches. 75 Following the student anti-

American movement in shanghai and Beiping, the movement 

quickly spread to other cities, including Guangzhou, 

Kunming, Nanj ing, Qingdao, Fuj ian, Chengdu, Chongqing, Wuhan 

and Changsha. 76 

Concerned over the political situation in China and 

hoping to be of some service to the home country, the 

Chinese Students' Christian Association in North America 

~For details, see Cabot to the Secretary of State, 
"Decline in Mayor K.C. Wu's Prestige with shanghai 
Students," July 16, 1948, RG59, 893.00/7-1648, NA; see also 
Gongqingtuan Shanghai shiwei, 1945-1949, 177-85. 

76In Guangzhou, student pamphlets of an anti-American 
nature, characterized by hostility and emotionalism, 
received wide distribution in early June. Student leaders 
from Sun Zhongshan University issued a pamphlet, in the name 
of the 2,857 students of the university, entitled "Message 
to the Public in connection wi th Our opposi tion to the 
united States Support of Japan and Relieving Our Nation from 
the Present Crisis." It proclaimed that the "imperialistic 
U.S. policy of aiding Japan toward recovery" constituted a 
serious national crisis. MacArthur was described as lithe 
agent of the monopolistic capitalists of Wall Street. 1I The 
pamphlet accused the Americans of raising Japanese 
industrial production to a level higher than it was in the 
years from 1931 to 1934, thereby enabling Japan to wage 
aggressive acts against China and of aiding Japan toward 
reestablishing its heavy war industry, its Sea Peace 
Preservation Office, its military schools, and naval and air 
bases ~ The pamphlet asserted that the U. S. aimed to build up 
Japanese industry through obtaining raw materials from China 
in order to eventually manipUlate China. Weak Chinese 
industry and commerce would then face a tragic fate. The 
pamphlet affirmed in exaggerated detail the threat of a 
rearmed Japan to China. See "Anti-American Pamphlet," 
memorandum by Boucher, June 29, 1948, RG59 , 893.00/6-2948, 
NA. 
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sponsored a conference in July 1948. Over 100 Chinese 

students from universities allover America and eastern 

Canada attended the conference and passed six resolutions. 

The General Secretary of the Association then sent a copy of 

the resolutions to Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to share with her 

their bel iefs that the protesting students in China were II in 

neither political camp in the civil war." The resolutions 

reflected to a certain extent the political attitude of the 

students studying in North America at the time. They called 

for a coalition government, agrarian reform, disconnection 

of the Christian churches in China from repressive political 

forces and better preparation by all Chinese students to 

make real contributions to the construction of China. 

Moreover, the students demanded that except for the aid 

directly benefitting the Chinese people, the united states 

should stop all military, financial and economic aid, which 

served to stimulate the "corrupt and reactionary elements ll 

in the Nationalist Government and helped to prolong the 

Chinese civil war. They opposed American policies promoting 

Japan's war potential and proclaimed their support for the 

nation-wide student protest against American policies in 

China and the statement made by Ambassador stuart. Stuart's 

statement, according to the resolutions, lIattempted to 

stifle democratic expression and intimidate our whole 

nation." It also called on Chinese students to help promote 
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American friends' understanding of the true nature of the 

present struggle in China."n 

By the second half of 1948, the peak of the student fan 

Meifuri movement was essentially over. The students had 

effectively made their voices heard. The Chinese press, 

however, continued for some time more with published 

criticism of the "reverse course" and warnings about the 

danger of a resurgent Japan. On the third anniversary of 

Japan I S surrender, most maj or Chinese newspapers simply 

increased attacks upon American policy in Japan. Even the 

GMD-related newspapers complained with bitterness that China 

was still suffering from war and destruction while Japan was 

well on its road to recovery. Predicting the coming of 

another world war in view of tense international relations, 

many papers warned of the potential danger of Japanese 

militarism. Some charged the united States policy of 

destroying all hope of peace in East Asia and the world. 

They also demanded executions of Japanese war criminals in 

return for their cruelties in China and in order to 

eliminate the root of Japanese aggression. 78 

77From Paul T.K. Lin to Mrs. Roosevelt, July 6, 1948, 
RG59 , 893.00/7-648, NA. 

78See Stuart to the Secretary of state, August 31,1948, 
RG59, 893.00/8-3148, NA. Da gong baa remained the most 
persistent critic of u.s. policy toward Japan. The editors 
continued to blame an "over-lenient" SCAP for "protecting 
and CUltivating a militaristic Japan," for monopolizing the 
trials of Japanese war criminals, and for reducing the 
Potsdam declaration to merely "a scrap of paper." The paper 
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5.7 The Intelligentsia's Political Attitudes toward the 
Soviet Union 

The swelling anti-American sentiment among politically 

conscious Chinese was not matched by their demonstrated 

anti-Russian feeling, which was much milder in comparison 

during this period. Deepening anti-American sentiment in 

1948 resulted largely from U. s. government' s "interference" 

in China's internal affairs, and also from the unpopular 

American occupation policy in Japan. While the soviet Union 

had certainly won its share of unpopularity among Chinese 

intellectuals through its actions in Manchuria, the soviets 

did not playas conspicuous a role as the United states in 

China's politics, and therefore did not incur large-scale 

intellectual protests. One student put it this way: 

Notwithstanding constant reiteration by the KMT [GMD] 
that "certain sides are furnishing the Chinese 
Communists with munitions and airplanes," we know from 
those who are by no means friendly or sympathetic 
toward the Communists that there is no material 
assistance rendered to the chinese Communists by 
Russia. • . . From all unbiased sources we know that 
Russia has at least hitherto kept her hands cleanly off 
this dirty pool of civil strife. 79 

In studying the Nanjing student attitudes toward 

Russia, Josiah Bennett concluded that the students did 

accused the United states of planning to turn Japan into the 
"arsenal" and the "anti-communist bulwark" of East Asia, and 
deplored SCAP's failure to live up to the ideals set up by 
President Roosevelt. See the editorials of Da gong bao in 
August and September of 1948. 

79The China Weekly Review (12 July 1947): 154. 
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harbor suspicions about Russian motives and that the 

unsavory behavior of the Russians at Dairen [Dalian] hurt 

their "nationalistic sensibilities." However, the 

Nationalist Government's efforts to inspire anti-Russian 

sentiment through the work of its. Youth Corps among the 

students simply backfired. Most liberal students tended to 

distrust any issue sponsored by the government. 80 

Unable to comprehend the depth of Chinese anti-

Americanism, Ambassador stuart puzzled over the fact that 

Chinese intellectuals made such a great cause out of America 

building up Japan, which was only "a hypothetical fear in a 

far-away future." He wondered why they did not instead apply 

their patriotic efforts to alert "the nation to the 

immediate danger as dramatized by the loss of Outer Mongolia 

and the imminent loss of Inner Mongolia, the Northeast 

(Manchuria), etc." stuart thus observed that reminding the 

students of Russian behavior in North China stimulated 

"nothing but airy skepticism as to the facts or mute 

indifference. .. He nevertheless found the phenomenon 

significant. "It is a strange psychosis but one that must be 

reckoned with especially if--as has usually been the case--

60see memorandum by Josiah Bennett, October 17, 1948 I 
RG59, 893.00/10-1747, NA. 
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what the students are thinking now is an index of what the 

nation as a whole will soon be thinking. ,,81 

stuart's bafflement over the less enthusiastic reaction 

of the educated Chinese toward Russian encroachment was 

shared by other American observers in China. Consul Pilcher 

found it strange that "nationalistic feeling can be stirred 

up against u.s. despite traditional friendship rather than 

against soviet Russia, which [had] done so much more to 

offend Chinese nationalist sensibi1ities. ,,82 An editorial 

in The China Press Review also argued that Chinese students 

and intellectuals were stumbling into the "well-known 

pitfall" of ignoring the menace which the Russians posed to 

North China yet being intensely critical of the role the 

United states played in China. Chinese students 

yell about American encroachment in south and Central 
China, American influence with the present regime in 
Nanking, American interference with the nation's 
internal affairs by the granting of economic and 
monetary aid to Nanking and by the arming and training 
of Nanking's troops, but they never object to the 
extraterritorial privileges of the Russians in Dairen, 
nor of [sic.] their dominant position in the railroad 
connecting China with Siberia. • . • This same "blind 
spot" is observable among many Chinese professors and 
other intellectuals who are actively opposed to the 
present Government. 83 

81From Stuart to the Secretary of State, June 30, 1948, 
FRUS, 1948: China, 328-29. 

82From Pilcher to the Secretary of state, January 19, 
1948, RG59, 893.00/1-1948, NA. 

83The China Press Review (7 June 1948): 10. 
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Marshall Carter, Special Assistant to the Secretary of 

state, also believed that the political attention of the 

Chinese students should be directed to the Soviet union. 

Pointing to the fact that the students concentrated on 

attacking the United States to the exclusion of the soviet 

union, Carter suggested that students should pay more 

attention to the various special rights and privileges the 

soviets enjoyed at Port Arthur and Dalian. The Soviet 

violations, Carter suggested, typified a kind of 

intervention in Chinese domestic affairs. 84 

5.8 The Chinese Nationalist Government's Reaction to Fan 
Meifuri 

The official opposition to the fan Meifuri movement had 

been lukewarm before Stuart's statement. The Nationalist 

Government seemed to allow a certain degree of latitude as 

long as the turmoil did not directly target the GMD. 

Possibly sharing some of the feelings expressed forcibly by 

the students, the Nationalist Government had refrained from 

arousing further public uproar by suppressing a movement 

based on patriotism. However, following Stuart's formal 

criticism of the student movement against the United States, 

the GMD officials apparently grew more concerned over the 

possible adverse effect of anti-American activities on 

84From Marshall Carter to Mrs. Roosevelt, July 10, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/7-1048, NA. 
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American aid to China. Armed government police and troops 

began to forestall or break up student demonstrations with 

vigor and to keep students under surveillance. 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Shijie immediately 

declared in a public statement that, despite some Chinese 

apprehension concerning American policy in Japan, the 

Chinese public held no ill feeling against the united 

states. Meanwhile, in a speech to the board of trustees of 

Nanjing University, a missionary-funded school, Vice 

Minister of Education Han Liwu emphasized traditional 

Chinese-American cultural ties and denounced the present 

agitation against America as unjustifiable. 85 

On June 6, the Intelligence secretary to Guangdong 

Governor Song Ziwen [T.V. Soong] visited Raymond Ludden, 

American Consul General in Guangzhou. Obviously acting on 

behalf of Song, he expressed his hearty approval of Stuart' s 

statement and complimented Stuart on his understanding and 

good will toward the Chinese people. He then proposed that 

it was the C.C. Clique, the ultra-rightist faction within 

the GMD, that instigated the student anti-American 

movement. 86 

85See New York Times, June 6, 1948. 

8611 Anti -American Student Demonstrations, \I memorandum by 
Raymund Ludden, June 8, 1948, RG59, 893.00/6-848, NA. It was 
a known fact that within the GMD, different factions never 
stopped maneuvering for more power. The C.C. Clique, one of 
the GMD's prominent factions, was controlled by Chen Lifu 
and Chen Guofu. The Chen brothers controlled the GMD 
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Meanwhile, the Chinese authorities must have realized 

the importance of Japan's economic recovery for economic 

development and progress in China in particular and East 

Asia in general. Vice-President Sun Fu commented in June 

1947 that China ought to make early peace with Japan in 

order to guarantee that Japan would never rise again as an 

aggressor and that it would make proper contribution to 

peace and stability in East Asia. ~ccording to him, China 

should be prepared to resume commercial relations with Japan 

since each needed the goods and services which the other 

could provide. 87 

In the aftermath of Stuart's statement, right-wing 

newspapers also departed for some time from their previous 

reproaching tone regarding United states Japan policies and 

in unison praised Stuart's statement. For example, together 

with the official Zhongyang ribao, Xinwen bao, Shen bao and 

Heping ribao all began to suggest that professional students 

acting as Communist agents misled and misinformed 

industrial, commercial and educational leaders. They found 

Stuart's statement to have been made with the IIbest 

organizational apparatus, the educational system and the 
propaganda machines, and used their power in the service of 
Jiang Jieshi. 

87Memorandum by the American Embassy, July 11, 1947, 
RG59, 893.00/7-1147, NA. The Nationalist Government's 
decision to resume trade with Japan in the summer of 1947, 
however, provoked nationwide protests from industrialists, 
professors, students, and even government officials. 
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intentions" and called it "moving." Zhongyang ribao claimed 

that stuart's explanation would help to dispel Chinese 

misunderstanding. Shen bao explained that the purpose of 

American efforts to rebuild Japan was to contain communism, 

and that the anti-American movement inspired by Chinese 

communists simply demonstrated the conflicts between the 

interests of Communists and Americans in Asia. Therefore, 

the United states should counter the student anti-American 

movement with more aid to China. 88 This sudden change of 

attitude on the part of major conservative newspapers 

smacked strongly of influence from or pressure exerted by 

the Nationalist Government. 

5.9 The communist Influence 

Communist historians tend to overplay the leadership 

role of the Chinese Communist Party in initiating opposition 

to thwart American influence in China. Chinese Communist 

propaganda had indeed worked hard in the postwar years to 

influence all strata of Chinese society in the hope of 

gaining the support of intellectuals and businessmen in 

addition to peasants and workers. The CCP certainly took 

advantage of any student movement for its own purpose. Once 

seiz ing upon an issue with a popular appeal, Communist 

propaganda machine began to move fast. 

88See pilcher to the Secretary of state, June 7, 1948, 
RG59 , 893.00/6-748, NA. 
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Not surprisingly; the chinese Communist Party directed 

ardent verbal attacks at united states policies in Japan. It 

denounced the American government as heir to German and 

Japanese imperialism, and Ambassador stuart as the 

"spokesman for American imperialists. ,,89 The slogan of the 

Central Committee of the CCP for the International Labor Day 

of 1948 was, "The working class, and all the people of the 

nation unite together opposing the American imperialists' 

revival of the Japanese Aggressive forces .,,90 On the other 

hand, the fact that the Communists so readily capitalized on 

the Japan issue with a view to undermining the United states 

image in China evinced the great popularity of the issue. 

In contrast to their previous charges that all student 

anti-American activities were communist instigated, some 

American diplomats in China admitted that the fan Meifuri 

movement did not arise purely out of "Communist 

machinations." In a report to Washington, Consul General 

Edmund Clubb of Beiping suggested that "the propaganda 

voiced by the students in their present demonstrations is 

after all in general line with editorials which have been 

appearing recently in the columns of the various official 

press." While maintaining that "professional students" 

89See Consul Ward in Mukden [Shenyang] to the Secretary 
of state, May 8, 1948, RG59, 893.00/5-848, NA. 

90Beij ing daxue lishixi, 
yundongshi, 242. 

Beij ing daxue xuesheng 
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planted in the leading universities inspired and organized 

the student fan Meifuri movement, he conceded that "they 

could not have created the prevalent mood. 1t91 

The U. S. Vice Consul at Beiping, Alfred Jenkins, 

undertook a study in early June of the forces behind the 

anti-American student demonstrations related to Japan. He 

interviewed a number of people who provided him with 

different explanations as to the causes of the movement. 

Besides the theory that it was Communist inspired, Jenkins 

also noted that some interviewees believed the GMD was 

initially behind the movement because of its opposition to 

the "reverse course" and its dissatisfaction with the amount 

of American aid to the Nationalist Government. Some claimed 

that the movement was spontaneous and represented true 

feelings among the students while some others asserted that 

the opposition of many students to the American aid to China 

found in fan Meifuri a means to release their feelings that 

they could not otherwise manifest as safely.92 

5.10 The Significance of the Fan Meifuri Movement 

A large number of Chinese intellectuals, particularly 

students, reacted vehemently to u.S. plans to rehabilitate 

91From Clubb to the Secretary of State, June 11, 1848, 
FRUS. 1948: China, 7: 293-94. 

92"Anti-American Student Demonstrations," from Clubb to 
the Secretary of State, June 14, 1948, RG59 , 893.00/6-1448, 
NA. 
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Japan economically. Many feared the reorientation of 

American occupation policy in Japan would lead to a revival 

of Japanese militarism. They resented the United states for 

aiding a country that had been a common foe not too long 

before. Acting as the most outspoken political group within 

Nationalist China, the students launched a movement which 

found eager support among various groups. 

Prominent Chinese leaders from different walks of life, 

including educators, businessmen and even government 

officials, had become concerned over the prospect of 

Japanese economic and military incu~sion after an American-

sponsored resurgence of the Japanese economy. Furthermore, 

politically alert Chinese found in the fan Meifuri protests 

an effective outlet for their profound discontent with 

America's China policy and for their various grievances 

against the Chinese Nationalists. In his report to 

Washington in early 1948, Consul-General John Cabot 

described the bitter attitude toward the United states 

government as evinced in the non-Communist Chinese press, 

particularly in the Shanghai and Nanjing regions. According 

to Cabot, the Chinese press accused the United states of 

"economic imperialism, power polit.ics, dollar diplomacy, 

ruthless expansion and monopolistic practices." The United 

states was called "arrogant and stupid. ,,93 Through 

93From Cabot to the Secretary of State, January 12, 
1948, FRUS, 1948: China, 7: 32. 
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protesting the American restoration of Japan, many 

intellectuals, including the students, thus vented their 

feelings on a subject that had tremendous appeal. 

The attack on American policy in Japan was as much a 

reproof of the Nationalist Government as it was a 

vilification of Americans. Besides the various grievances 

against the Nationalists, radical Chinese were also 

dissatisfied with their government's weak stand toward u.s. 

occupation policy in Japan. The following view was 

representative of the general feeling of the time: "Our 

government at Nanking is depending on Americans for her very 

existence. Where America leads, Nanking will probably have 

to follow, even with a militant Japan as her partner. ,,94 

Some posters at an anti-Government, anti-American exhibit 

organized by the students from Shanghai College of Law 

likened Jiang Jieshi to Yuan Shikai. The implication was 

that Jiang acted as a traitor in acquiescing to united 

States Japan policy just as Yuan had accepted Japan's 

humiliating 21 demands. 95 The American policy of 

reconstructing Japan therefore served as a lightning rod for 

popular grievances. 

94See "Letter to the Editor" of North China Daily News, 
June 7, 1948. 

95Cabot to the Secretary of sta~e, June 1, 1948, FRUS, 
1948: China, 7: 268-69. 
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The increasingly hostile educated elite stood in the 

forefront of the new wave of the anti-American campaign. 

Obviously, it was beyond Chinese intellectuals' power to 

sway American policy-making decisions regarding Japan, but 

the student movement did manage to exercise a significant 

influence in shaping public opinion and achieved political 

gains. Regardless of which group with a vested interest 

provided an impetus to the movement, the fact remained that 

it quickly gained force and assumed the form of a widespread 

popular'opposition movement. An American diplomat reported 

to Washington in early June that the fan Meifuri movement 

seemed to have aroused previously dormant middle group or 

the third force, including students and the general public, 

to action. 96 

John Cabot considered the Chinese public opinion in the 

aftermath of stuart's statement and his own Memorial Day 

speech as reaching a "hysterical state." He believed that 

distorted communist propaganda was m~t with wide acceptance. 

liAs a result," Cabot affirmed, "even some who are friendly 

to us feel that the statement and the speech were a 

mistake. 1197 Meanwhile, the fan Meifuri agitation had reached 

such a white-hot stage that Cabot urgently and repeatedly 

96From Pilcher to the Secretary of State, June 5, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/6-548, NA. 

97From Cabot to Butterworth, July 14, 1948, RG59, 
893.00/7-1448, NA. 
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requested Washington to send him factual information 

pertaining the specific charges made by the Chinese. 98 

stuart again attempted to find the cause of anti-American 

demonstration in Chinese psychology and attributed it to 

what he believed to be the Chinese habi t of seeking a 

scapegoat in times of hopelessness. 99 

Increasingly perturbed by the uproar of protests in 

China and other Asian countries in response to u.s. 

"reversed" policy in Japan, officials in Washington decided 

to launch a propaganda campaign to counteract the anti-

American agitation. The campaign would focus on emphasizing 

the need of restoring Japanese economy in light of economic 

stability in Asia and on assuring the Asians that an 

economically prosperous Japan would not become a military 

threat to world peace again. 100 

In the middle of June, Information Officer Allen Haden 

from the Office of the United states Political Adviser for 

Japan held a conversation with two members of the Chinese 

Military Mission to the Allied Council in Japan: Dr. Wu 

Wenzao, Chief of the political section, and Major Qian 

Mingnian, Public Relations Officer. The conversation focused 

~ Pilcher to the Secretary of state, June 7, 1948, 
FRUS: China, 1948. 

99From stuart to the Secretary of state, Jun 11, 1948, 
RG59, 893.00/6-1148, NA. 

100"News of the Week," The China Weekly Review, June 19, 
1948. 
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on the Chinese press and student agi tat ion against the 

united states and its policy in Japan. Both Wu and Qian 

emphasized that authentic public apprehensions regarding the 

new course of policies in Japan should be distinguished from 

blind assaults on the United states. Wu reiterated the 

Chinese fear that a strengthened Japan as a bulwark against 

the U.S.S.R. could lead to renewed Japanese aggression 

against Asian neighbors and that an industrialized Japan 

would again dump cheap goods onto the China market. Wu 

suggested that if the United states could officially offer 

a promise of protection in the case of renewed Japanese 

aggression, Chinese public opinion would be mollified. Haden 

concluded from the meeting that members of the China Mission 

might not accord with the general anti-American sentiment, 

but they definitely sympathized with the Chinese agitation 

against united States I Japan pol icies . 101 

To find a means to improve pUblicity for and public 

reaction to American policy in Japan and to alleviate 

criticism in China and also in the Philippines, Haden 

undertook a trip to these countries in late July. He 

subsequently produced his own evaluation of the situation 

and recommendations. He believed that a genuine fear of 

101From W. J. Sebald, Editorial and Information 
specialist from the Office of the U. s. Political Adviser for 
Japan to the secretary of state on ."Comments by Members of 
the Chinese Mission in Japan Regarding the Anti-American 
Agitation in China," June 17,1948, RG59, 893.00/6-1748, NA. 
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potential Japanese aggression, and a sense of inferiority to 

Japanese capacity characterized Chinese and Filipino 

criticism of SCAP. The fact that Japan was recovering 

rapidly alarmed public opinion in these countries. 

Therefore, according to Haden, more publicity in this regard 

would serve no useful purpose. In the case of China, Haden 

recommended, among other suggestions: molding publ ic opinion 

by confining publicity to information on demilitarization of 

Japan, on reparations favorable to China, and on Chinese 

exports to Japan; avoiding all references to American 

magnanimity toward the Japanese; and bypassing any news on 

"rehabilitation" and the word "rehabilitationll 

al together. 102 

Nationalistic in its inspiration and originating in the 

potent fear of a revival of Japanese economic and military 

aggression, the fan Meifuri movement further discredited the 

United states Government and its position in China in the 

eyes of many politically conscious Chinese. When Francis 

Styles, the American Consul in Shanghai, suggested an 

increase in united states Information Service (USIS) 

material at st John's to offset the "flood of Communist 

inspired propaganda there," the acting president of the 

University told him frankly that it would be of no use. 

l02From Sebald to the Secretary of State on IIcriticism 
of united states Policy in China and the Philippine 
Islands, If August 19, 1948, RG59, 711. 93/8-1948, NA. 
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According to him, USIS material would definitely fail to 

"foster a more understanding and friendly attitude by the 

students toward the United States." continued American 

intervention in China's affairs would doom any efforts in 

this regard. Therefore, "any American attempts, no matter 

how cautious, at poli tical indoctrination would in all 

probability back-fire. ,,103 

5.11 Conclusion 

Preaching the doctrine of Open-Door, Americans had for 

decades envisioned a friendly China with huge markets and 

numerous Christians. Hoping to see a strong, pro-American 

Nationalist Government, Washington had for long urged that 

the Chinese regime implement reforms and broaden its base to 

attract the support of chinese middle-class liberals. The 

U.S. government itself had also hoped to draw Chinese 

liberals to its side. Nevertheless, u.s. policy toward China 

as well as in Japan in the postwar period served to alienate 

the very group whose support the u.s. sought. Underrating 

the depth of Chinese nationalistic passion, the U.S. 

government assumed the role of a counterrevolutionary in a 

dynamic nation ripe for change. The American efforts to 

bolster the Nationalist Government had the negative effect 

l03prom Consul Francis style of Shanghai to the 
Secretary of state, October 8, 1948, FRUS: 1948, China, 7: 
489. 
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of arousing intellectual dissent. Even before the Communists 

assumed power, the United states government had lost the 

battle for the hearts and minds of many educated Chinese. 

Addressing the prevalent dissatisfaction with the role of 

the U.s. government in china, Cabot commented in late 1948: 

with regard to our own policy, I feel that there is an 
increasing tendency to criticize us for prolonging the 
agony by our help to the National Government. This is, 
of course, accentuated by the violent hatred of the 
National Government held not only in intellectual but 
also in commercial circles. It is a curious fact that 
practically no factor of public opinion in China is 
today favorable to our policies in this area. 104 

In early 1949, Dorothy Borg, in an article "AlIlerica Loses 

Chinese Good will" in Far Eastern survey, concurred with 

Cabot's assessment: "in terms of securing Chinese good 

will," she wrote, "American policy thad] been a conspicuous 

failure. ,,105 

l04From Cabot to Butterworth, July 14, 1948, RG59, 
893.00/7-1448, NA. 

lOSDorothy Borg, "America Loses Chinese Good will," Far 
Eastern Survey 18 (February 23, 1949), 45. 
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KANGMEI YUANCHAO: THE PEAK OF THE 
ANTI-AMERICAN MOVEMENT 
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In 1950, the Chinese Communists, fresh from a bitter 

war with the Chinese Nationalists, faced the urgent task of 

consolidating their political control. The Communist 

leadership/s decision to fight an American-led coalition in 

the Korean War bore political relevance to Chinese 

intellectuals in particular. On the ?ne hand, the Communists 

counted on the existing anti-American sentiments among 

politically assertive intellectuals for their active support 

for this action and appealed strongly to their patriotism. 

On the other hand, the CCP leadership decided to utilize 

this opportunity to eradicate whatever lingering "illusions" 

the intellectuals might cherish toward the United states, to 

fully mobilize their hostility toward the Americans and to 

further secure their loyalty to the communist Party. 

The Communist-controlled media launched a fierce 

kangmei yuanchao [Resist America, Aid Korea] propaganda 

campaign throughout late 1950 and 1951. Propagandists worked 

hard to promote images of America's evil plot to invade 

China and of American aggressiveness in Korea. In most 
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cases, American imperialism, or Meidiguo zhuyi in Chinese 

(often abbreviated to Meidi) was used when referring to 

America. The anti-American movement initiated by the 

students and verbally or materially supported by many older 

intellectuals in the late 1940s paled in magnitude and 

intensity in comparison with the CCP-organized campaign 

following China's entrance into the Korean War. 

The Communist-orchestrated campaign against Meidi 

employed most of the techniques (parading on the street, 

shouting slogans , petitioning, and so on) and prominent 

issues (such as the "beastly" behavior of American 

servicemen in China and the American "rearming" of Japan) 

fully developed in the late 1940s. 1 For example, the Shen 

Chong affair assumed a prominent position in arousing urban 

people's memory of the "brutality" of American troops in 

China. Of the 27 images collected in Atrocities of American 

Troops in Pictures, the cartoon depicting the Shen Chong 

incident, appeared on the first page (see Figure 3). Whether 

lsee , for example, Xinhua shishi congkanshe, eds., 
Meijun zhuhua shigi de xuezhai [The Bloody Debts American 
Troops stationed in China Incurred] (Beijing: Renmin 
chubanshe, 1950); Li Cunsong et al., Meijun baoxingtu 
[Atrocities of American Troops in Pictures] (Beijing: 
Renshijian chubanshe, 1951; Zhongyang meishu xueyuan kangmei 
yuanchao weiyuanhui [The Resist America, Aid Korea 
Association of the Central Fine Arts College], Xuanchuanhua 
cankao ziliao [Reference Materials for Propaganda Posters], 
no. 5 (1951), "Meidi qinhua nianbiao ll [Chronology of 
American Imperialists' Invasion of China], Renmin ribao, 
November 16, 1950. 
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Figure 3. The culprit in the Shen Chong incident 
acquitted. From Li cunsong et al., Atrocities of American 
Troops in Pictures, 1. 

1. Dongdan Drill Field 
2. American Laws 
3. Acquitted 
4. Jiang Jieshi 
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voluntarily or as a result of political pressure, most 

intellectuals became actively engaged in the renewed anti-

American campaign. 

6.1 The Intensification of Hostility between Beijing 
and Washington 

The Chinese Communist Party had from its formation in 

1921 espoused the ideology of "anti-imperialism," which 

found its specific target in Japan during the Sino-Japanese 

War and in the United States during the Chinese civil war. 

The Communists did not come into official contact with the 

united States until after the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbor, which made Nationalist China and the United states 

allies in a war against Japan. In their contacts with the 

Americans at various levels, the Communists had tried hard 

to convince the Americans of the GMD's degeneracy and the 

CCP's promising prospects in order to obtain American 

military aid. However, the CCP's attempts to open avenues of 

communication with the United States during World War Two 

and to seek its neutrality during the Chinese civil war 

repeatedly ended in failure. Ever since the breakdown of 

Marshall's mediation in January 1947, the communists had 

been escalating their verbal attacks on the united states. 

Even though the American military and economic aid to the 

Nationalists failed to turn the tide in favor of the 

Nationalists, the United states government nevertheless 
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played a rather considerable role during the course of the 

Chinese civil war. Secretary of state Dean Acheson 

delineated the US participation as follows: 

Since V-J Day, the United states Government has 
authorized aid to Nationalist China in the form of 
grants and credits totalling approximately 2 billion 
dollars •••• In addition to these grants and credits, 
the united States Government has sold the Chinese 
government large quantities of military and civilian 
war surplus property, with a total procurement cost of 
over 1 billion dollars. • • 2 

Needless to say, the Communists harbored great resentment 

against the united states during the civil war period and 

attacked vehemently the latter's support of the GMD. 

In August 1949, shortly before the formal establishment 

of the People's Republic of China, the U.S. State Department 

documented the Sino-American Relationship in The China White 

Paper (officially called United states Relations with China 

with Special References to the Period 1944-1949). Regarded 

by the Chinese Communist leadership as further evidence of 

American aggressive intentions toward China and interference 

in Chinese domestic affairs, it aroused in China a tirade of 

harsh attacks. Acheson's "Letter of Transmittal" attached to 

the White Paper, which among other points provided a rather 

unsavory picture of the CCP and emphasized the traditional 

friendship between China and the united States, excited 

especially heated responses. The Communist leader Mao Zedong 

2U. S . Department of Sta te I The China White Paper: 
August 1949 (1949; reprint, stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1967), I: XV. 
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himself wrote five commentaries, whi~h were published in the 

official Xinhua ribao. 3 

Mao was especially sensitive to Acheson's suggestion of 

the existence in China of pro-American intellectual 

elements. He acknowledged that Acheson's comment had some 

truth in it and asked Chinese intellectuals to cast away 

whatever illusions they might still cherish toward the 

united states. with a view to repudiating Acheson's 

depiction of U. s. friendship toward China, Mao's 

"'Friendship' or Aggression?" enumerated the "wrongs" 

America had inflicted upon China during the past one-hundred 

years. Mao ascribed the establishment of higher educational 

institutions in China by American religious groups and 

American missionary and philanthropic undertakings to 

"spiritual aggression." According to him, these activities 

were meant to fool the Chinese people for the benefit of 

western "invaders." As a way of exposing the true color of 

American "friendship" toward China, Mao also mentioned the 

case of Shen Chong. "Despite the 'abolition' of 

extraterritoriality," he asserted, "the culprit in the 

raping of Shen chung [Chong] was declared not guilty and 

released by the U.s. Navy Department on his return to the 

3The five articles include: . "Cast Away Illusions, 
Prepare for struggle"; "Farewell, Leighton stuart!" "Why It 
Is Necessary to Discuss the white Paper"; "'Friendship' or 
Aggression?" and "The Bankruptcy of the Idealist Conception 
of History." See Mao Tse-tung, Selected Works of Mao Tse
tung (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1961), 4: 425-559. 
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United states--this counts as another expression of 

, friendship. ' 114 

Intellectuals, especially in the Beijing-Tianjin area, 

were also called upon to join in denouncing the White Paper. 

Over 400 Beida professors and staff members signed a protest 

against American imperialistic behavior in China as evinced 

in the Whi te Paper. 5 In an article entitled, .. A Sad 

Confession," published in Guangming ribao, an official 

communist newspaper, the author claimed that the 

"publication of the White Paper provided documentary 

evidence that the American leaders had consistently plotted 

to intervene in Chinese domestic affairs in order to promote 

their selfish ends." Consequently, the author argued, the 

White Paper was a confession by American imperialists of 

their crimes of aggression against China. 6 The distinguished 

sociologist Fei Xiaotong, in an article written in late 

1949, went even further in asserting the white Paper 

demonstrated that United States' true intention all 

along had been "to make China into an American colony. ,,7 

4Mao Tse-tung, Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, 4: 447-
50. 

5Renmin ribao, September 1, 1949. 

6Guangming ribao, August 23, 1949. Renmin ribao and 
Guangming ribao were two of the most important newspapers 
that closely represented the views of the CCP. 

7R. David Arkush, Fei Xiaotonq and Sociology in 
Revolutionary China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1981) I 218. 
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When the CCP assumed power in 1949, Mao Zedong 

announced the so-called "leaning to one side" (yi bian dao] 

policy and formed an alliance with the U.S.S.R. The united 

states was perceived as the arch enemy of China. On 

september 30, 1949, the eve of the formal establishment of 

the People's Republic, Premier of the State Council Zhou 

Enlai made a lengthy speech in front of the National 

Committee of the People's Political C:onsultative Conference, 

in which he denounced the United states as China's "most 

dangerous enemy." He attacked the United states government 

for its hostile attitudes toward the People's Republic, 

including "plotting" to prevent China's entry into the 

united Nations, preventing China as well as the soviet union 

from signing a peace treaty with Japan, and rearming Japan. B 

Beij ing' s hostil i ty toward Washington resulted from 

many elements. But it was the American decision to recognize 

Jiang's Nationalist government in Taiwan and the United 

states' endeavors to keep China out of the united Nations 

that most embittered the Communist leadership. The CCP 

leaders therefore perceived the United States as harboring 

especially hostile and aggressive attitudes toward China. 

The stationing of the American Seventh Fleet in the Taiwan 

strai t following the outbreak of the Korean War and the 

BQuoted from New York Times, October 1, 1949. 
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American military shipments to Taiwan led Beijing to look 

upon Washington as the major obstacle in the way of 

"liberating Taiwan." It therefore repeatedly accused the 

united states of "armed invasion" of Taiwan. In a speech to 

the UN Security Council delivered immediately after China 

entered the Korean war, the Chinese delegate Wu Xiuquan 

characterized American attitudes toward the People's 

Republic as an extension of the interventionist policy of 

the late 1940s. 9 This image of the United states as the 

number-one enemy of China persisted for two more decades. 

6.2 The communist Mobilization of the "Resist America, Aid 
Korea" campaign 

When the Korean War broke out in June 1950, a nation-

wide anti -American campaign was launched. The Communist 

Central Committee directly stepped in and gave the movement 

the most enthusiastic sponsorship. On July 1, Mao appealed 

to all the "peace-loving people" to unite together against 

the United states aggression in Asia. An anti-American week 

in big cities followed, focussing on American aggressive 

acts in Korea and Taiwan. 1o 

On october 25, 1950, the newly-established People's 

Republic of China entered the Korean War, confronting 

9See United Nations, security council Official Records, 
No. 69, 527 Meeting, 28 November 1950, 2-25. 

lOGuangming ribao, July 2, 1950. 
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directly the powerful United states. Fresh from a bloody and 

protracted war, and confronting the enormous job of national 

economic rehabilitation and political power consolidation, 

the CCP leadership sought to mobilize warm and widespread 

support for the Central Government's decision to send the 

"Chinese People's Volunteer Army" [Zhongguo renmin 

zhiyuanjun] into Korea. As they were uncertain yet whether 

they would receive full support from a war-wrecked people, 

the Communist leaders saw the need for launching a large-

scale political movement to fan the people's patriotic 

emotions. Accordingly, Beijing initiated a massive "Resist 

America, Aid Korea" campaign, which lasted until 1953 and 

was unprecedented in scale. 

The popular slogan at the time was not merely "Resist 

America, Aid Korea, II but "Resist America, Aid Korea, Protect 

our Homes, Defend our Homeland" [kangmei yuanchao, baojia 

weiguo]. The old saying "when the lips are gone, the teeth 

feel cold" [chunwang chihan] and expressions, such as IIwe 

cannot sit idly while our neighbor's house is on fire, II 

served as the justifications for China I s entry into the 

war. l1 These expressions suggest that China needed to have 

a friendly buffer state between itself and hostile 

countries. It could not therefore stand idly by when North 

llThe official Renmin ribao and Guangming ribao were 
full of such expressions after China entered the war. 
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Korea fell into the enemy hands and when the American 

soldiers were closing in on the Yalu River. 

An article by C.C. Fang published in the Official 

People's China, a weekly journal in English, which later 

assumed the name Beijing Review, underscored the menace the 

American imperialists posed to Asian peoples in general and 

to Chinese people in particular. Fang emphasized in 

particular the correlation between·the Chinese entry into 

the Korean War and the safeguarding of peace back at home. 

The Chinese people, he contended, "realized that the 

American invasion of Korea was merely the prelude to the 

invasion of China, that the reconstruction of their country 

could not be completed unless the flames of war started by 

the American imperialists in neighboring Korea were 

quenched." He went on with much persuasive rhetoric: 

If, at the dawn of American democracy, Canada had been 
attacked by a ruthless invader who repeatedly bombarded 
the state of Michigan and declared that the st. 
Lawrence was not the real national boundary between 
Canada and the USA and had given repeated proofs of its 
hostility to the latter, would the democratic American 
people not have risen in defence of their neighbor and 
their own hearths and homes?12 

Proclaiming the sending of the "Chinese People's 

Volunteer Army" to Korea as the most "just" act, the Central 

Government thus repudiated the United states in the name of 

protecting world peace. A "Committee to Protect World Peace" 

12See C. C. Fang, liThe Way of the US Aggressor: Korea" 
People's China 2 (December 12, 1950): 5-7. 
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was established, and a petition campaign for world peace 

initiated. 

As the war in Korea intensified, the u.s. government 

froze Chinese Communist assets in united states territory, 

banned united states ships from calling at Chinese ports and 

essentially terminated all trade relationships with the 

People's Republic in December 1950. In retaliation, Beijing 

soon ordered the freezing of all United states property in 

China. Meanwhile the "Resist America, Aid Korea" campaign in 

China gained momentum. On January 1, 1951, the CCP 

leadership in Beijing declared that.the local cadres should 

increase their propaganda [yuanchuan] efforts and strengthen 

Party leadership in inspiring nationwide propaganda. 13 In 

early February, Mao and the Central Committee of the CCP 

called on the whole nation to carry out a "propaganda and 

education campaign for resisting U.s. aggression and aiding 

Korea." They claimed, "Persistent efforts must be made to 

push this campaign throughout the country, to deepen it 

where it is already under way and spread it where it is not, 

so as to make sure that this education reaches everyone in 

every part of the country. 1114 By means of arousing Chinese 

patriotic enthusiasm, the Communist leaders also aimed to 

raise production at all levels to fulfill the government's 

13Renmin ribao, January 1, 1951. 

14Mao Tse-tung, Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung (Peking: 
Foreign Languages Press, 1977), 5: 45. 
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first three-year-plan of economic reconstruction. 

To mobilize widespread support for the war effort, the 

CCP leadership endeavored to further provoke people's 

indignation through propagating the issue of the American 

rearming of Japan. In 1949, the United states pronounced its 

decision to suspend all Japanese reparation payments during 

the period of the occupation and to allow Japan to proceed 

with a full-scale production in a number of strategic 

industries. Meanwhile, American plans for building up 

Japanese police and self-defence forces and for arranging a 

peace treaty with Japan that excluded China and the Soviet 

Union further increased China's suspicion of U. S . 

intentions. The Chinese Communists thus continued their 

exaggerated attacks on the united states for resurrecting 

Japanese mili tarism and for intending to use Japan as a 

military base for launching offensives against China and 

other Asian countries. The Chinese delegate Wu Xiuquan 

proclaimed in the United Nations that: 

since the Chinese people won their victory on the 
Chinese mainland, the united states Government has 
still more frantically carried out a policy of rearming 
Japan to oppose the Chinese people and the other Asian 
peoples. At present, the United states Government has 
not only turned Japan into its main base in the Far 
East in preparation for aggressive war, but it has 
already begun to use this base as a means to launch 
aggressive wars against a series of Asian 
countries. IS 

15United Nations, Security Council Official Records, No. 
69, 527 Meeting, November 28, 1950,.2-25. 
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Even though the Communists continued their verbal 

attacks on the U. S. government upon their assumption of 

power in 1949, their immediate attitude toward individual 

Americans in China was not openly hostile. with the outbreak 

of the Korean War, however, Westerners in China found 

themselves increasingly under surveillance and strong 

suspicion. I6 It was no longer permissible to differentiate 

between the u.s. government and individual Americans as had 

been the case with the previous anti-American movements. 

Everything related to America was denounced. Directed by 

omnipresent "Resist America, Aid Korea" Associations, 

government agencies, schools, universities and factories 

were all actively involved in the anti-American campaign. 

Millions of Chinese people joined in the condemnation of the 

"criminal" behaviors of the Americans in Korea. 17 

In many colleges and universities, classes were even 

suspended for a period of time so that students and staff 

could devote themselves completely. to an examination and 

denunciation of American imperialism, and to cultivating the 

right political attitude toward the Korean issue. Quite a 

number of students from various universities signed up for 

16See, for example, David Kidd, Peking story (New York: 
Clarkson N. Potter, 1988), 142. 

17See Renmin ribao and Guangming ribao in the months of 
October, November and December. 
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the military schools. ls Many volunteered to go to the 

frontline. A small number of those who were eventually 

inducted to the "Chinese People I s Volunteer Army" or who 

were accepted by the military schools were cheered off with 

big red flowers pinned to their uniforms. 19 Large-scale 

student anti-U.S. demonstrations and protests filled the 

streets, a phenomenon not unfamiliar to Chinese college 

campuses. Beida I s Democracy Wall was once again full of 

anti-American big-character posters [dazibao] and cartoons 

assailing MeidL Meanwhile, many college and high school 

students went to the factories and countryside to carryon 

anti-American propaganda work. zo 

Understandably, anti-American emotions did not arise 

solely out of the Korean War. As demonstrated in the 

previous chapters, distrust of the intentions of the United 

states government was nothing new to the Chinese 

intellectual circle. Anti-American sentiments among 

politically alert Chinese had been building up momentum in 

the late 1940s. Now faced with what they perceived to be 

u.s. hostility toward the People's Republic, many harbored 

lSSee, for example, "Xiangying zuguo haozhao relie 
canjia junxiao ll [Respond to the Call of the Motherland and 
Warmly Join the Military Schools], Guangrning ribao, December 
19, 1950. 

19See Guangrning ribao, December 17, 26, 27, 1950. 

20See Renmin ribao, November I, 15, 1950. 
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real resentment toward the Uni ted states. The Central 

Government worked hard at nourishing anti-American emotions. 

It utilized all avenues of propaganda to appeal to 

patriotism of intellectuals, as well as that of the whole 

Chinese popUlation, so that they would offer their full 

support to China's participation in the Korean War. 

6.3 Anti-Americanism as Reflected in Literature and Art 

Upon China's entry into the Korean War, newspapers, 

journals and books, fraught with anti-American themes, were 

issued for the purpose of propaganda for urban, educated 

people, to appeal to their patriotic feelings and to play 

upon their spirit of nationalism. Journals and newspapers 

were also laden with stories, which demonstrated the 

intellectuals' determination to contribute to the "Resist 

America, Aid Korea It movement. For instance, an article, 

entitled "Motherland, I Answer Your Call, II described the 

great enthusiasm of Beida's students to get enrolled in the 

military schools. 2.1 Articles depicting intellectuals' 

recognition of the true menace of the United states 

mushroomed. For example, one article published in Renmin 

ribao focused on the evolution of a young university 

student's thinking toward the danger the united states 

imposed upon China. 

21Shao Feng, IIZuguo , wo xiangying nide haozhao! II 
Guanqrning ribao, December 17, 1950. 
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The story begins by asserting that the Communist 

victory in 1949 had assured a youth named Yuan Baotong of 

Qinghua University, with a major in civil engineering, of a 

peaceful learning environment and a promising future. He 

therefore devoted himself assiduously to academic studies 

without thinking much of the "wolf" outside China. The 

outbreak of the Korean War shocked him, but he reasoned that 

the United states dared not challenge China; that 

imperialism would eventually meet its own death and 

therefore it was unnecessary to clash with it; and that the 

Korean people would be able to liberate themselves. In a 

group discussion, however, his thoughts met with severe 

cri ticism from his fellow students, who argued that the 

united states was simply following the footsteps of the 

former aggressor Japan and that China'S aiding Korea was to 

protect China itself. While feeling indignant toward the 

united states, he still believed in the saying, "we shall 

not attack unless we are attacked" [renbu fanwo, wobu 

fanren]. However, the fact that the American soldiers were 

speeding toward the Yalu river and that the American 

imperialists were bombing the Northeast of China finally 

made him shred his last illusion, and together with other 

stUdents at Qinghua, he vowed to be ready to go wherever the 

nation needed him most. 22 The issuing of articles of this 

22Jin Feng, IIYige daxuesheng de juexinU [A University 
Student's Resolution), Renmin ribao, November 6, 1950. 
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type obviously aimed at eradicating any lingering delusions 

on the part of Chinese intellectuals about the intentions of 

the United states government. 

To ensure the Chinese people, especially the 

intellectuals who had returned from the United states, to 

have a "correct" understanding of Meidi's true anti-chinese 

nature, the CCP then worked out a drastic revision of the 

history of Sino-American relations, usually termed a "one

hundred-year history of American aggression against China." 

Characterized in black and white terms, the history of Sino

U.S. relations was defined as one of continued American 

political, economic and cultural invasions of China. It was 

rewritten with the purpose of letting the Chinese people 

learn the "truthll about the past. Soon after the Chinese 

intervention in the Korean War, Renmin ribao published a 

IIChronology of American Imperialists' Invasions of China," 

listing in detail the "aggressions" the united states had 

committed against China from 1832 to 1950. 23 It also issued 

"A One Hundred Year Pictorial History of American 

Imperialist Invasion of China. ,,24 Meanwhile, it carried a 

long series of articles entitleq "A History of u.s. 

Invasions of China," [Meiguo ginhuashi). To deepen the 

ideological education of the "Resist America and Aid Korea" 

23See Renmin ribao, November 16, 1950. 

24See Renmin ribao, November 20, 1950. 
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campaign, primary and middle school textbooks on the 

subjects of history, geography and Chinese were modified to 

incorporate themes on American aggression. 25 

One well-known booklet called How to Understand America 

[Zenyang renshi Meiguo] attempted to correct the past 

"erroneous" attitudes that Chinese people of different 

political persuasions had held toward various aspects of 

American society. The booklet was widely publicized and 

printed in all the major newspapers and magazines. Intended 

to provide information for the intellectuals to draw on in 

their speeches to expose American wrongdoings in China, it 

began as follows: 

In the past, some Chinese were fooled by American 
imperialism, and thought that.China had to depend on 
America and should take it as a good friend. Others 
thought that America was a civilized and democratic 
nation, so China should learn from America. Some others 
thought that America was a strong country that could 
not be challenged. In reality, a pro-America attitude 
is reactionary, and worship-America and fear-America 
thoughts are all wrong. Having fully understood the 
true colors of America, every patriotic Chinese must 
hate America, despise America, and scorn America! 

Then under three sub-titles, the booklet urged people to 

"Hate the United States, for it is the deadly enemy of the 

Chinese people"; "Despise the United states, for it is a 

rotten imperialist nation, the headquarters of reactionary 

decadence of the whole world"; "Look with contempt upon the 

25"Shi kangmei yuanchao sixiang J ~aoyu pubian shenru" 
[Deepen the Resist America, Aid Korea Ideological Education 
to Every Level], Guangming ribao, December 26, 1950. 
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United states, for it is a paper tiger and can be completely 

defeated. 1126 

Newspaper articles revealing the flaws of American 

society multiplied. For instance, liThe True Colors of the 

American Educational System" discussed, among other points, 

the racial prejudices in American schools, and poverty and 

persecution suffered by teachers. 27 liThe Militarization of 

American Education" argued that the American scientific 

field and universities were tightly controlled by 

monopolized capital and warmongers. 28 "Look, This Is 

America," by a scientist who had recently returned from the 

United states, exposed a money-worshipping, politically 

corrupt American society with poor public order, general 

cultural degeneracy, racial prejudice and a monopolization 

of capital in the hands of a few big capitalists. 29 

Anti-American literature in the form of prose, novels, 

poems, dramas, literary reportage and songs proliferated. 3D 

26Remin ribao, November 5, 1950. 

27Liu Eyie, IIMeiguo xuexiao jiaoyu zhenmianmu, II 
Guangming ribao, December 17, 1950. 

28cheng Zhi, "Meiguo j iaoyude j unguozhuyihua, II Guangming 
ribao, December 18, 1950. 

29Ding Jing, "Kan, zhe j iushi Meiguo!," Renmin ribao, 
November 16, 1950. 

30See, for example, Zhang Wenyuan, ed., Kangmei yuanchao 
sanwen xuancui [Selected Prose on Resist America, Aid Korea] 
(Beijing: Jiefangjun wenyi chubanshe, 1990); Tianjinshi 
wenyij ie baowei shij ie heping fandui Meidi qinlue weiyuanhui 
[Safeguarding World Peace and Opposing American Imperialist 
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So many works on the Korean themes were written that the 

editor of the journal Renmin xiju [People's Drama] 

reportedly said that he often received over twenty plays 

within one day. 31 The Chinese Literature Association of 

Qinghua university published a series of special issues of 

"Resist America, Aid Korea" literature. In the first issue, 

Professor Wang Yao wrote an article, "The Anti-American 

Movement as Reflected in Modern Chinese Literature. II He 

cited primarily anti-American literature related to the 1905 

Chinese boycott of American goods and to the literary works 

on miseries suffered by Chinese laborers in the United 

states. 32 

Guangming ribao also published a series of 

autobiographical articles dictated by situ Meitang, an 

immigrant who had spent seventy years in America and had 

returned to China not long before. The articles were issued 

under one title, "I Thoroughly Despise America" [Wo tonghen 

Meiguo] . Situ censured the general decadent social 

atmosphere in America, and especially castigated the harsh 

Invasion Committee of the Cultural Circles of Tianj in] , 
eds., Kangmei yuanchao dumuju xuan [Selected One-Act Dramas 
on Resist America, Aid Korea] (Beijing: Dazhong shudian, 
1950); Huang Di et al., Ba paodan da shangqu [Shoot the 
Artillery Skyward!] (Beijing: Sanlian shudian, 1951). 

31See "Art Fight in Korea" People's China 3 (January I, 
1951) 26. 

32See Wang Yao, "Fanmei yundong zai zhongguo wenxue 
shang de fanying," Guangming ribao, December 16, 1950. 
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immigration laws and racial discrimination there. 

Meanwhile, American priests, nuns and ministers working 

in China were accused of engaging in anti-revolutionary 

activities. Horrible stories were told of children killed in 

orphanages run by foreign nuns. 33 In one of the plays 

written in 1951, an American clergyman who had stayed after 

the defeat of the Nationalists was charged with carrying on 

clandestine activities against the Communists. After his 

arrest, he was told by a revolutionary: 

You [Americans] failed to conquer the Chinese people 
with your billions of dollars and thousand upon 
thousand tons of artillery. Now no matter how many 
sugar-coated bullets you employ, you won't be able to 
prevent the defeat of the bandit gangs of Jiang 
Jieshi's, and the complete failure of your policy of 
invading China. The Chinese people will not allow you 
to continue dominating us. Your crimes will be 
punished. 34 

Perhaps the most famous literary piece is Wei Wei's 

"Who Are the Most Beloved People?" written in the form of 

literary reportage [baagao wenxue] in April 1951, Wei asked 

his "dear readers" to remember that the peace and happiness 

they were enjoying back in China were made possible by the 

numerous sacrifices of the Chinese soldiers in Korea. These 

33stories of this nature date back to the anti
missionary activities of the 1860s and 1870s. The 1870 
Tianj in Massacre was triggered by such rumors. Horrible 
stories related to missionaries also accompanied anti
foreign, anti-Christian activities of the Boxer period. 

34Bai ren, "Tangyi Paodan" [Sugar-Coated Bullets], in 
Sufan juzuo xuan [Selected Works on Elimination of 
Counterrevolutionaries], ed. Wang Su (Beijing: Qunzhong 
chubanshe, 1979), 92. 
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soldiers were therefore "the most beloved people." The story 

won praise from the highest Chinese leaders and was widely 

read. It has since been used repeatedly in school 

textbooks. 35 Written for the purpose of propaganda, Wei's 

story nonetheless ran smoothly and movingly, thereby 

provoking even more resentment toward the u.s. government 

among readers in the early fifties. 

Fighting the most industrialized nation in the world, 

Mao and the Communist leadership were well aware of the 

military disadvantages China faced and of the misgivings 

existing in many people's minds about taking on such a 

powerful nation as the united states. Mao's theory of "paper 

tiger" was therefore widely propagated. 35 To rid those with 

"fear America" sentiments, the Communist agencies and 

individuals related to propagating the Resist America, Aid 

Korea movement worked hard to expose fully the "weakness" of 

the American "paper tiger." In another literary reportage, 

35For more details on the appeal of Wei's "Most Beloved 
People," see Philip West, "The Korean War and the criteria 
of Significance in Chinese Popular Culture," The Journal of 
American-East Asian Relations 1 (Winter 1992): 383-408. For 
a full text of this article in chinese, see Wei Wei, IIShui 
shi zui keaide ren" [Who are the Most Beloved People], in 
Kangmei yuanchao sanwen xuancui, 3-7. 

35In a talk with the American correspondent Anna Louise 
strong in 1946, Mao first illustrated his theory of the 
paper tiger. According to him, the u.s. reactionaries were 
all paper tigers. He claimed, "Speaking of u.s. imperialism, 
people seem to feel that it is terribly strong •.•• But it 
will be proved that the u.s. reactionaries, like all 
reactionaries in history, do not have much strength." (See 
Mao Tse-tung, Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tunq, 4: 97-101. 
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wei wei described a pep talk delivered by a division 

commander to his soldiers: "Don't forget the enemy's 

fundamental weakness is cowardice. He can't overcome it! Now 

we're better equipped with artillery, the folks at home have 

given us all these big guns! If we can send the enemy 

infantry slinking off like dogs with their tails between 

their legs, can't we do the same to their artillery?"37 

To boost up the morale of the Chinese troops in Korea, 

the Resist America, Aid Korea Associations organized 

Appreciation Missions [weiwentuan], often composed of 

prominent figures in the cultural circles, to express 

greetings and gratitude to the soldiers, and to deliver 

emotional patriotic talks. The missions also included 

performers, who were sent to Korea to entertain the Chinese 

troops with songs and dances. Upon their returning to China, 

the members of the Appreciation Mission went to various 

regions to report on the valiant behavior of the Chinese 

soldiers and the alleged American cowardice. 

During the anti-American campaign, the Resist America, 

Aid Korea Association of the Central Fine Arts College was 

most busy producing posters and cartoons. The Association 

issued a series of Reference Materials for Propaganda 

Posters. These were reproduced by local Resist America, Aid 

Korea clubs, schools and universities as street and wall 

37Wei, "Get Them Down, II in Chinese Literature, no. 2 
(1953): 120. 
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posters. In general, the posters en?eavored to demonstrate 

Meidi's wickedness and weakness and the strength and 

justness of the "people." The table of contents of one 

issue, for example, includes the following subjects: "To 

protect peace, we will win victory"; "To launch a patriotic 

competition for industrial production [ in order to make 

contributions for fighting against the Meidi]"; "People of 

the world oppose the war of aggression"; "Do not allow Meidi 

to violate the sacred international agreement [the Potsdam 

Agreement]"; "American and Japanese reactionaries reduce the 

life of Japanese people to that of slaves"; "American 

imperialists' unlawful arming of Japan"; "Take on the task 

of maintaining world peace and stopping new wars"; "American 

imperialists and their servants [including Jiang Jieshi and 

Syngman Rhee] are clamoring for wars"; "Bloody crimes 

committed by the bandit gangs of Americans and Syngman 

Rhee."38 

Many cartoons provide poignant images that show the 

united states a great threat to Asia in general, and to 

China in particular. One cartoon, for example, in the top 

half depicts an armed Japanese soldier who had crossed the 

Yalu River and landed in the Chinese Northeast, and in the 

38Zhongyang meishu xueyuan kangmei yuanchao weiyuanhui 
[The Resist America, Aid Korea Association of the Central 
Fine Arts College], eds., Xuanchuanhua cankao ziliao 
[Reference Materials for Propaganda Posters], no. 6 (April 
1951). 
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bottom half shows an armed u.s. soldier fighting a Korean on 

the banks of the Yalu River (see Figure 4). Moreover, to 

educate the public to totally despise things American, many 

posters presented a most unpleasant American way of life, 

closely connected with vice, violence, and a general 

degeneracy (see Figures 5 and 6). 

Many intellectuals had already developed a not too 

favorable impression toward the behavior of the Uni ted 

states government. Through launching a propaganda war, the 

government intended to heighten their enmity toward a 

country at war with China. 

In the meanwhile, to promulgate the justice of China's 

position in committing the "People's Volunteers" to the 

Korean War and the importance of the domestic contribution 

to the war effort, the Government encouraged urban "cultural 

workers I" including not only professional players but mainly 

amateur student performers, to perform patriotic plays 

related to the anti-American themes. The so-called "living 

newspapers" became a popular form of performance. "Living 

Newspapers," short plays or skits reflecting current 

political issues or movements, were performed on the street 

corners or at whatever available places that could draw an 

audience. One of the popular anti-American "living 



Figure 4. We cannot ignore such provocation. From 
Reference Materials for Propaganda posters, no. 2 
(December 1952). 
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Figure 5. American way of life (I). From Reference 
Materials for Poster Propaganda, no. 3 (January 1951) 

1. Republican Party 
2. Democratic Party 
3. Wall street 
4. American worker is oppressed 
5. American workers on strike 
6. Strike 
7. Hungry American children look for food in a 

garbage can 
8. Such is American culture 
9. American children's education 
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Figure 6. American way of life 
Materials for Poster Propaganda, no. 

(II) From Reference 
3 (January 1951) 

1. KKK members inflict violence on blacks 
2. Robbers running wild in America 
3. Severely oppressed American blacks 
4. An unemployed American family on the street 
5. Twenty-four hours in America 
6. Murdering 
7. Kidnapping 
8. poisoning 
9. Highway robbery 
10. Burglary 
11. KKK--A Fascist organization in America: 

Truman was a member of the KKK 
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newspapers" was called "Paper Tiger. ,,39 Some other 

performance titles related to Korean War themes included 

"People's Will," "Protecting Our Peace at Home," "victory 

Belongs to the People," "Atrocities of American Soldiers," 

and "American Espionage. ,,40 

An article published in People's China reported the 

great number of people involved in this propaganda work and 

the effectiveness of their performances: 

Every day during the last few days in Peking 
alone, more than 5,000 players from schools, 
institutions, and dramatic clubs have given various 
street corner shows. Among the most effective "living 
newspapers" plays are "Truman Dreams of Hitler," and 
the "Dance of the Devils," the devils being Truman, 
MacArthur, Chiang Kai-shek and many others. All these 
troupes are amateur groups organized by the people with 
the help of the drama workers. 

Through the countryside of Hopei [Hebei] province, 
2,000 locally organized amateur troupes are travelling 
from village to village to give performances for the 
peasants in the long winter evenings. Around the theme 
of "protect the homeland," their plays are woven out of 
the stuff of their own experiences. Their true life 
stories impress the audiences profoundly and often at 
the end of the shows, the onlookers themselves join the 
players in shouting slogans. Many enroll immediately as 
volunteers for Korea on the spot. 41 

Party propagandists worked hard among the people to 

constantly foster their grievances against the United 

39Guangminq ribao, December 27, 1950. 

40See "Shoudu kangmei yuanchao zhongde Xl.Ju huodong" 
[Resist America, Aid Korea Drama Activities in the Capital], 
Guangming ribao, December 27, 1950. 

41"Art Fight for Korea, II People's China 3 (January 1, 
1951): 26. 
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states, and sometimes they did so with some imagination. For 

example, a story of this nature was told in a booklet 

entitled How to Be a Propagandist. When a group of workers 

were on their way to the factory in the early dawn, one 

worker stepped with one foot into a puddle of muddy water. 

The propagandist among them then commented that he himself 

had just had a similar accident, but that he had surely 

cursed hard. When asked what he had cursed about, the 

propagandist replied that he had cursed the "American 

devils." He then explained that, "If the American devils had 

not invaded us and bombed our Nort~east, would we have to 

protect ourselves from air raids and always be in a black-

out?" He thus continued, "We would have our street lights 

lit until morning and then we wouldn't fall or step into 

puddles. Whom do you think I would curse besides those damn 

American devils? ,,42 

Just as songs had served as a great morale builder in 

past patriotic movements, songs related to the "Resist 

American, Aid Korea" movement were created for this purpose 

as well. One song became so popular that it survived the 

Korean War and was sung repeatedly, especially by students 

42Renmin chubanshe bianj ibu, eds., Zenyangzuo 
xuanchuanyuan [How to be a propagandist] (Beijing: Renmin 
chubanshe, 1951), 11-12; see also Frederick T.C. YU, The 
Propaganda Machine in Communist China--with Special 
Reference to Ideology. Policy. and Regulations. as of 1952 
(Texas: Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, 
1955), 24. 
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of all academic levels, until the late 1970s. Its words ran 

as follows: 

with vigor and high spirits, 
[we] cross the Yalu River. . 
Safeguarding peace and defending homeland, [we go 

there] for the purpose of protecting our hometown. 
China's good sons and daughters, unite closely 

together, Resist America and Aid Korea, 
Defeat the vicious wolves of American Imperialism. 

Popular writings, cartoons or songs related to the anti-U.S. 

campaign, even though they served political purpose, had a 

certain appeal, and could often achieve to a considerable 

degree their intended effect. 43 

6.4 Eradicate Heidi's influence: Thought Reform 

with the establishment of the People's Republic of 

China in October 1949 and Mao's declaration that the Chinese 

people had from then on stood up, . Chinese intellectuals, 

together with the larger population, experienced a sense of 

patriotic joy and pride over China's unification and the 

prospect of a modernized China. Having born the 

psychological burdens of China's past humiliations, many 

were full of high spirits and were eager to make 

contributions to the new "socialist construction. 1I In his 

book on the prominent Chinese sociologist Fei Xiaotong, R. 

43See West, "The Korean War and the criteria of 
Significance in Chinese Popular Literature," for a 
discussion on the effect of the appeal-centered literature 
on the general public. 
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David Arkush depicts Fei 's ini tial enthusiasm over the 

possibilities a new system could promise: 

Reading Fei's 1949-1950 articles on thought reform and 
the reform of the universities, one is struck by the 
theme of social unity that runs through them: the 
enormous power of nation and people united in common 
purpose; the importance of intellectuals overcoming 
individualism, factionalism, and divisiveness so that 
they could unite with the laboring masses; the benefits 
of cooperation and of pooling risks and resources; and 
so on. In those first two years, Fei must have thought 
the social cohesion he had looked for for so long was 
increasing, and he and the other intellectuals, instead 
of being cut off from most of society, were at last 
going to be able to contribute their skills to 
constructing a new China. 44 

Upon taking over the leadership of China, the CCP faced 

the massive task of national economic and political 

reconstruction. Having driven the Nationalists to Taiwan, 

the Communist leaders needed time to consolidate their 

newly-gained national power. Initially they had allowed some 

latitude in terms of intellectual freedom. But this did not 

last long. 

The Communist government harbored suspicions regarding 

intellectuals' liberal views and was by no means certain of 

the educated elite's steadfast support. certain references 

made by American spokesmen did not help to alleviate the 

Communist leadership's reservation about the staunchness of 

Chinese intellectuals' anti-American imperialist stand. 

44Arkush, Fei Xiaotong, 225. In 1957 during the anti
rightist movement, Fei, however, was labeled as an agent of 
American cultural aggression and was denounced a rightist. 
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As discussed previously, many intellectuals, especially 

the younger ones, had in the recent past held grievances 

against the United states government regarding its actions 

in China and Japan and had actively participated in anti-

American demonstrations. However, the fact that many well-

established intellectuals were educated in the United states 

or in American-sponsored schools in China insured that they 

would be influenced by American ideas to various extent. 

Well conscious of the patriotic anti-American fervor that 

had swept the nation's major cities since the late 1940s, 

the Communist leaders nevertheless suspected that many 

intellectuals would still admire aspects of American life 

and inadvertently became the major spokesmen in China for 

the American way of life, however much they condemned the 

actions of the United states Government. This fear was 

intensified with the publication of the White Paper. 

Acheson's "Letter of Transmittal" had indicated an 

American policy of cultivating the support of "liberal, 

independent" groups in China to resist Communist control. 

Mao himself had never truly trusted the intellectuals. In 

his series of articles attacking the White Paper, he devoted 

much space to warning those f'muddle-headed Chinese 

intellectuals" to discard their illusions about the U. s. 

imperialists. He wrote: 

Part of the intellectuals still want to wait and see. 
They think: the Kuomintang [Guomindang] is no good and 
the communist Party is not necessarily good either, so 
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we had better wait and see. Some support the Communist 
Party in words, but in their hearts they are waiting to 
see. They are the very people who have illusions about 
the United states. They are unwilling to draw a 
distinction between the u.s. imperialists, who are in 
power, and the American people, who are not .••• They 
are the supporters of what Acheson calls "democratic 
individualism." 

Mao therefore concluded that the American imperialists had 

"a flimsy social base in China. ,,45 According to him, the 

communist policy toward these liberal middle-of-the-roaders 

or the supporters of "democratic individualism" should aim 

to "win them over, educate them and unite with them" so that 

they would not be fooled further by imperialism. 46 

The speech by Warren Austin, united states 

Representative to the United Nations, to the Security 

Council on November 28, 1950, served to deepen the 

Communist fear of continuing mental linkage on the part of 

Chinese intellectuals with the united states. In his speech, 

Austin enumerated the actions of friendship between China 

and the Uni ted States, and the various aids the Uni ted 

states had extended to China in the past. He emphasized that 

American generosity had made possible the education of a 

great number of Chinese either in the United states or in 

American-sponsored schools in China, and that they therefore 

retained a sense of gratitude for American assistance. He 

45Mao Tse-tung, "Cast Away Illusions, Prepare for 
Struggle," 427. 

46Mao Tse-tung, IIFarewell, Leighton stuart!1I 438. 
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thus suggested that "thousands upon thousands of Chinese and 

Americans share a community of experience and a 

compatibility that cannot be erased by evil propaganda. ,,47 

Austin's speech elicited fierce responses inside China, 

mostly from educational institutions and also from religious 

bodies. Intellectuals vied with each other to condemn 

Austin's speech and to dissociate themselves from the 

category Austin referred to. Just as Consul Cabot's and 

Ambassador stuart's references to the Chinese lack of 

gratefulness grated on the nerves of many sensitive Chinese, 

Austin's allusions to Chinese indebtedness to America 

aroused some angry patriotic sentiments. Many wrote with a 

view to challenging the notion of American benevolence. 

Austin's speech also evoked a diatribe concerning American 

cultural aggressions against China. Much of the denunciation 

in this aspect appeared, however, to be dictated by the 

party line and was highly exaggerated. A typical example is 

an article written by a scholar named Liu Butong under the 

title "Look at American cultural 'Assistance' to China under 

the Monster-Revealing Mirror. II Liu interpreted the cultural 

exchanges between China and the United states in the drastic 

words. The central target of Liu' s attack was American 

missionaries. "Holding bibles in their bloody hands," Liu 

asserted, "missionaries paved the way for the capitalistic 

47United Nations, Security council Official Records, No. 
68, 526th Meeting, 28 November 1950, 12-26. 
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plunderers" in the latter's colonization of other countries. 

"Wherever they went, missionaries created paradises for the 

capitalistic class and hells for the working people."48 

With the Korean War and Resist-America movement in full 

swing, private Christian colleges and universities, 

sponsored in most cases by funds from abroad--a tangible 

reflection of American "cultural aggression"--became among 

the most unwelcome places in China. In December, 1950, the 

Central Government promulgated its "policy for elimination 

of American sponsored educational, philanthropic and 

religious institutions. II In early 1951, Vice-Minister of 

Education, Zeng Zhaolun, a prominent physicist who had 

received his advanced education in the United states, issued 

a statement entitled liThe Disposal of American-Subsidized 

Schools Is the Foremost Task on the Cultural Front Now. 1I In 

sensational language Zeng condemned the criminal acts of 

American imperialist cultural aggression. According to Zeng, 

the exposure of American cultural crimes was necessary in 

order lito raise the students' understanding of the 

aggressive nature of American imperialism, and to increase 

their hatred against the American ill}perialists. 1I He claimed 

that during the past one hundred years, the American 

imperialistic elements had tried every means 

to achieve the spiritual enslavement of Chinese 

48Liu Butong, II Zhaoyaoj ingxia kan Meiguo duihuade wenhua 
'yuanzhu /ll Renmin ribao, January 10, 1951. 
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children and youths through the dissemination of 
poisonous pro-America, revere-America, and fear-America 
sentiments: further to ally themselves with the Chiang 
[Jiang] bandits to harm and' persecute progressive 
teachers and students; and even to make use of the 
school as camouflage to engage in espionage activities 
against the interests of the Chinese people. 49 

By 1952, the private religious and foreign colleges were 

completely eliminated. 

Along with the intensification of the Korean War, the 

communist Central Committee in Beijing decided it was time 

to ideologically reform the intellectuals in order to 

produce individuals politically loyal to the Communist state 

and technically useful for the physical reconstruction of 

the nation. Thought reform as well as the reforms of the 

universities soon occupied a significant position on the 

communist leadership's working agenda. 

In september 1951, Premier Zhou Enlai gave an important 

speech to over three thousand college and university 

teachers of the Beijing and Tianjin areas on the issue of 

thought reform. Following the speech, the movement to remold 

the intellectuals ideologically started in all seriousness. 

Toward the end of 1951, over 6,000 college teachers in 

Beijing and Tianjin alone were reported to have been 

49Tseng Chao-Iun, liThe Disposal of American-Subsidized 
Schools Is the Foremost Task on the.Cultural Front Now," in 
Chinese Communist Education: Records of the First Decade, 
ed. Stewart Fraser (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 
1965), 99. 
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participating in the movement. 50 

An important aspect of thought reform invol ved the 

denunciation of American imperialistic practices so that the 

intellectuals could develop a uniform socialist outlook. 

Those who had studied in the United states were called upon 

to report their unpleasant experiences there and to expose 

the weaknesses of American society. It is sometimes hard, 

however, to tell whether the writers wrote down their true 

thoughts or simply mouthed politically correct sentiments. 

One example of anti-American writing is provided by Nie 

Rongzhi, a professor of Yanjing University who spent four 

months in the united states in late 1948. In a short 

commentary on his impressions about the United states, Nie 

dealt with two issues: American public order and American 

movies. He claimed that many Chinese held the wrong notion 

that America was a rich country, and therefore thought that 

robbery must be a most infrequent .phenomenon there. As a 

matter of fact, Nie wrote, petty thefts happened all the 

time, because only a small number of capitalists could boast 

of wealth; the majority of American people did not live so 

well. Therefore, many turned into petty thieves. As for the 

American movies, the three he saw while he was in the united 

states involved robbery, violence and women. As movies 

served an educational purpose, Nie reasoned, the American 

50See Renrnin ribao, November 13, 1951. 
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public I S love for movies of these low types thus showed 

their poor state of mind. 51 

The attacks upon the IIdepravedll social and political 

phenomena of America by returned scholars were nothing if 

not comprehensive. They included the denunciations of the 

low morals of the Americans: of the American obsession with 

money, sex, and meaningless but violent detective stories; 

of the exploitation of workers; of the actual lack of 

democracy in America; and of racial prejudice. Some wrote to 

unmask America I s true nature as IIpaper tigerll and the 

monopoly of science by warmongers. 

Meanwhile, the thought reform was accompanied by 

numerous small group discussion, self-criticism and IIthought 

summariesll by college teachers and professors allover 

China. Even intellectuals who had previously 

enthusiastically supported the CCP and denounced the united 

stat.es government were nevertheless subj ect to confession 

and indoctrination. Many had to conduct self-criticism more 

than once as they had failed to produce the correct 

responses the first time. College students also had to 

participate in endless anti-American study sessions. 

Intellectuals who had received their education in the 

west, especially in the United states, were the primary 

targets of the thought reform movement. They were believed 

51Nie Rongzhi, "Liumei ganxiang" [Impressions from a 
Visit to America], Guangming ribao, December 28, 1950. 
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to be poisoned by the decadent Western cuI ture and were 

therefore politically backward. Consequently, they had to 

undergo serious thought reform. Many had to publicly confess 

their "fraudulent" pro-America, worship-America mentality 

and renounce the united states. While it is sometimes hard 

to distinguish between personal views and political lines, 

many intellectuals must have had to work hard to meet the 

official standard. 

Quite a number of intellectuals confessed that their 

worship-America and pro-America mentality had made them 

forfeit their nationalism and place themselves instead on 

the side of American imperialism. Some maintained that even 

though they were exasperated by United states' China policy, 

they nevertheless had blindly admired science, technology 

and culture of American imperialism. Only the "Resist 

America, Aid Korea" campaign had made them fully realize 

American degeneracy and the true nature of American cultural 

aggression. 

It is impossible to list all the "thought summaries" 

made by the intellectuals. The following self criticism made 

in early 1952 by Professor Jin Yuelin, Chairman of the 

Department of Philosophy at Qinghua university, served as a 

typical example. The part he wrote on "American imperialism" 

described how he fell under the evi~ American influence and 

subsequently harbored misleading thoughts: 
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with regard to my attitude toward American imperialism, 
as a result of long years of studying in America, the 
evil influences of bourgeois education, my large number 
of American friends, and my constant contact with 
Americans, I became instilled with pro-American 
thoughts which prevented me from realizing American 
imperialism's plots of aggression against China during 
the past hundred years, and I was turned into an 
unconscious instrument of American imperialistic 
cultural aggression. I cried bitterly over the Twenty
one Demands but took no notice of the Sino-American 
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation. • • • 
In 1943 I was one of the Chinese professors who went to 
America on the invitation of the American state 
Department. There, totally deprived of my national 
standpoint as a result of my pro-American thoughts, I 
even tried to persuade the American state Department to 
force the bandit, Chiang [Jiang Jieshi], to practice 
democracy. 

Having examined the thorough "corruptness" of his 

political attitude, Professor Jin sought to point to the 

cause of his turning from a hot-blooded and patriotic young 

man to a "fool." He found the answer, not surprisingly, in 

American imperialism: 

I have to charge the American imperialists who made use 
of a mission school, that is, Tsinghua [Qinghua] 
College, and of the education I received while in 
America, to turn me into an instrument of American 
imperialistic cultural aggression, deprived me of my 
national standpoint, prevented me from making a 
distinction between our friends and our enemies, and 
led me to do things detrimental to the people. 52 

Many self-criticisms made by intellectuals followed a 

similar pattern: an exposure of their past, false notions 

about the United States preceded a harsh repudiation of 

American imperialists. 

52Chin Yueh-lin, "criticizing My Decadent Bourgeois 
Ideology," in Chinese Communist Education, 150-151. 
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Some confessions, however, did not appear to be as 

politically conscious as required. The intellectuals who 

made them showed some obvious reservations about the 

indiscriminate attacks upon the American society. In 

February 1951, Yanjing president Lu Zhiwei, a University of 

Chicago Ph.D. and a leading psychologist in China at the 

time, made a confession on "U.S. Imperialist cultural 

Aggression as Seen in !~enching [Yanj ing] University. 11 Lu 

assumed the presidency of Yanjing University in April 1949, 

shortly after the Communists took over the city of Beijing. 

Having been on good relationship with the CCP, Lu did not 

think he was to be seriously attacked until his friends and 

students began to accuse him in front of the whole 

university of "serving as the running dog of the American 

imperialists." He then retreated to a small isolated room to 

work on his sel f-cri tic ism .53 

In his initial confessions, however, Lu did not seem to 

make a satisfying showing. In one of his early confessions, 

for example, despite a few high-sounding phrases such as, 

"we must clear out, with the greatest determination, the 

influence of American imperialist cultural aggression in 

China," his attack was by no means thorough and obviously 

failed to meet the political standard at the time. His 

statement included remarks about how he despised Americans 

53Maria Yen, The Umbrella Garden: A Picture of Student 
Life in China (New York: Macmillan, 1954), 260-61. 
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but did not hate them because a "scholar's training" taught 

him "not to rave at people," and that John Leighton stuart 

could not possibly have been "a secret agent accomplice of 

the state Department" thirty years before. Shortly 

afterwards, his daughter, Lu Yaohua, a graduate student of 

Yanjing, repudiated him in a public meeting exposing him as 

"a 100 percent claw of imperialism and a tool faithful to 

u.s. imperialism for its cultural aggression." 54 Declaring 

that she longed to be progressive, Lu Yaohua had effectively 

assisted in her father's downfall. Lu Zhiwei was soon 

removed from his office. 

Some self-criticisms appeared to be more convincing 

than others fraught with popular propagandistic language and 

diatribe against the united States. An American-educated 

lecturer in English Department at Yanjing presented a more 

in-depth examination of the evolution of his thinking 

regarding the united states. As was the common practice with 

most of the intellectual confessions, he also began his 

statement by exposing his initial pro-America mentality. 

The lecturer first began to entertain some doubts about 

the behavior of the United states after VJ Day, when the 

united states assisted the Jiang regime instead of 

supporting a coalition government including the communists. 

54See Lu Chih-wei, "u.s. Imperialist cultural Aggression 
as Seen in Yenching university, II in Chinese communist 
Education, 105: Lu Yao-hua, "I Denounce My Father, Lu Chih
wei," in Chinese Communist Education, 139. 
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He attributed this to Americans' lack of understanding of 

the Chinese situation. After the Communist victory, he and 

his fellow countrymen were proud of the "new-born country, II 

yet "the United states opposed the People's Government, 

refused recognition, withdrew consulates, and refused to 

consider the People's government as a member of the united 

Nations." Although recognizing the United states' 

demonstrated hostility toward the "new China," he believed 

that the weak China should not offend a strong country like 

the United states. The publication of the White Paper, 

however, offended him tremendously as it claimed that the 

United states still had friends in China. Friends, he took 

to mean, referred to intellectuals like himself "who because 

of their education in mission schools or advanced studies in 

America believed in the American way of life." Together with 

other Chinese intellectuals, he "was shocked and disgusted 

at the idea that [he] should be regarded as an asset to a 

hostile country and a potential traitor." The White Paper 

therefore evoked in his mind "very uncomfortable queries." 

The beginning of the Korean War saw Truman send the Seventh 

Fleet to the Taiwan strait to "protect Taiwan." For the 

first time, he was truly angry, yet he still hoped that the 

situation would not get worse. However, disregarding Premier 

Zhou Enlai's warnings, Douglas MacArthur moved his troops 

steadily toward the Yalu River and "dropped bombs over 

Manchuria." He then was left with no illusions but had to 
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admit that the united states was "an actual aggressor 

against China." The escalation of the fighting in Rorea 

dashed his hope for only "small-scale clashes" between the 

two countries, and he now realized fully that the American 

Government was China's "mortal enemy." He concluded that he 

had finally learned to "distinguish between friends and 

enemies" and had "learned to hate American imperialism. ,,55 

It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

anti-American thought reform on the true thinking of Chinese 

intellectuals. suspicion of the united states government had 

been accumulated in the late 1940s, and the outbreak of the 

Rorean War had certainly deepened the hostility among the 

Chinese intellectuals in the same way the American public 

opinion turned sour toward China when the two countries went 

to war. On the other hand, the first-hand experiences of 

many established scholars concerning the united states and 

the friendship they had established with individual 

Americans made their indiscriminate attacks on the various 

aspects of American culture sound flimsy. A student, who had 

maintained a strong pro-communist stand during the civil war 

period, was recorded saying after the Communist takeover 

that while the Americans were in China, people hated them 

and wanted them to leave. Now that they were gone, with 

55Ralph and Nancy Lapwood, Through the Chinese 
Revolution (London: Spalding and Levy, 1954), 153-54. 
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their movies, music and money, peopie rather missed them. 56 

Leaving aside the issue of sincerity regarding the 

manifested escalation of the intellectual resentment toward 

the United states, the fact remains that many higher 

intellectuals were submissive in their self-criticism during 

and after the thought reform, and appeared to be 

enthusiastically supporting the party line. 

Reforms were also carried out in the field of education 

in early 1950s. Issues such as loyalty to the Communist 

Party, dissociation from the American model of development, 

and learning from the soviet Union were emphasized. One 

essential guideline of the new educational system therefore 

was to aim to be anti-imperialistic and to eliminate the 

remaining illusions about American imperialists. The new 

guideline also highlighted "revolutionary patriotism, 

passion for the Party, the army and the leader" and opposed 

"narrow-minded nationalism," which entailed unity with the 

soviet Union. 57 

Proclaiming themselves the champions of anti-

imperialism, the Communist leaders had tried hard to channel 

Chinese nationalistic feelings exclusively against American 

imperialists during the Korean War. Their task was made 

relatively easier by the preexisting -anti-American mentality 

56Kidd, Peking story, 161 • 

57Chung Shih, Higher Education in Communist China (Hong 
Kong: The Union Research Institute, 1958), 9. 
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among many politically active intellectuals and by China's 

confrontation with the United states in Korea. On the other 

hand, the early years of the 1950s saw pervasive Soviet 

influence in China. The Communists ~ere anxious to prevent 

any development of suspicious and hostile attitudes among 

the intellectuals toward the Soviet Union. The soviets were 

now acclaimed as the "elder brothers" of the Chinese. 

sociologist Fei Xiaotong was one of the scholars who sang 

the praises of China's "friendship" with the Soviet Union. 

With regard to the Sino-Soviet Treaty, Fei wrote that the 

treaty safeguarded world peace and deterred U.s. 

imperialism, and that the U.s. charge of the soviet 

territorial ambition on China was a vicious lie. s8 

In the drive to forge unity with the soviet Union, the 

soviet pedagogical programs and materials were adopted. Even 

Soviet textbooks for teaching the English language were 

claimed to be superior to those of the imperialistic 

English-speaking countries. In an article entitled 

"Superiority of Soviet Russian Teaching Materials of the 

English Language," Professor Huang Jiade from Shandong 

University exposed the "evil" effects of the "capitalistic 

teaching materials of English language," and complimented 

the Soviet textbook of "Advanced Reading of the English 

S8Arkush, Fei Xiaotong, 218. 
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Language," which his university adopted in early 1953. 59 A 

feverish learning of Russian language in the higher 

educational institutes ensued. Learning Russian in the early 

1950s became a fashion. 60 

6.5 Conclusion 

In the early fifties in the united states, Cold War 

rhetoric and MCCarthyism reached a hysterical stage with the 

hunting out of "reds." Purges in the United states of 

intellectuals and government workers paralleled to some 

extent thought criticism in China. The Korean War seemed to 

justify the official American verdict that Communist China 

was a menace to its neighbors and to the world. The U.S. 

government subsequently hardened its policy toward the 

People's Republic, and the attitudes of the American public 

toward China turned hostile. At the same time, in China, 

many intellectuals, especially those returning from America, 

were under severe pressure to eradicate any possible 

lingering affinity they still· had with American 

imperialists. The direct confrontation between Chinese and 

American soldiers on the battlefield simply drove the 

Communist leadership to completely oust American influence 

in China. 

59See Guanqming ribao, March 28, 1953. 

6°Guangming ribao, December 27, 1950. 
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The "Resist America, Aid Korea" movement became one of 

the most pressing and outstanding political issues in china 

during the first years of the 1950s. Anti-American 

demonstrations, once initiated by the student leaders, were 

now organized by the Central Government. While progressive 

intellectuals, including students, had voiced opposition 

essentially against the United states government's policies 

in the late 1940s, now they were called upon to condemn 

anything American. Given the unfavorable attitudes many 

educated Chinese had held toward the American government in 

the recent past and their initial enthusiasm over the 

establishment of the People's Republic, their denunciation 

of the United states cannot be dismissed simply as 

brainwashing. On the other hand, they also appeared to 

recoil before the massive indoctrination machine and found 

it necessary now to phrase their expressions in 

revolutionary words. Therefore, the intellectuals' censure 

of U.s. imperialism probably evinced a mixture of 

spontaneity and government pressure, but anti-Americanism 

constituted one of the legacies in China's political arena 

during the period of cold war confrontation. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In modern China, the political themes of national unity 

and independence have been significant components of Chinese 

discourse. Patriotic nationalistic tides, the driving force 

of China I s revolution, "engulf all that stands in their 

path--imperial, Republican, and communist institutions. ,,1 

The CCP was propelled to power by championing China's 

freedom from foreign influence. The Communist leadership 

today still voices loudly and clearly such political 

rhetoric as "no interference in China's internal affairs" 

and "no violation of China's sovereignty" that characterized 

the anti-American movement in the late forties. A detailed 

examination of such political expressions voiced vehemently 

in mid-century can hopefully provide a historical 

perspective on contemporary Chinese political values and 

offer insights into the dynamics of the Sino-American 

relations. 

lJames Townsend, "Chinese Nationalism," The Australian 
Journal of Chinese Affairs 27 (January 1992): 97. 
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This work has explored the articulated views of an 

important segment of chinese population--Chinese 

intellectuals--toward the United states between late 1945 

and 1950. In the aftermath of World War II, the United 

states began to take an active approach to Chinese internal 

disputes in the hope of promoting a pro-American political 

regime and minimizing the Sovie~ influence in China. 

American policies, however, turned the majority of educated 

urban elites against the United states. The youth stood at 

the forefront of political action against American 

involvement. For nationalistic Chinese, who had longed to 

see an end to foreign interference and regain national 

independence, the absence of national unity in the late 

forties rendered them suspicious of American "interference" 

in Chinese affairs. 

sensitive to any foreign action that appeared to 

jeopardize China's national integrity and autonomy, the 

increasingly hostile educated Chinese, especially the 

younger ones, became highly suspicious of American pol i tical 

involvement. Harboring strong and volatile nationalistic 

emotions, many politically conscious intellectuals began to 

look upon the United states as a reactionary force, impeding 

changes beneficial to their war-wrecked country. They 

therefore declared repeatedly that China should be left 

alone to work out its own problems, and they openly 

challenged American activities in China. The II reverse 
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course" of U.S. occupation policy toward Japan further 

intensified Chinese hostility toward the American 

government. As the most outspoken political critics in 

Nationalist China, students initiated a fan Meifuri movement 

which found enthusiastic public support. Motivated primarily 

by patriotic feelings, many politically engaged Chinese in 

the late forties saw in the United states a nationalist 

target. 

The vigorous expression of intellectual enmity toward 

the united states constituted an important political issue 

in the course of the Chinese civil war. The Shen Chong 

incident and other issues ushered in a nonpartisan anti

American movement, which proved to be a thorn in the side of 

the GMD, a blessing for the CCP, and a disturbing phenomenon 

of grave concern to American diplomats and other observers. 

Although the GMD sponsored the anti-imperialistic 

movements of the early twentieth century when it was still 

a revolutionary party with a strong nationalistic platform, 

in the late forties it grew increasingly intolerant of 

intellectual activism, partly because many intellectuals 

also utilized the anti-American movement to air their 

various grievances against the increasingly corrupt and 

inept Nationalist Government. Meanwhile, the GMD 

inadvertently aided and abetted the Communist cause by 

identifying the CCP with the popular nationalistic, anti

American movement and by resorting to repressive measures 
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against intellectual dissent under the pretext of fighting 

Communist penetration. Accordingly, the CCP appeared to be 

the better defender of Chinese national interests, garnered 

more credibili ty and was looked upon by many patriotic 

Chinese as an alternative solution to China's political 

crisis. Communist leader Mao Zedong affirmed with great joy 

in the aftermath of the Shen Chong incident that the student 

movement in the GMD-controlled cities constituted a second 

front in the ongoing power struggle between the CCP and the 

GMD. 

Chinese anti-American sentiment often baffled and 

disturbed American officials, who failed to comprehend the 

profound nationalistic sentiment behind the forceful 

expression of intellectual resentl11ent and, consequently, 

underestimated the implications of Chinese popular opinion 

for the course of Sino-American relationship. U.S. officials 

in the late 1940s had hoped to win the support of liberal 

Chinese. American postwar acti vi ties, however, gravely 

undermined the image of the United States among the group of 

people whose support the Americans had sought to enlist. 

Even before the Communists assumed power, the US government 

as well as the GMD had already lost the good will of many 

Chinese urban elite. 

The search for the reasons why the United States "lost 

China" dominated the McCarthy era of anti-communism in the 

fifties. Senator Joseph McCarthy and others accused the 
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state Department of its failure in China and of undermining 

American interests there. As historian Harold Isaacs noted, 

the Chinese revolution and the Korean War "played a large 

role in creating the atmosphere hospitable to the spasms of 

fear and frustration" in the United states in which "'China' 

and 'Red China' became primary symbols in the inquisitorial 

circuses that dominated our national affairs with the notion 

that traitorous conspirators were responsible for all the 

defeats and alarms of the time. "z The American literature of 

the 1950s and early 1960s on US policy toward China in the 

late forties centered largely on what the united states 

could have done in China or why it "lost" China. The main 

argument suggested that if the united states had fully 

equipped and supplied the Chinese Nationalist forces, and 

pressured the Nationalist government to reform, the GMD 

would not have lost to the CCP in 1949 and fled to Taiwan. 3 

The argument was flawed in that the writers assumed the 

united states could have changed . the course of Chinese 

politics. What they failed to realize, among other issues, 

was that American involvement in Chinese internal disputes 

as well as American efforts to bolster the GMD served only 

ZHarold R. Isaacs, Scratches on Our Minds: American 
Images of China and India (New York: John Day, 1958), 216. 

3For a full argument on this theme, see Tang Tsou, 
America's Failure in China (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1963). 
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to provoke further intellectual opposition and to advance 

the Communist cause. 

Upon seizing power in 1949, the CCP leadership, in 

order to maintain and enhance the momentum of the Chinese 

revolution, continued its committed role as the anti

imperialist champion and exploited fully the accumulated 

public hostility toward the United states. The IIResist 

America, Aid Korea II movement became one of the most 

inflammatory political causes in China in the early 1950s. 

Anti-American demonstrations, once. initiated by student 

leaders, were now organized by the Central Government in the 

name of opposing American imperialism and defending peace. 

In staging the anti-American campaign, the Communist 

organizers co-opted and employed most of the techniques and 

political rhetoric of the anti-American movement of the late 

forties. They made extensive use of the prominent anti

American vocabulary, symbols and issues developed in the 

late forties with a view to harnessing full support for the 

fledgling regime. stories about the lIatrocities" committed 

by American Marines were reissued. The Marshall Mission, the 

American military assistance to the~ationalist Government, 

the Sino-American Commercial Treaty, the Shen Chong case, 

and the American occupation policy toward Japan all assumed 

new importance and served as examples of "American 

aggression against the Chinese people." This image of a 

United States working tenaciously against the interests of 
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the Chinese people remained one of the most characteristic 

features of the Chinese political scene during a large part 

of the cold war era. 
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